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.Author's Not
4

While the original and official title of this project is as
shown on the title page and cover, the phrase "driving

'While intoxicated" (or. DWI) is -replited in much of the
.

text with the phrase "alcohol-related offense" (or vio-
lation or arrest). Also, in place of "management" we
hiVe frequently used "command and supexvisory per-
sonndl. he former change has been made to indicate
that the slipe encompasses all alcohol-related traffic
violations even though other designations than DWIsmay
be-used. The second change is thought to,be more
explicitly descriptive of audience to whom Phis
training is directed.

4,0"31:1"
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FOREWORD,

The threat posed by" he thinking' drive
as well as to himself, continues at a t
intolerablet alcohol-related autorno
Department of Transportation (DO s
grated program to' achieve pu.c'h a edu,

livesr o the ves and property of others,
gically high rate. This rate is
crashes must be reduced. *le
carrying out a multifaceted inte-

ction.

Among the several projects s ported by DOT were two studies of the
factors that influence a' polio officer's discretion!in the" enforcement of
driving-while-intokicated ( WI) laws. In the chain of events, from detect -ur
ing a DWI-'suspect until suspect is arrested, cited, or released, there
are decision points at w the- investigating, officer can elect to proceed
with a.DWI arrest or o arrest or cite the suspect on a lesser charge, or to
release the suppect The two stUdiet3 sampled a wide range of police
organi atians and using survey as-well as interview techniques identified
severa factors hich1do infhience the police officer't decision
positlyelY or negatively) to make an, arrest. One of these studies was con-
finedo juriedictions in which Alcohol Safety Action Programs (ASAP) had
been 'established, and the second study was, concerned with non-ASAP
areas.

The goal of this training package is to acquaint police managers with the
i factors and help them to identify and understand theyomsiand and supervi-

actions that should be taken. In behavioral terms, upon completion of
/this. training the student will be able to identify and imple ent management
actions appropriate for increasing DWI enforcement in his own community.
This training is'not intended simply to transmit knowled)ge, it is intended to-
produce ehanges is the student's job performance.

The emphasis on management actions appropriate to a. given community is
important. It was found thatthe factors affecting the. DWI arrest. decision ,

are not the same -in all communities. Also, a managerks actions in .

response to a given factor must be designed with the needs and efiaracter-
lades of the communityn mind. Because of the irtiportance of developing
unique management actions, this training has been designed in a workshop
format. This format requires active student involveipent which not only
enhances learning but affords the student practice .in evaluating and apPly-
ing the material to his own situation.

The training package consists of three documents:

. Planning Guide

This is addressed to persons responsible for selecting and
initiating training prograins. The Planning Guide describes

J,.
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the workshop btfPfly, presenting the objectives ,cios well
as an outline of the content.' 'In addition, thew Planning
Guide 'describei the administrative requiremats, such,
as the required lnstructOr personnel, facilities and
local involvement. e

. WorkshoO Leader Outline

'This document is intended for the workshOp..ileader (or
instructor) who will actually present the -4.1otkshop. Since
this workshopls not restricted to-traditional, lecture pre-
sentation, the leader's gnide includes inforniktion
about the co,nduct of discussion groups, and case
atudiesta.s well as some lesson outlines, n'the traditional
format.WThis document presents the objfetives of the
entire training course and thetobjectives,,Of each unit (or .

.

-lecture). The content of each unit is described 'and
applicable references' or sources are identified. The
document also includes a discussion of instructor 'and ,

student (participant) attributes that rels.,teko.the afective-
.° Irit3 of this workshop.

,,. - vT.-. --

. ..v. ..;
.

Participant Manual 4, '''.-4--;04- It-, r..i '`,
, . - , .,, -:,-)-- -

This document is an overall guide ,to the content of the
'workshop. The term, articipanMis-used rather than
"student" to qmphasize the.active `involvement expected of

'each attendee. The ma ual is intended to,give the par-
tieipant an understandi °of what the workshop can be
expecAed to do for him d, in turn, it describe, what is
expected of him by way f preparation 'and participation.
This is not a textbook, 't it does contain some content
material as' well as refe &ices to ill basic source mate- ,----

rial for each of .lie ,totti. covered in the workshop.. *It is
designed to be used for p eparation prior to the worlesh
as well as during the,afu 1 session.

J

.

Ail of the documents of thislcoul-se oxide for the addition of material
specific to the needs of:the nt providilis the training:. This allows
the workshop to be presented in a y that -is fully restponsive,to the needs
ofeach.department anc); in such areas as procedures and policy, allows

,
,01/,';,'" for the incl.-Liston of the necesSary facual maiferial.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

A. Purpose of this Document .

The Workshop Leader ()Udine (WLO) is a manual for the instructor
who will 'present the workshop. The WLO is the functional equivalent of
the lesson_outlines-prepared for tnstructors of more traditionaii- class-
room courses. The WLO contains information on preparing for, as well
as actually conducting, the workshop. Summaries or outlines of the'
workshop content are included along with references to more complete
and detailed sources.

The-primary purpose ofthe WLO, then, is to prepare the leader,, and
the secondary purpose is as, a. guide and reference during the workshop.
The. WLO is not a complete "textbook." It identifies the content to be
presented and offers guidance as' to how it is to be presented. The leader
is assumed to either have the requi' red informatiOn (from other training' 6

and experience) or that he will use the references cited here. In particu,
lar, it is assumed that the instructor will absorb the summaries of ,the
research studies presented in Section C and Appendix A. , >.

B. Use tf the WLO

The WLO has been designed to be read frombeginning to end in the
order presented. This provides the re &der with an overview of the work-
shop and gives a logical, sequential development to the required back
ground and guidance,.

The leader should then begin his preparation by re-reading Sections I
through V. This will tell him what he must do (planning, instructional
strategy, etc.) and what resources he will need to carry out the workshop.
He should then go through the Unit Outlines--Section VIreading them,
to determine what information he is lacking. This will naturally lead him
to the appended summaries and to other sources.

When the leader is satisfied that he iscdnversant with what he will be
doing and is comfortable with his knowledge of content, he should go back .

through the Unit "Outlines to develop and annotate his own, unique approach
to presentation and: discussion... It is suggested that the leader prepare a
detailed "script" of the material he will present, examples, visual aids,
.anecdotes, questions for the participants, etc.

The Unit. Outlines will.become a personalized docurhent to help the
leader cover all-of theaxiaterial within the allocated time and be prepared



to maintain pafticipant interest azd invollment. There are obviously i
practically infinite number Of presentation styles for this workshop, at
least one for each qualified leader. The different styles will each require.
a somewhat differentpreparatIon. Therefore, it cannot be asserted tat
any oneway of nsing'Ve Unit Outlines is absolutely better than any other.
However, there seems to be almost universal agreement that extensive,
detailed notes are more useful tobthe instructor (or leader) than are brief,
cryptic ones. The leader who is preparing to conduct this workshop is
urged to make de-Failed annotation fo-r --ea-ch:--unit,--using separate interleaved.
pages if necessary. With this kindof preparation, the leader is less likely
to find himself at 'a--Igoss for information and will more likely 'make a
complete,' coherent presentation.

The workshop leader is encouraged to prepare himself thoroughly and
carefully. The range of material covered is very broad while for practi.- .

. cal consideratioris the schedule allows only three days for the entire work-
.

shop. The material has been tested and it can be comfortably presented in
the scheduled time. However, the leader must,be fully conversant with the
subject matter and the manner of presentation. It is estimated that a
trained instructor will require four to five days to prepare to present this
workshop.

C. Summary of Research on Factors Influencing Alcohol-related Arrests

The most basic 'preparation the leader must undertake is to become
thoroughly familiar witlittie material to-be presented, i.e.,. factors influ-
encing alcohol-related arrests. This is accompliihed in essentially a
phased approach. In the, paragraphs We immediately follow; the research
studies that underlie the workshop. are briefly summarized. This provides
an overview and sufficient information togo ahead with the reading of the
WLO as suggeited in the preceding section. In following the suggested
preparation, the leader is directed to Appendix A which consists of
excerpts from the research reports. This proyides an imderstanding of
how the research was carried out and the detailed recommendations that
were made. If the leader wishes, he could read the full technical 'reports
for ,the complete details of the survey results, analyses and conclusions.
HoWever, the informal:lc/inAppendix A is sufficient for a successful pre-
sentaton of this workshop.

The need for police management training in factors influencing alcohol-
related arrests ,arises rom two earlier research research studies directed

1



at identification of these factors. The two studies were conducted by
different research teams, yet were similar in approach and technique.
Both had the .'same, ohlect$.ve, to identify ,the personal and environmental fac-
tors that influence' 4police, officer 'sdecision to arrest in; an.alCohol-related
traffic offente.- OiiS study was concerned' only with ASAP** areas,' while the
other study was cdOerped onlyYith non -ASAP. areas. Overall, there is no
evidence of any significant differences between ASAP and non-ASAP officers
with regard to their. attitudes concerning 'alcohol-related arrests Or to he
factori that influence their decision about making such ah arrest., There is
a higher arrest rate among ASAP officers, however, by vir.te' of their
specialized assignment.

In spite of the:Similarity!in the two approaches, Alt is best tolet each
study speak for itself before attempting to develop generalizations. ..:rable
is in two parts which are excerpts that summarize the factors identified in
each study. Even a cursory 'examination of these summaries' shows' the
substantial agreerrient between the two results.

Several recommendations for actions to enhance alcohol - related
enforcement were developed in each study. The actions are ones which
must, be taken by command or supervisory personnel to reinforce thot6 atti-
tudes and factors that will enhance enforcement aziktO counteract those atti-
tudes and factors that tend to reduce enforcement.1;he reconynendations
are reportea fully in Appendix A. A brief summary is given below.

The recommendations are grouped under four headings that correspond
to the major areas of command and supervisory responsibility for which
recommendations were made. ''The areas are Policy, Opeiatioiis (o?",
Enforcement), Training and Communication. In,this sumrna tky; each rec21,,
omm,endatton has been identified with the command and supervisory area in
which it has the greatest impact. Obviously, any aciion by police manage-
ment personnel relates in some measure to all four areas.,, For example,
any training effort must be 'supported by a policy commitment and any man-
agement action, must be communicated to 'the wliole departnixent. Thus, the

.

*Factors Influencing Arrests for Alcohol-related Traffic Violations, Final
Report. Prepared by Dunlap and'Associates, Inc. , Darien, Connectic}it 4
06820, for the U.S. Department Of Transportation, NHTSA, September
1974 (avalfabtle from NTIS, #PB-237004).

4. 11

ra:ctors hinuenclniz Alcohol SafetT Action Project Police Officers' DWI

Arrests Final Report.. Prepared by Arthur Young & Company,
Washington, D. C. 20036, forithe U.S. Department of Transportation,
NHTSA, 29 April 1974 (available from NTIS, #PB-232538).

**Alcohol Safety Action Project, a federally funded project oper ed at a
state or local level to reduce alcohol-related traffic offenses bneans
especially' selected for the project site.

12.
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Table I(a).

Factors Influencing the Alcohol-Related Arrest Decision,
Non-ASAP Areas

(table adapted from the study report)

A. Factor's Relating to the Officer's Background

The officer's age and experience.
His personal use of alcohol.
His awareness of the.relationship 'between alcohol and
intoxication.
'The extent' of training he has received for A/R enfoiclknent.
His duty assignment, in particular his assignment rel.alive to
traffic law enforceizient.
His educational status.

B. Factors Relating to the Officer's General Attitude toward A/R
Violatiops

The officer's perception of the A/R problem.
His attitude tlipa rd A/R offenders.
His perceptiOn of the suitability of A/R penalties.
His attitude toward alternatives to A/R arrest.

C. Factors Specific to a Given Incident

The time, of day, and time remaining in the duty tour.
The suspect's degree of intoxication.
The weather conditions.
The suspect's 'attitude.

,The suspect's age, sex, and race.
Accident involvement in the incident.
Involvement bf other traffic violatiovkin the incident.
The suspect's position in the community.

D. Factors Relating to the Local Environment

Court disposition of A/R cases.
Departwital policy concerning A/R enforcement.
The maWitu.de of other law enforcement problems encOun-;
to red.

. A/R arrest processing procedures.



Table I(b). ,

Factors Influencing the Alcohol-Related Arrest Decision,
ASAP Areas

(table adapted from the study report)

A. Personal Factors
.

. Officer's age and experience
: Officer's drinking habits (18%)
. Attitude toward drunkdrivers (60%) .
. Attitude toward punishment of DWI violators,(27%)

, Attitude toward deterrent value of enforcement (61%)
. Extent and nature of DWI. training .

. Attitude toward specialized DWI enforcement (59%)

. Experience in traffic accident investigatipn (75%)

. Officer's self-confidence .

B. Driver-Related Factors
Attibide of the, driver (55%) .

Political or social status of the driver (27%)
The Suspect's age/ The suspect's sex (19%)
The nature of the suspect's drinking problem (34%).

. PreSence of a sober licensed driver in the car (45%)
0.., The inearneirs of the driver's residence (38%) .

. The; suspect's "story" or rationale for intoxication
C. Operatidnal Factors gr: r7 The nature of the suspect's driving (78%)

. The! degree of intoxication (65%)

. The time required tdprocess DWI arrests (26%)

. The nature' of DWI processing procedures (32%)

. The fact' the officer hail made a Prior. DWI arrest during
the duty. _Shift (17%)
The time remaining in the officer's duty shift (33%)
The frequency of court appearanCes (21%)

. 'The effect of unusual working hours
The use of one- or two-man patrol, cars
The area to which the officer is assigned
The patrol' techniques used by the officer
The voluntary nature of .assignment to specialized patrol

_ Cbmpetition between officers ,

. The relationship of the officer to special program administraLrs /
I . The nature of -available equipment and facilities

. The nature of con'im.unity social conditions //D. Departmental Factors 0
The level of officer morale (55%). The attitude of other officers (18%)

. The existence of performance standards
/. The policy of the officer's supervisor
. The policy of the department

, . The nature of the police agency
. The duality of the officer's supervisor

The feeling of isolation fforn the remainder of the department
E. Outside Influences 1. .'

Court support r DWI enforcement ('37%)
,, . 'iThe' officer's faith in court justice (21%)
' . The support of the local prosecutor (30%)

Community attitudes and support (29%)
. The legality of specialized programs
. The weather conditions

145-



:f°4 g summaries of retonirpended actions are gro ped as they are to
show mphasis rather than absolute categorization:/

Policy

To the patrolman there is a poor enunciation of the
department's position concerning alcohol-related enforce-
ment. The ASAP programs each have specific, defined
objectives. However, even in departments having an ASAP
program, a lack of an alcohol-related policy was noted.
EssentiallY, the need is for a policy that is formalized
and unambiguously stated. In particular, two deficiencies
were cited: the lack of a priority for alcohol-related
enforcement, and the lack of specific parameters for
evaluation of the patrolman's enforcement performa.nce.
The officers generally expressed a desire for a forthright
statement y policy, eliminating the need as well as the. oppor-

. tunity for interpretation by supervisory personnel.

Operations

Within the operation of alcohol -related enforceme t pro-.
irams, there are several factors that influence, o a greater
or lesser degree, the patrolman's decision to ma e an
alcohol-relatect,arrest. Some of the factors iden 'fled in the
policy area relate quite directly to this "operatio s" area as
well. For example, the officer's concern for p rformance
standards and need for clear communication fro mans e-
ment and supervisory personnel directly affect actions
can be'taken in alcohol-related enforcement. thisthis area
there is concern about time-consuming,processing procedures
and courtroomippearanips. hi addition, the latter. are often
viewed as exercises in Malty because of the possibility for
reduced charges and'sentenc4ng for the alcohol-related
violation; also, court procedures frequently are such as to
require several appearances because of delays and continu-
ances. Specialized assignments to alcohol-related enforce-
ment appear to be a positive factor and duty-hours, whatever

°the assignment, can be arranged to help maximize enforce-
ment. Overall, the actions to be taken in this area are ones
that will reflect the department's priority for alcohol-related
enforcement and communicate to the Patrolman the importance
of! ffective enforcement.

Training

The results of the studies indicate a widespread need for train-
ing in alcohol-related enforcement as well as in the basics of

-6- Li
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alcohol, intoxication and the nature and scope' of the alcOhol-
related offense'problem. The need for training in varying
degrees extends throughout the Whole police structure. There
was identified a need for training at the .comm.and and suPer,-

4 visory levels, 'as well.as at.the patrolthanIlevel. There is a
peed for-traini" rig patrolmen id overall knowledge of altohol-
related traffic violations, as well as in knowledge of special
techniques of detection and investigation. Specialized triining'
in the operation of breath-testing devices id' a 'p.ositive factor.
The obvitus recommendation to command and supervisOry
personnel is to provide such training. In addition, command
and supervisory personnel have a responsibility for training

, at their own levels with regard to the, scope and nature of the
alcohol-related enforceme,nt problem.

Communication

The title "communication" is used here in,a very broad. sense
to denote the transmis sion of ideas or information,: Several
.communication needs were identified-in the stddies: intra-
department communication of policy and expected perfor-
mance, communication between the police and the legal.- .

judicial components of. the ,nalcoholenfOrcement and adju-
dication.system", and cibmmuniCation between police and the'
publict(esPecially the segments of the pUblic.particularly
involved in alcohol and safety,. such as tavern owners,
drinkers who drive; etc.1.. In giner4t1, -.the polige. officers
indicated that their own lack of information (about policy.
and performance evaluation, for exatnple), as. well as their
feeling that their own objectives were not hilly understood by.

..others; constitute a negative influence on.the DWI arrest.

The or ganization of the study results and recommendations into the four,
major command and supervisory areas is also used to arrange the objec*
fives and content of the Workshop which are presented in Section II.

16
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VAPRKSHOP PBJECTIVS
U.

,The objectives of this workshop are to pl. se
the recommended actions from the research s dies
participants evaluate these refiults for use. in 'their
and departments. The case study allow's for/ sorrie
application of the recommended, mana.gemenf action

ctors and
to EhelP the

unities
the

1

Because the studies identified a wide r rige of,attitudes,and factors,1
the recommended 'actions "elate to virtually @very command and aufter.-
visory function performed in a police Organization. Complete training for
such a wide range' of command andp4erVisory actions obvidtrdy,is not
possible in a three-day workshop. Therefore, while, the training objectives
presented below reflect a great variety of knowledge and skills, it must be
recognized that the objective is tOatea.ire the identified knowledge or skill to
a level that might best be described as an awareness:tof' or'llfamiliarity
with.-4' For each objective of this workshdp, there is a- cosroltary which is
to obtain further training and ractice:

. In each of the next fahrite.ragraphs, there is a- suinm.ary statement of
the objectives in each management area followed by an enumeration of the
specific knowledge and that us be imparted to carry out the objec-
tives of that area.

1. Policy

What is of concern h
visory personnel in e deve
policy. Obviouslyft *poll
rogative of "piceManage
governing political body,

s the role of police command and super-
ent and implementation of departmental
a given department is not the sole pre-
Policy is developed and imposed by the .

lice management does have a strong, direct
-influence on po cy7 devel t. More directly, police management affects
policy by the in w h is implemented and reflected in the operation

pof the dea
,
rit y, policy statements offer a wide latitude to the

ad.ministrato and super sors in carrying out the intent. Management's
perception of pelicy,,'in 7iding the relative importance of alcohol-related
offenses, :ire reflected way,in which a department is organized and
staffed, as well as th ay in whiCh nay-to-day operations are conducted.

The study results indicate that either there is often IT policy
concerning alcohol related offenses ,or that, if it does exist, it is reflected
and implemen ed in a way that, at best, gives the officers little or no
guidance as to th importance of alcohol-related enforcement and, at

17 1
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worst; may enco age them to conclude that,a1c6hol-related enforcement
is of relatively low priority. A formal, explicit policy is a critical neces-
sity for effective cohol-.related enforcement, otand the department's 'come-
mitm.ent to this olic must be, reflected, in the implementation-by
-administrators a su ervisors.

The specific objectikes of this workshof)sth olve,..from these
policy-related requirements aire intended to identify = nd help develop the
folloWing and skills.,

4.

a. Know4e of adequate and effeCtive alcohol-rela ed'
policy; bothT, general "(theoreticaX) and` departrnexft-

441specific. or

b. The ability to tforrnulate an adequate and effective
policy concerning alcohon#elated'OffiNfies* specific
to one's own departinent. 11

owledge of techniqw,es of. effective implementation
and cortmunication

d. Knowledge' of alcohol.-related managethent ,informa-
tion

e. "The ability to Use`such'systems to evaluate ald admit
policy.

2. opieratiolis

.0%

This broad area of ma.naiementresponsibility encompasses the
day-to-day operatia# of the departm.eneandits for alcohol-related offense's
particularly concerned with enforcement procedures, and planning and
management information' systems.

The study results,indicate that first and fOremost the operation of
the dhpartinent must reflect the priorfty which ikt assigns to alcohol - related
offenses. The operation of the departrhent must'also facilitate alcohdl-
related enforCeinent, specifi with regard to the processing procedures
(and time required) for DWI ts. The ye of specialized assignments
and the establishment of duty ours sliou144,1so reflect an awareness of the
influences affecting alcohol-related arbrests, as well as the department's
concern for this enforcement. -,

The specific objectives in' this area are concerned with producing
the knowledges and skills listed below.



cAbility to co unica.t erational ns.and procedures
"effectiVely.

,

..)

a.. Knowledge of effective alcohol-reia.ted enforcement
A 1plans and procedures. 4 4

Ability to design,o rational plans to esgitarpc-e alcoholl, . .1
related e cement, includi'ng spe.cialized a5signm.ent

, and duty cars as well, as specific Proceduretrand per-
t", forroance nciards;

. .

.4F

. Knowledge of alc hol-related mana
.systems.

ent_aformation'
CO

o

.t.
Ability to develop u -related management
information systerris for: operations, control and* --/.. -34, .-

eval - ter,.'

,

TraiLnin
..

1 . This area tqcludes res lipy for training at all levels. within
.

'.% the dep\artment and training in 411 XsPrctS, including technical;:' aciniiniit-'
trative azad ba,ground. This responsibility includes command and sUper-
visoy tra.insg as well as ttainirtg o line por) sonv.el.

Illr
n does have the. opportunity to e.xerc4e

arrest and thefu.tther,tact that Some of
.,, The fact that th

discretion in an alcohol-re
".= the'factois that influence his' discretion. liave not been.readily apparent

lead to, the basic requirement for ,trainin. That requirement ii
for police personnel it all levers to be asiare of the factors influencing
alcohol-related arrests apci, Al rthe,r, to be aWarekif the'consequencea'of
these influences on their job whethtir,athe patrcklman or high r level. InT"

addition, the rebults indicate a need for specific :training wi regard to
ilccihol anaintoxic.ationt the i.mpact-io.alcohdl-reiated offense on highway,
safety, 'and of special,techniques.for alcohol- related detect:fon and investi-
gation, includini tl,:te operation ofvbreath-testing devices. In general, the
Cudy.reaultg indicate a direct, p sitive 'relationship betkveen the amount

of specialized alebhol-rela.ted tr Iiiiig and the level of-alcohol-related
. k .. .

0 :..,enforcement.;

Specific workotop objectives in. this area are concirned with the
knowledges and skills lilted beloWt

a. Knowledge of the nature and 'effect of excessive
drinldhg.



Knowledge of the importance of alcohol-related
.offenses,b both gene

ednd s'

c. Knowlege of police 'role in alcohol ;related
enforcerriera.

lly (national highway safety)
department or jurisdiction.

Knowledge
man' s ..alc

. s

.Kno41
lever

`tie factors that influence a patrol--
arrest decision.

e of the effects of these factors on each
e ciepartnumi(officer, supervisory,

ge sPecific programs or actions that will
e oi will counteract these factors to
alchol- related 'enforcement:

ledge of specific alcohol-related training:needs.

eIbility to provide effective training with regard
to the factors,' effects and remedial programs.

The ibilityito evaluate, training effectiveness with
regird to' alcohol-related enforcement.

4.. Communication

The management responsibility-that is of concern.here includes
:communication within the department as well as interaction between the

P department, and other`conimunity organizations,' including the general
public. Of special interest to alcohol-related offense; is the interaction
rbetween the, poliCe department and the judicial orkanization.

p Comrhunication is an extreme ly broad term that denotes a process
applied to ninny activities. The study results indicate that the process of
communication can result in incomplete information, and thus poor under-
atandinfil and in some cases the p ..r.ss can actually affect the content of
the information. An example of therner i$ the apparent lack of under- .

tanctrztg or appreciation of court disposition of alcohfrelated cases. The
is illustratedatteg problem. s by the apparent effect of supervisor& attitudes

:I on toogcy statements.

The studies indicate that the officers' decision about an alcohol=
related arrest is strongly affected by the disposition that is typically made
of algobOl,,related arrests. Specifically, it was reported that there is a

44
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genetallytnegative effect on the arrest decision as a consequence of the
'A
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fact that such arrests often result in negotiations, such that as many as25% of the arrested suspects are not convicted on the alcohol-related
charge. Alio'indicated in the results, with regard to community reations;is the need for,police officials tO.be able to obtain public support for
alcohO1-.related enforceirient and to.assure that there is equitable enforce-ment fotrall citizens. Police administrators and supervisors, therefore,are required to interact with these segments of the t6ta.1 community in away that gives the...pulice officer apparent support for his enforcement
activities and, in a way, develops a community support of alcohol-related
enforoement based Oxt..the significance of alcohol-related offenses, as wellas a concept of reasonable and equal adjudication

The objectives for this workshop that arise from this area relateto the knowledges and skink listed below*

a. Knowledge Of_effective supervisory cornmunicatioy
techniques.

b. KnOwledge of communication techniques appropriate
to the several segments of the community.

c. The ability to .identify cominunication needs and
problems.

The ability to establish and maintain effective channels
r of communication to"all segments of the community

concerning the effett of alcohol-related offenses andthe need for effective enforcement and adjudication..

21
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A. Concept

WOli.KSHOi.':-ORGANIZATION AND SCHE Du LE
0

;.:

The factors affeaing the arrest decisiolk impinge to some extent on
virtually all command and superirisory activities.. Since this worlr.ahop is
intended to provide some training in the recommended actions, as well as
simply to present the research results, there is a large bOdy of informa-
tion that qualifies-as workshop, content. However, since the audience to
which this workshop is 'addressed consista of command and supendsory
personnel, it is recognized that only a limited amount of time can be exclu-
sively dedicated to training. In 'resolving these conflicting facts, the
workshop has evolved as an intensive, compact training session. to be c'on-
ducted in three days. In that period of time, 19 houra are _devoted to
lecture-discussion and problem-solving sessions. In addition, two
evenings can be devoted to controlled drinking demonstrations in which the
participaryts will take part.

All of the units are designed around a very active participation by the
participants. The reason for this is twofold: such participation facilitates
the learning of the factual material *hile it also provides the means for
the attendees to evaluate the material in the light of their own experience
and relate it to their own community and environment. Of the 19 hours
scheduled for this workshop, only five . are devoted tolecture or ttpre
sentation" iessions.* The remaining sessions all have explicit provision
for attendee participation.

The controlled drinking demonstration scheduled for the evenings
is a critical part of the workshop. One important findin s! of the research

._,ptit}dies was that both patrolmen and their supervisors a.Se poRrly or incom-
pletelyinformed about alcohol and, intmdcation and, in particular, about
the amount of alcohol that must be consumed to achieve statutory limits of
blood alcohol concentration. A controlled drinldng demonstration has been
proven to be a siramatic, effective means of imparting this knowledge,
and is widely used in training programs designed for patrolmen and
breath-examiner technicians,, as well as in straining packages for
traffic-court judges and prosecuting attorneys. The controlled
drinking demonstration is also used in a training package designed

2')-



fcir delivery to admipistrators of highWay,safety programs. The value of

these sessions is that they provide (for both the drinking participant as

well as.the observer) 'a visible; :tangible display of the amount of

alcohol consumed and the-ability of the drinker to perform atvarious

levels of blood-alcohol concentration. However, these demonstrations

must be very carefully designed and controlled to insure that the training

and demonstration objectives are, not obscured.

Even though the value of fhese demonstrations is extremely high, there

can be situations in which it will be either impraCtical or impossible to

conduct an actual drinking session. For those possibilities, this outline

describes activities to be used in lieu Of a demonstration.

Anyone involved in this workshop as administrator, instructor or
student is urged to remember that this is a training program for manage-
.ment action; it is not training aboutalcohol-related offenses simply for

information. It is training that wU.1 lead to appropriate action by command

and supervisory personnel to insuPe maximum alcohol-related enforcement.

The consequence of this is that involvemeni and participation are critical.

Each attendee is expected to xelate the content of this workshop to his own

situation and, within the time available, to apply himself seriously to

realistic case-study problems.

A final comment on the concept of this workshop is that it is designed

for leadership by a thoroughly, qualified, competent instructor. The work-

shop, properly conducted, will focus on this person for direction, as well

as for information. In this kind of training situation, the inipact of the

instructor is tremendous. One whase knowledge is shallow-or uncertain'

will transmit these deficiencies to the attendees. Simply, there is not'

enough time to seek out other F. urces of informationduring the workshop.

In his role of discussion leader, the instructor must be able to help each

attendee use the information in relation to his own experience, and-this

requires a special background.
4.'

Appendix B enumerates the specific qualities ected of an instructor.
point'it is sufficient to note that he must be thoroughly knowledgeable

in the areas of alcohol-intoxication, blood-alcohol definition and measure-

ment, alcohol-related offenses and adjudication. While it may be possible

in.some circumstances to have the services of an expert available for ,cer-

tainirts of the workshop, it is strongly urged that the workshop leader

have the desired background and not be forced to rely on other instructors;

Appendix B also describes the .assumed qualifications of attendees.

B. Workshop Organization and Schedule

The following schedule of the worksiop shows the sequence, the allo-

cation of time and, very briefly, the content of the units. The schedule



and the allocation of time. are important considerations. The units hive
bees scheduled to psovide a logical relationship and progression from one
thithe other. 'The -allocation of time has been carefully,analyzed to provide
an adequate amount of time for each-topic and 'yet allow for sampled= in
the overall period; Imorder to,preierve the integrity of the, workshop, and
issurp complete,presentation, it is strongly urged that the schedule as pre-
sented here be followed. Any division of the workshop into smaller units
that might be more desirable frpm a logistics point of view will only detract
from the training effectiveness of the workshop.

,.
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WORKSHOP ON FA TORS INFLUENCING

DWI ARRESTS

Day One

0900-0930 Unit 1. Workshop Introduction

The purpose of this unit is to introduce the ,atten-
dees to the,workshop leader and each other, and
to 'describe the techniques that will be used during
the workshop. Any administrative rrib,tters should

40, be accomplished in this time period.

0930-1030 Unit 2. Exercise to Identify Factoris in Simulated Alcohol-
related Violations

Using scenarios of hypothetical, but realistic,
alcohol-related traffic offenses, the participand
are asked to state whether or not an arrest would
be made in each scenario and to identify the iactors
that led them to their, conclusion. This unit serves
to introduce the research results by leading-the
participants to think and talk about factors that
could influence a patrolman's decision.

1030-1045 Unit 3. Research Studies of Factors -- Background

This unit describes how patrolmen were surveyed.
`s% to identify factors that influence their .arrest deci--

sions. This unit includes a brief summary of the
approach used in each of the two basic studies, and
a brief'description of the survey` activities.

1045-1200 Unit'4. Factors Associateclyrith Officers' Attributes and
Attitude

This unit summarizes fa"ctors, such as the officers'
age, length, of service, and drinking habits, as
they relate to the arrest decision in an alcohol-
related traffic offense.

25
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1200-1300 'Lunch
, r.

1300-1400 Unit 5. 'Factors Associated with the Local. Environment
and the Specific Incident

This unit presents those factors that are found in
the local .environment of the patrolman, such as
department policy, court procedure and arrest
processing time, as well as those factors that are

',found in the incident, itself, such as the age or
sex of the driver, the weather conditions, and the
time of day.

1400-1500 Unit 6. Recommendations for Command or Supervisory
Actions

r

This unit summarizes the recommendations that
were developed in the research studies for eipe-
cific actions to be-taken by command and sup'ervi-
sory personnel. The actions concern the major

' management areas of policy operations, training
''a.nd communication. This unit prtvitges an over-
view of the set of recommendatio 'each of which
is treated in more detail in subse t units. -

1500-1600 Unit 7'. Alcohol-related Offenses and E r4
j,

This unit includes a brief peesentation and a
directed discussion about the significance of
lalcohol-related` offenses, .the total proceps of
enfoicement (with particular emphasis on the
role of police in enforcement) and information
about legal limits of intoxication. Local appli-
cations or ldcal considerations can be incor-

. porated here and emphasized.

'1600-'2200 Unit 8. Controlled Drinking Demonstration

In this unit, volunteers from among the partici-
pants drink controlled amounts of alcohol and are
then given RAC,analyses and are asked to perform
some psychomcktor tests. Drinking and testing
continue under controlled conditions -until at least
some of the volunteers have reached or exceeded
a legal limit. During the early part of this
evening session, there will be a presentation and

26



discussion of the nature and effects of alcohcil.
Alternative activities are described for the.? r-\
possibility that a demonstration coulziot be
performed. (If necessary, half of the group
can take part in this session, and half in a
second session the next evening. )

1630 -1800 Unit 9. Nature and Effect of Alcohol Intoxication

This unit includes information about the
chemistry of, alcohol, the physiology of intoxi-
cation, the relationship between BAC and per-
formance, as well as a description of the
symptoms of inebriation. This unit is a brief
presentation of an these topics but empha-
sizes those which the studies of factors influ-
encing alcohol-related arrests have, shown to

be important. (This unit is presented during
the Drinking Demonstration - Unit 8.)

-a..
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WORKSHOP ON FACTORS INFLUENCING

DWI ARRESTS

(continued)

Day Two

0900-1000 Unit 10. Review of. Controlled Drinking Demonstration

This unit is a relatively unstructured discuslion of
the previous evening's demonstration. If video-
tapes have been made, they will be shown at this
time, and any test scores including handwriting
samples collected in the demonstration will be
examined. The objective of the review is to
reinforce the demonstration of performance changes
and associated BAC level.

If a controlled drinking demonstration has not
been scheduled, this unit cazkbe devoted to a
film or to a discussion of the previous day's
activities.

1600-1100 Unit 11. Policy-related Factors and Recommendations

This unit begins With a 'summary of the
factors and related recommendations from
the research studies in the area of departmental
policy.Itis followed by discussiOn in which each
of the participants relates the traffic material to
his own experience and hiidepartment policies
and practices.-

1100-1200 Unit 12. Case Study--Introduction and Policy-related
Activity

This unit is the first ofour. devoted to group
problem-solving, hilse on a, fictional but realistic
case study. In each of four units, information
abort the fictional study is presented, beginning
with a sequenceiof events that led to a demand for a
more effective alcohol-raated program. In each
unit' the partiapants are asked to identify factiars
in the narrative and to develop, in as much detail as
possible within the time allowed, appropriate, com-
mand and supervisory actions based on-the results of
the study in, the topic area, as well as on their own

28



1200-1300 Lunch

experience. In this unit the participants are
expected to develop some ideas about appro-
priate departmental policy.

1300-1400 .Unit 12.. (continued)

1400-1500 Unit 13. Operations-related Factors and Recommendations

This unit summarizes the operations -related
factors and recommendations and proyides for

discussion. It is in the same format as Unit 11.

1500-1630 Unit 14. Case Study (continued)- -Operations-related
Activity

This unit is the second of the case-study units.
The participants will develop their ideas about
policy implementation as expressed in an
operations plan.

1630-2200 Unit 15. Second Controlled Drinking Demonstration

If needed, the demonstration can be repeated.
Unit 8. is followed except that the nature and

of intoxitetion need not be: repeated. A

film can be sheWit or the time made available
for open discussion.

29'.
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WORKSHOP (*.FACTORS INFLUENCING

DWI ARRESTS

(continued)

Day Three

0900-1000. Unit 16. Review of Second Controlled Drinking
Demonstration
Unit 10 is repeated here if a secont d

ni
drinking

session was scheduled for the pre us ght.
If this is not needed, all of the following units
are presented one hour earlier than indicated.

1000-1100 Unit 17. Training-related Factors and Recommendations
This unit summarizes the training-related
factors and recommendations and provides for
discussion. It is in the same format as Unit 11.

1100 -1200 Unit 18 Case Study (continued)--Training-related Factors
This unit is the third of the case-study units.
The pa;rticipants will identify training neegs
from the case-study narrative.

Commtinication-related Factors, and
Recommendations

This unit summa.rizes the communication-related
factors and recommendations and provides for
discussion. It is in the same format as Unit 11.
Case Study (continued--Communication-related
Activity

This unit is the- fourth and final case-study unit.
The partiCipants will identify communication
needs from the case-study narrative.

1500-1600 Workshop Summary

In this unit the salient points of the 3-day
session are summarized -by the workshop leader.
The format and depth of this summary are left
to. the discretiOn. of each leader. Following the
surn.my, if it is desired, a brief time can
devoted to obtaining participant reaction or
critique of the workshop.

12.00-1300

1300-1400

1400-1500 Unit 20.
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IV. INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

The following, brief presentation of the instructional strategy employed in
the workshop is intended only to identify and underline the appropriate
techniques. It is assumed that the leader is a qualified'instructor. There-
fore, he will understand and be able to apply in detail the strategies that
are only mentioned here.

A. General

Overall, the workshop reflects the four steps that have ecome a
paradigm of training- preparation, presentation; application and evaluation.
The. workshop begins with a unit (Number 2) esigned to lead artici--
paits to think about factors that affeCt a DWI rrest decision and asks them
to identify factors in simulated situations. This prepares the participant
for. learning. .A block of units (Numbers 3-6) next presents the esults and
recommendations of the underlying research studied. This is the, presen-
tation of information. Units 11 through 20 focus on the application
of the information to each participant's own situation by means of discussion
and ease study. Finally, by reviewing and discussing the case study solu-
tions, the participant can evalua 'a own achievemeht.

Within each unit the same mo applied. Each begins with a
resume of the topic,that helps pre are articipant to direct his thinking
to the appropriate areas and also ,p e information. The units then
allow for discussion and Case-study work to apply the knowledge and discus-
sion to evaluate.

B. Leader's Role: in, Presentation

In this workshop the leader will follow the basic good practices of
classroom presentation. These need not be repeated here. It is sufficient
to note that the workshop is intensive. Much material will be covered in a
short: ime. Thus, the leader must know the material thoroughly and be
prepared to make efficient presentations. The leader must be prepared to
make brief and effective presentations yet pace himself to the participants'
needs and concentrate or de-emphasize topics accordingly.

The leader should attempt to keep in mind that this workshop is action-
oriented. The basic purpose is to, cultivate command and supervisory
actions that will lead to raore effective alcohol-related enforcement. In
the g sentation of information it is possible for the leader to-einpha-
size factors at the expense of the recommendations. This is a
natural and easy thing to do. The moilvational and psychological imp
tens is bosh studies are fascinating and could easily dominate any wo cshop
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sesSion.4 It is the leader's responsibility to keep the focus okthe workshop

on the actions and to consider the--factori only in enough detail to make

thbm Credible. In essence, the results are the fIctiial basis for the
recommended actions which, it is intended, will become integrated into

the participant's behavior.

C. The Leader's Role in Discussion

Much of what has been said iii the preceding section is applicable here.
For the discussion and case -study units, the leader must be well prepared;

he must keep the focus on the objectives of each unit and lie must empha-
size the actions or behavior tobe learned. There are, in;addition, some
procedural items that merit special emphasis.

If at any time during discussion the leader is aware of a lack
of understanding, he must be prepared to make a brief pre-
sentation to elucidate the topic.

It is extremely important for each participant to take part
in order to better learn the material and relate it to liis own
needs.. The leader is responsible to see that all particiPate
and that no'one (including the leader) dominates the session.

die leader should be prepared for the ajbove contingencies
by developing questions that he might use and haVing the
relevant unit outline at hand for his own guidance. .

D. Leader's Role in Controlled Drinking Demonstration
,r

,Unit 8 is a uniquetraining situation. The leader is expected to direct
and control a demoniitration of drinking, the measurement of blood arcohol

concentration and the performance of psychomotor tests. In addition4,

during the early part of this unit the leader is required to make a presen-
tation and lead a discussion on the nature and effect of alcohol intotti-

cation.

Without question, this unit makes extreme demands on the 'leader. He
Must be responsible for the health and safety of the volunteer drinkers
while at the same time controlling the demonstration to achieve useful it,

results. Meanwhile, he is expected to function as an instructor. As with.
the other units of the workshop, the basic requirement is thiit thedeader be
prepared. He must know the topic for presentation and discussion
thoroughly so that he can be effective in spite of distractions 'an competing:

demands for his attention. Throughout the evening he will,, re red to

divide his attention.. He must know the material (of the discuss topic

and of the demonstration) in order to perform effectively. .4

.44
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It'is quiie poisible that during the demonstration the leader's tact and
diplomacy will be severely tested. He may also find it difficult to control
the discussion to keep it focussed on the subject. Thire is very little that
can be said aboitt preparation for this except to forewarn the leader of
these difficulties. The .leader will have *asSistants during the denionstra-
tion and should plan carefully with thern'to maintain control..

The demonstration is generally acknowledged to be an important and
tieffecve part of alcohol training. Therefore, there is included in

Appendix C an excerpt from the. Planning Guide for this Workshop.. The
excerpt highlights the advantages of the demonstration and summarizes the
.signip.cant planning Considerations. This information is included as addi-
tional l*ckground for the leader. Specific directions for'his part in the
(remonstration are contained in the outline for,Unit 8 (Section VI, below).
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V:G9NDUCTIGTHE W0fI{SHOP

A. General

4..

The information contained in this section is pifesented with full recog-
nition that sthe leader selected for this workshop a fully qualified instrucA
tor. Therefore, the intent of this section is essentially the same as the 4-
intent.of the previous section on instructional strategy.; information
presented here is intended to emphasize the more i*portant,aspects of
conducting the workshdp. It is assumed thai the lea er is fully qualified to
act upon the emphasis that is given here.

B. Presentation

It is stressed througlbut this document that the
workshop is in the preparation of the worksh, lea
ning to present this workshop is"rerninded he
tion of the workshop he represents virtually .sore,
'available to the participants. The design of thg work
admit of the use of outside experts, and the very co
tually precludes outside reading or ''homeworIVI as

sThe basic piriaration expected of the leader is thailite become
thoroughly familiar with the research on whiclj this workshop is4based. To

'studies and) further,
eports and read
leader is urged

cipant in terms

to a successful
The leader plan-,
that for the dura-
utce of information
op does not readily:

act schedule vir-
ments.

that end, this document contains summaries 'as the'
it is possible for the leader to obtain the full technic
them fora more complete background. In addition,
to become familiar with the background bt,each
particularly of his responsibility for alcolrl-related enforcement. In
this way, the-- citecussion and case-stucly,Ainits can be made more
directly relevant to each participant's thied

Actual presentation of the workshop can be said to begin with the
leader's adaptation of the unit outlines to the needs of the participants,. as
well as tohis awn instructional style. It was nod in the introduction to
this doctment that the leader would annotate and modify the unit outlines
to the point where they would become a unique, 'personal guide to the con-,
duct of the workshop. Since the leader will-have had extensive instruc-
tional experience, the development and enrichment of unit outlines need
not be described here. It is sufficient that the leader be urged to make
the fullest use of the format, as well, as the content of the unit outlines.

ach outline includes a list of objectives as'well as the outline, itself.
The format also provides for a time line by which the lead can pace his
presentation, and in several locations thereof suggested anyities and
aids thatihe leader may find useful in a given unit. While these outlines

34
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are es,slie-starting-point-for-the-leade,r18-fulier_develoRment
of

each unit; they also serve as a checklist for coverage as well as timing.

References

Basically, the references for .this workshop are the technical_ reports

f.the two research studies. However, to be fully effective, theWorktkhop

ader must also be Icilowledgeable of the specialized areas--alcohol and

intoxication, special enforcement, training, etc. --that are mentioned in
those reports. There is a bibliography of selected references included in

this document (page 183). These were selected be-cause they are relevant,
readily available and, taken together, encompass the areas of interest.
The leader is urged to, become familiar with this literature. For some

units, the outline includes specific references that are judged to be espe-

cially valuable. The leader. should obtain and read at least these refer-

ences.

D. . The Case Study*

Four units are devoted to a case study in which the participants have
the opportunity to apply the information they have learned in the workshop.
The outlines for tiltese units each contain a list of characteristics that
should be included in the participants' solution. It is suggested to the
leader, however, that in the case study he emphasize the participants'
understanding of the relatiOnship between the workshop content and the
situation described in the case study. This identification of appropriate,
actions and the.understanding of the relationship between the research
results and the deicribed situation are more important than the develop-
ment of a "correct" solution. ''4!?

e

The best preparation the leader can have for the case study units is
practice. There is perhaps, only one principle .to be highlighted.' The
leader should be prepared to discuss any related topic, during the case
study but should avoid dictating a particular approach or solution. The
truqk value of the case study lies ibi the participant's own development of

insight and his application of the information that has been presented and
discus4ed.

*There are some variations on the. case study as a teaching technique that
some instructors may wish to apply in this.training. A good source of in-
formation about small-group instruction is a report available from
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information, Springfield,

VA 22151: Olmstead, J.A. Theory and State. of the Art of Small-Group
Methods of Instruction, Office Chief of R&D, Dept. of the Army, Contract
DAHC 19-70-C-0012, Human Resources Research Organization,
Alexandria, VA, No. AD 7 0,3 7 73._



. Other Considerations

Two factors that might at first appear trivial have been shown to have
a 'substantial effect on the success of the Workshop. These are the meeting
room (and its facilities) and the.attittide developed by the leader in hi :Own
introduction to the introduction of the participants.

The room should be comfortable, not a typical classroom with rows of
seats. A conference-room arrangement is much more appropriate. Seat-
ing should be a circular or U arrangement to encourage interaction and
help develop the feeling of an integrated group. There should be provision
ftir visual aids as required 'by the instructor, but in arranging the room,
the emphasis should be on encouraging interaction of the participants even
at the expense of viewing slides or a chalkboard.

The attitude developed by the leader is very important' and it appears
to be fairly well 'established during the first unit when introductions aremade. The leader should use any strategy (or "ginAmick") that will help
'the participants come.to know each other and be comfortable in open dis-cussion. Any reserve or feeling of formality greatly reduces the likelihood
of an easy exchange Of ideas and of 'open comments, both of which are es sen-
tial to achieving the objectives of this workshop. Whatever ploy he uses,the leader should help the participants to know each other and.help foster
an in.formal and comfortable attitude.



VI. UNIT OUTLINES

A. Introduction

Each unit outline-'eonsists of two major parts: 1) a statement of objec-
* tive and summary, which includes a list of references, and4) the outline,

itself, which includes a content outline with comments, a time reference
and provision for the instructor's ownrnotation. .7 The first part (which is

-usually only_one or a few pages) is primarily for orientation. The instruc
tional objectives are especially important. These objectives help the Ao
leader to define .his approach to a given unit and also serve as criteria
which help the leader assess the success of each unit. The objectives can
be'nsed, in effect; as test qUestions.

The outline, itself, includes a listing of the topics to be presented as
well as some comments about the topics that are intended to aid the leader's
understanding. Thwe are seieral pages in each unit and on the left of each
page is a time linelhat indicates the amount f time to be spent on each
topic or activity and the total elapsed time. `;.The center of the page con-
tains the topic outline) as well as a description of suggested activities. At
the right side of the page is space reserved for the leader's notes and in
which are noted locations for visual aids. It is likely that additionalbpages
will be needed for notes, and it is suggested that the leader' assemble
these notes on pages interleaved with the printed outline*

The unit outline is a tool -for the leader to use in making the best pos-
sible presentation. It is intended to help identify the relevant material for
each unit and to suggest a sequence of activities based on the inhkrent rela-
tionships in that material. The leader preparing to present this workshop
should keep in mind that the outlines are a tool for him to use. He should
not adopt the suggestions in the outlines unless he is convinced that they

--suit his-own teaching style. Also, he should satisfy himself that the con-
tent and relationships do conform to the experience of the community (or
area) from which klie participants will be drawn. The material presented
in this workshop is based on sound research, but not all factors occur in
all jurisdictions to the same extent. For example, "plea bargaining" is afactor only if it occurs in a given jurisdiction. The leader in an area in
which only veryllimited plea bargaining occurs must give the proper
emphitsis to those factors- -if -he mentions them at all.



Allotted
* Time

Unit 1. Workshop Introduction 0:30--

This unit is a presentation* the objectives of the work
shop and of the methods' bf,which it is presented.
Within the half hour allolked for this unit, it should also
be possible to present,i statement about sponsorship,
as well as any administrative matters specific to a
given session. Also, during this unit the leader should
introduce himself and introduce the participants (or
ask them to introduce themselves).

The instruct:Ai:nil Objectives of this unit ire:

To provide an understanding of the background
and purpose.of this wrkshop.

4

To provide an overview and vderstanding of
the wo shop objectives.

To provide an understaziding of the administra-
tion and conduct of the workshop, especially
the amount. .extent of participation expected

$41,ebit-thtbe PSrtitiFants.

Rsferences and Special Material

None except special local materials, such as magi.



Time
(Elapsed)

UNIT I. wapcsimp INTRODUCTION

Activity
Instiuctor Dotes
and 'Visual Aids

( - )
0:05

(0:05),
0:10

SPONSORSHIP AND ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS

1. Identify Workshop
, .

.

2. Identify presenting agency

3. Meeting times and locations

4. .Meal arrangements

Note special arrangement for drinking

demonstration

5. Housing arrangements and maps if needed

6. Breaks

7. Messages

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

1. Describe the purpose of the workshop as being

to achieve a better level of alcohol-related

enforcement by means of .appropriate command

and supervisory actions that have been identi-

fied in the studies of factord influencing the

altohol-related arrest decision.

2. Specific objectives are:

a. To provide knowledge of the factors that

influence the arrest decision.

A slide "headlin-
ing" these major
objectives can be
used effectively.



UNIT 1. VORKSHOP INTRODUCTION
, vi a

m ooed)
Actual,

..-...
,

Activity.

.
.

.

.

Instiuctor. Notes
and VisusikAids

,

(0:15)
'0:05

.

.

b. To ideniiify -apAropriate command/ super-

visory acti45 based on knowledge of

thdee factors.
. A W

c. To provide,knowledge of alcohol and intoxi-
. . .

.cation ,relative to alcohol-related offenses

and enforcement.
, 40t

d. To provide some practice* application of
0

the knowledge presented during the work-
.

,

shop.

3. If there is sufficient time, theeleader can

describe the objectives in somewhat. greater 4

detail, using the description of objectives in

Section II, pp. 9-13, of this document.

PROCEDURES

1. Describe how the various units will be pre-

... sented and whkt is expected of the participants.

2. Emphasize the approach to each of ike follow-
It

'ing in4ading the material from the pages of

this document as noted. However, the

approach will be the leader's unique, personal

development.
.

.

4 .

,

.
.

-g'

,

.

_ .

, -

.

.

- 36- .4L.



UNIT 1. WORKSHOP INTRODUCTION

, . Time
(Elapsed)

Actual
i.

Activity

,
Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

-

(0:20)
-0: 1 Q

(0:30)

.

.

a. Presentation
.

b. Case Stddy

c. Controlled Drinking Demonstration

,

INTRODUCTION .

The leader should briefly introduce himself, citing

some relevant parts of his background. Then he

should introduce the participants or ask them to do

it themselves.
. ..

While this is listed last in this unit, the leader

should do it whenever it seems natural for the

given situation.

Introductions will help to "break the ice" but the
. ,

leader should not let the plticesr s go on beyond the

allotted time.

.

,.

-,

.

.

.

.

..

,

0

,

. .

,

s.

.

.

41
37-



Unit 2. Exercise to Identify Factors in Simulated Alcohol-.
Related Violations

This unit is an exercise requiring direct participation
with written responses and a group discussion period.
The objectives-a-re: , .

To provide an understanding of the concept that
a police officer's decision.to make an alcohol-
related arrest may be affected by his attitude or
or influences that may not be directly related to
the actual offense.

To Oroxvi'de ail opportunity fpr analysis and
identification of such factors.

To provide a means for relating factors, in simu-
lated cases to the attendees' own experience or
observations.

To provide an understanding of the concepts ant.
approaches used in the resea(Ch studies.

*
References and Special Material

1. Appendix A of this document which describes the
factors identified in the repearch studies.

The Participants' Manual contains the scenarios,
response sheets and instructions. No other
material is needed.

.12
-38-

Allotted
Time
1:00



UNIT 2. EXERCISE TO IDENTIFY FACTORS IN SIMULDATED
ALCOHOL-RELATED VIOLATIONS

Time
(E laps ed)
Actual

Activity
.

Instructor Notes
.and Visual Aids

0:0 ' PROCEDURE..
I. Desdribe unit activities: .

a. Review background.

b. Introduce scenarios. : #

.

c. Read Scenario 1.
,

..

d. Record predicted outcome aid reasons.
.

..

. .

e. Discuss responses.

f. Repeat for 2 and 3.
.

.

. .

.

,

2. Be sure each participant has materials in

.

Sceriazios are din"
App'endiX B of

manuals. Participants!
(0:05) Manual:
,0:05 BACKGROUND

1. Arrest decision is mainly determined by facts
. .

but can he affected by other. non-evidential

Use local statis-
tics if available;
App endix A.

.4zifluences. (Use Appendix A fora brief
"C".1, p:1Y . :-- v

summary. )

. ,

. Ask- participants if in their experience alcohol-2.
.

o

.

,-. related arrests were influenced by other than

factual evidence. .

3. Introduce
st1

enarios to participants.

a. Objective is to identify the non-evidential

."factors" that may have influenced the
. .

police officer's decision. ...

4. -39-



UNIT 2. EXERCISE. TO IDENTIFY FACTORS IN SIMULATED
ALCOHOL-RELATED VIOLATIONS

Time
(Elapsed)

Actual
Activity

.

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

-4

b. Police Officer's action may tie:
, .,r

. To arrest the driver for DWI.

To arrest the driver (or issue a .

citation) for another violation.
.

To release the driver without charge.

o ,

_

.

c. Data pertaining to the. actual degree of
.

intoxication of drivers in each scenario
4

I/ is limited in order to emphasize some of

.
the Other factors that may influence the

.

officer!s decision.*

d.. Paaticipants may perceive factors
-4 4-,::

differently dependent upon the naive of
7.

the communities in whith they,work.
.

k, e

4.' ,r. .

'Let participants begin exercise. Apply their
., experience and observations to the described

situations.
(0;10)
0:15 FACTOR IDENTIFICATION

1. The scenarios and the response sheets used

in this exercise are reprOduced .on the pages

immediately following this outline..

.

'444



UNIT 2. EXERCISE TO. IDENTIFY FACTORS IN SIMULATED
ALCOHOL-RELATED VIOLATIONS

.1. ime
(Elapsed)
Actual

,
Activity . Instructor Notes

and Visual Aids

Mir _

As' the participants read and, record their ._

responses, the leader should be available for

comments or questikons; but he should not

offer comments or help. .

(0:25)
0:30 DISCUSSION r

1. In prep13.ration for leading this discussion, the

leader should-have read each scenario and

responded to ithrimself. Then hroshould com-
,

4"ikr p.

pare his ans.' to the results of the research
. t. -.--'..

studies. ,,, - - r 4114...1 .,
cill

t '1". ...: R.*. .......'':;: 71'." .-

2. The participants are-requested to volunteer

their predictions as to what action the police

officer might take and to identify the factors

that may haVe bey]. of influenje. The leader

,

must involve all participants by suggesting

questions ad comments. He should use

directed questions and comments, ilif necessary,
4 ...-

to obtain a participant's contribution.

.

.
q#

3. There are no "right" answers. The leader
. 40 .

shoulin;iake it clear that anyone's prediction
.

.could be the way the incident ends. The

fact rs and how they affect the outcome will be . .
4,:i.,,

.45



UNIT 2. ERCISE ,TO IDENTIFY' FACTORS IN SIMULATED
COHOL - RELATED VIOLATIONS

Time,
(Elapsed)

Actual
Activity

.

#Inatructor. Notes
and Visual Aids

,

...

.

.

4.

5.

.

,- _ .
. ,

.4rolated to each prediction in a way that reflects

the individual's experience and past

observations. . .

HoiTtever, there is a statistically valid body of

knowledge about how many-police officei's are

affected by the factors. That knowledge is in
$

the results of the research studies.

Using the summaries from Appendix A

in this document, the leader should briefly

present his analysis of the three scenarios,

There should be time for some discussion of

differences of opinion and of what-command

and supervisory actions could' be taken to

counteract or support the factors.

Other classes have identified some of the

"influencing fa.ctors" as follows:
. .

a. Scenario #1

. the officer's age
.

the officer is a very light drinker ..

. the officer has years' of police

experience
. ,. ,

-

.

.

, ,
.

The scenario§ .
. , . . .

contain some ma -'
terial thallnight
be factorli but i
were not.fou:nd in
the studies,°e.g::
. relioiori ,
: age-of car
. condition of car
Use these as,dis-.
cussion tbpis-'-,
are they'fastors:
locally? ,- .

.

.

°

.

,

,

-

. .

4 , ,

: s



UNIT EXERCISE TO IDENTIFY FACTORS IN SIMULATED
ALCOHOL-RELATED VIOLATIONS

T ime
(Elapsed)

- -.
ACtiiil

Activity
Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

. ,

.

b.

c.

.

......". the officer has traffic enforcement

experience

it is near the end of the officer's shift

. the driver has a positive attitude and

is cooperative

. the driver is in the.same age group

as the officer

the drive family is in the car

CODthe driver is close to home

Scenario 4i2

the fact the officer is a State Highway

Patrolman

the officer's self confidence

. the officer's, training

.. the high morale of the officer

. the race of the suspect

the driver's uncooperative or "curt"

attitude

the "all black" nature of the area
0

Scenario #3

the shortage of police manpower .

.

. the absence of departmental policy

.
.

,

.

..0

47-43-



UNIT 2. .EXERCISE TO IDENTIFY FACTORS IN SIMULATED
ALCOHOL-RELATED. VIOLATIONS

.
Time

.(Elapsed
Actual

ActivityActivity
.

Instructor Notes
incl. Visual A ids

(0:55)
'1- 0:05

.

.

,

. the suptvisor's policy concerning

DWI priority

the fact that a two-man patrolcar is

involved

the driver is alone

. the driver is close to home
.

SUMMARY

1. The leader should summarize in terms of the
... .

folloNifing:
..rg, -

a. There are factors that influence a patrol-

man's decision about an alcohol-related

arrest. These are generally:

. the officer's personal background

. the officer's attitude

. some characteristics of the specific

incident

some characteristics of the local
t

environment

b. There are specific, effective command and.c
supervisory actions that can be taken to 1

I

capitalize on these factors in a way that

enhances alcohol - related enforcement.

t

4 '
t

I r
I A

11
,

71,#"

,1.
J.el

.,..p

1.

1

v

I

43
-44-



.111.UNIT 2. EX CISE TO IDENTIFY FACTORS IN SIMULATED
ALC01-#)L-RELATED VIOLATIONS

Time
(E lapsed)

A ctual
Activity Instructor Notes

and Visual A ids

c. The workshop will enable the participant

to identify the impact of specific factors

and help each to define the mo appro-

priate actions for improved DWI

enforcement in his agency.
.

. If time permits, the leader should ask

questions to help him assess how well the°

participants are assimilating the material. ,4
(0:60)

4 9 -45-



Scenario 1 for Unit 2 Exercise

Officer Bill Brown is on mptorized patrol in a community similar to
-yotzr. -Yesterday he celebrated his 45th birthday by having a couple of
beers with a few fellow officers after going off duty. This is unusual for
Bill w o is a very light drinker. Bill, a long-time traffic officer, has
been o the department long enough to be anticipating retirement. He has
never arried and devotes much of his spare time to volunteer work for the
Presb erian Church of which he is a member; he claims his active church
life is natural consequence of his Scotch ancestry and upbringing.

At about 2330--just half an hour before his shift is to end=-Officer
Brown bserves a new model: Cadillac make an abrupt stop at a. traffic sig-

i nal that had been red for some time. When the light turns green, the driver
reacts s owly and after a jack-rabbit start drives at a much slower-than-

r speed, well to the right of the roadway.- As Officer Brown follows
about o e block .behind the .cars it veerS sharply to the center of the road-
way arid then abruptly back to the right side. Officer Brown decides to stop
the car for investigation of a possible DWI. He turns on his dome/flasher
lights and follows the car closelV:for about 30-60 seconds. The is no
sign that the driver is aware of the 1)strol.car. Officer Brown honks the

,

horn several times, and the driver fpfaily maneuvers to an abrupt stop just
barely off the travelled portioii:Of The

As he approaches the car, Officer Brown is greeted by the driver who
has opened the window and inquires about why he was stopped. The driver's
face is moderately flushed; his speech is clear; and his attitude Di affable.
Officer Brown observes that the driver is a white male about 50 years old.
He is neatly dressed and groomed; he appears concerned aboUt why he was
stopped, but Seems to be willing to cooperate. There are three passengers
in the car who are identified as "my wife and kids" by the driver who has
proffered his driver's license. Officer Brown detects a slight Aroma of
liquor and the driver admits to "a couple of drinks" before a later dinner at
which he and his far-slily also shared a bottle of wine. The driver also vol-
unteers_the informationthat;he is going directly home which is only a short
distance away. 'Officer 130TWII confirms from the license that the driver's%
residence is only abOut one-half mile away. He observes that the car is
apparently well cared for and the interior is clean.

53
-46-



Response Sheet

Scenario 1 for, Unit 2' Exercise
col

Based only on the information in the scenario, please' make a pr on of

how this incident will end:

The suspect will be arrested for DWI.

the suspect will be cited or arrested on another, -charge.

The suspect will be released.

Please make a note of those things in the story that lead you to make

this prediction.

1.

3.

4.
6

Discussion Notes
4

(You may want to rdcord hera" the predictions made by the other participants
and their comments. )

51
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Scenario 2 for Unit 2 Exercise

Patrolman. John Jones of the State Highway Patrol is typical of the men
now joining, the Patrol. Most of them-are white, college-educated, and view
their profession for which they have strong ambitions. Jones is
in hiis enties and has been on. the Patrol for about four. years and
erthibit-. = level of morale.

This event takes place on the 1600-2400 shift while Jones is conducting
routine patrol on Interstate 95. He observes, an old model sedan approaching
at a. high rate of speed. As tlie'vehicle approaches, Officer Jones notes that
it changes lanes frequently but not in a particularly hazardous way. He de-
cides, as it passes his pcst, that the driver is exceeding the limit, and. he
begins pursUit. Jones observes that the vehicle continues at a high rate of
speed, which he eventually clocks at 71 miles per hour. The posted limit

it is 55; Jones turns on the dome and flashers and continues the pursuit down
an exit ramp. The time of clocking the suspect was 2018--which is almost
exactly the Middle of his shift, the weather is clear, and the road is dry and
well lighted. The suspects ails' the Interstate into an all black housing project.

The driver becomes aware of the patrol car and maneuvers neatly to a
stop, well of the road in a well-lighted area.

Jones approaches the car and observes that there are five passengers
in addition to the'driver. All of the occupants are ,black. The car is poorly
cared for_and has' several 'dents and scrapes. When'Jones tells the driver'
that he has been stopped for speeding, he receives a gruff-sounding answer
to the effect. "...I never drive this old car very fast." The driver produces .

his license and registration when requested, but in a markedly slow, deliberate
fashion. His conversation with Jones is curtalmost surly. As indicated by
his license, he lives in the .downtown area. He volunteers that he "is out here

.to show his friends around."

As they talk, Jones observes a case of beer on the back floor and is
aware of the strong smell of beer. The driver acknowledges that he has
had "a few beers."

-48-
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Sheet

'Scenario 2 for Unit 2 Ex-era-se

1

Based only on the information in enario, please make .a prediction of
how this incident will end..

The suspect will be arr sted for DWI.

The Suspect wilLbe' cite
A 1

The suspect will be released.

or arrested on another charge. 0
D

Please make a,note below of those `things in the story that lead yoi4 to make
this prediction.

.**

4.

5.

Discussion Notes

(You may want to record here the predictions made by the other participants
and their comments.)



Scenario 3 for Unit 2' Exercise'''

Officers Smith and Young are assigned to the Patrol Division of a
Metropolitan Police Departmefit. The Department is understaffed and
has experienced a significant increase in crime and calls for service during
the past few years. Although,DWI enforcement is one of the functions of the
Patrol Division, the Department has no specific policy relating to this
activity, .and supervisors lend to place emphasis on othe'r duties.

,

The officers, working in a two-man patrolCar, have just
600-2400 shift on a typical Friday night. Smith, the younger
is driving. The district lies betWeen an industrial area and a
area. The traffic is moderately heavy because many workers
route home. There are several taverns in the area, and it is
many workers to stop on their way home for "a few beerd."

As the aficersapproach a usually busy intersection, they observe,a
car that had been parked in front of4a tavern move into traffic and turn right
at the intersection, ignoring the stop. sign. The officers decide to stop the
driver for the stop sign violation, incl turn on the dome/flasher lights. There
isno evidence that the driver is aware of the patrol car as they drive through
the next block.' Officer Smith honks the horn several times and the driver
finally maneuvers toward the side of the roadway tand stops out of the travelled
portion, but well away from the curb.

started the
of. tie two, of

residential_
.are still en
customarrfor

Officer Smith exists the patrol car and approaches the suspect's car. He
observes that the headlights areon; the driver is alone in the car and appears
to bi a white male about 40' years old, dressed in work clothes. Smith
requests the driver's license and car registration. The driver's face is_
flushed and the odor of beer is very strong. The driver acts slowly and
.deliberately but appears to have difficulty in finding the papers and passing
them to SiAith. Smith notices that the driver° is staring straight ahead and
keeps his hands on the wheel aethough for steadiness.

The'driver answers Sinith's question about drinking with the assertion
that he has had "about 6 or 8 beers since I left work." He states that was
about 1-1/2 hours ago, which seems to be correct. The driver answers
Smith's questions very tersely, but is not aggressive or surly. The license
indicates that the driVer is a few blocks froth home.

54
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Response Sheet

Scenario 3 for Unit 2 Exercise

Based only on the inforntion in the scenario, please mace a prediction of
how this, incident will end.

The suspect will be arrested for DWI.

The suspect will be, cited or arrested on another charge.

The suspect will be released..
Please makea note below of those things in the story that lead- you to make
this prediction. ..

;

2.
1,9

"
(You may want to record here the predictions made by the other participants
and their comments. )

a

Discussion Noteii



Unit 3. Research Studies of Factors--Background

This 'unit is a brief description of the objectives of the
research studies and the, methodllhat were used. The
objectives are: ;.

To provide an understanding of the purposes of the
research studies.

Allotted
Time
0:15

To provide an understanding of the specific methods
that were used.

References and Special Materials

1. The pertinent parts of each stud.91--baokuound, purpose
and method -- should be reviewed.' (Appendix A, pp. 1-8, 48-51),

2. National statistics can be found in'Borkenstein and the
. .ASAP Evaluation (see Bibliography).

3. ,..1 Any local statistics or desCriptions of co measure
programs can be used to illustrate needs.

f.



UNIT 3. RESEARCH' STUDIES OF FACTORSBACKGROUND

Time
(Elapsed)

Actual
Activity Instructor Notes

and Visual Aids
( )

0:05

(6:05)
0:05

BACKGRQUND

Impact of alcohol-related offenses on highway

accidents, injuries and fatalities.

2. Countermeasures have been developed at sev-

eral Government levels (e. g. , ASAP). Police

enforcement is emphasized in all programs.

3. However, overall level of enforcement remains

low.

eJimate'd at tvio arrests per year for

.typical traffic officer (Borkenstein)

4. Also, alcohol.:related offenses remain high

estimated one in 20 drivers on a week-

end evening exceed statuatory BAC (ASAP

Evaltigition).

5. Need to increase rate of enforcement persists.

PURPOSE OF STUDIES,

Since enforcement remains low in spite of

knowledge,of problem and effects, it appears

that other factors influence a police officers

decision to enforce alcohol-related laws.

Mention local
and/or national
statistics

Mention local
programs

Cite local
statistics

Cite local
statistics



I ,

14,

. RESEARCH STUDIES OF FACTORS - BACK

Time
(Elapsed) Activity

,

In ,structor Notes
and Visual Aids

Actlia
. Many factors can be suggested. To determine

wbich are really operational, the two studies

Relate back to
scenarios in
Unit 2.

" :
1/4. I

were funded.,.
-

3 Th.a.pe'cific objectives were to identify factors
_

Refer partici-
pants to

(positive*op negative) that affect the arres Appendix A of
their manual.

s .
decision and to sugge-tremedial action to in-

crease enforcement rate.
(0:10) -. a

0:05
t,

METHODS : 4

. ...

1. Describe the survey/infervievi techniques that Refer to

were used. (Brief statement, refer partici-
Appendix A.

pants .to study summaries in Appendix 4).

*

2.. Emphasize that the studies were controlled to

insure that results are valid.

. departments and officers were guaranteed

anonymity.

_.. ,
. department size, location and Mission

. .

.. were sampled on a representative basis

ASAP and non-ASAP were studied
. .

separately to assess possible effects of

a formal countermeasure program.
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UNIT 3. it.EF.ARCH STUDIES OF FACTORS;- -BACKGROUND

Time
(Elapsed)
-A-c-tua.1

Activity

(0:15)

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

. In the non-ASAP study: A Slide showing
e total numbers

255 police officers were surveyed by in each study
can be used

questionnaire and 69 of them were inter-

viewed in depth.

74 police supervisors were surveyed as

were 12 judges, 14 prosecutors and 6

Civic officials.

4. I#the ASAP study:

85 police officers assigned to ASAP and

here.

21 assigned to other duties were

interviewed. e.

13 police supervisors we interVieweclt
,1`

59
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i
Allotted.
Time

Unit 4. Factors Associated wail Officers' 'Aitributes and . 0:60
Attitude._

..

All of the factorefrord'the research studies will be pre-
.sented and diScu:shed. The objectives are:

, b ''t ' '
.1'. * 4 .

.

To, proyide an uiliderstar.idipg (*the personal dhatac-
.teristics that influenee a patrolman's decision.

. .1

To compare, the pf ttnii 2 with the study
results and 'eval.hate the -differences.

, ,. I' 0

the opportunity for relating these factors
;It Cro ea i attendeele own experience and practices.

"st...!

adfereqce

te

.4**.i.a.1 Material

." The sec 9.f each, study on personal factors and
ittitudes constiNtute the Basic references.

.:

':=Slides.canseprepared frorri the results sections of
e,siudry. to "Ltustrate.parts of this unit.

(See end' 4, pp. 9-11 and 52 -57)

ir

tl

. . . 1

6-
&:



4UNIT '4. FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH OFFICERS' ATTRIBUTES
AND ATTITUDE

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

ActiVIty

1

4'-Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

0:05 INTRODUCTION

1. Many of (the factors that affect an officer's

decision are personal ones--the officer's age,
, .

drinking habits and attitudes toward alcohol.

2. In this unit the factors will be presented and time Throughout this
unit the leader

will be allowed for discussion aimed at relating should use slides
-or the chalkboard

the factors to the participants own experience to present data
taken from

and attitud. Appendix A.'

. 3. (The leader should establish at this point how he
. -

prefers to conduct the unit. It is sugkested that
- ..

he present the results in total and then open

discussion. However., the exact format should

be the leader's_ choice. )
(0: 05)

fr.0:20 PERSONAL FACTORS is;

. ounger, less-experienced officers made moreAt Y The content of
the remainder of

arrsts than older. this unit is. in
outline form.

age' and experience appear to operate as a Comments and.
instructions to

. single, factor.. the leader are in
.parenthe se s .

. 50% of those 30 or under made 6 alcohol-

related.arre-sts in previous year.

.
.

a

Cl
=57-



UNIT 4. FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH OFFICERS' ATTRIBUTE'S
AND ATTITUDE

.

Time
(Elapsed)
Ac4tal,

Activity
o

,

InstructorNo'tes
and Visual .1Ait lds

I

2.

3.

4.

----Only-3f3:% of those...317-4 0 Made the same
i

,
1 i.,

i

,

This contrast in
results sh4,tzle
be used as a
basis for diJs.k

i

cussionand
possible '0'" !

resolution.

.

Leader should,
ask participants
for their own

6estimates to
illustrate this..
Use slide
developed.from
Appendix D
to show error
of estimate.

.

.

,

number and only 26% of those over 40 made

6 or more arrests.

. However, in the ASAP study, older more

experienced officers were judged to be

more "rigid enforcers." (See Appendix A,

pp. A52 and At)) ..

Officers who are infrequent or light drinkers.

make more arrests.

Most, officers report that "other officers"

decision to arrest would be affected by their

drinking habits. ..

Most of those interviewed tended to under-

estimate the amount of alcohol needed to reach

a specified BAC.
. Effect of underestimation is that if officers

dt

think that a suspect may have had only one
.

or two drinks they might be incline. not to

arrest.

. Fewer than 1 in 5 officers were able to

estimate accurately the amount of alcohol

needed to attain a -BAC of .08 - .12.



UNIT . FACTORS ASSOCIATED. WITH OFFICERS' ATTRIBUTES
AND ATTITUDE.

,
T line

(Elapsed)
Actual

Activity

.
Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

5. About one-third of the officers believed erro-

neously that their own consumption produced

ililegal BAC's and,thus thff could have ,been guilty

f DWI and might tend to be sympathetic with a
..

uspect.

6. Officers having special training in alcbkhol-

related enforcement made more arrests.

tompa're to
local statistics

7. Special assignment produces more arrests. (

8. The ASAP study produced results generally

the same as that given above. The slight

variations in emphasis and content of the ASAP

versus the non-ASAP results are shown in the

.

.
following outline.

a. ASAP officers felt that other officers' drinkihg
,

habits affect the other officers' decisions,

but that their own drinking habits do not

affect their decisions., 50% felt other

officers who drank were negatively

-
,,-.,

OA

affected. 82% felt that their decisions were

not affected. 14% felt that the fact they did

not drink made them more rigid in their

V arrest decisions. v.
.

63
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47NI'T 4. FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH OFFICERS' ATTRIBUTES
AND ATTITUDE

Time
(Elapsed)
'Actual'

Activity'
- .

Instructor. Notes
and Visual Aids

-.1

.3.
bL There a three areas of concern:

,

.

0

.

.

. .

_

. De

ab

benefited

quent

experience

Training

about

many

. Trainittg

only

were

however,

aware

for

c. Generally,

posed to

Prior experience

d. An officer's

strong,

make DWI

activity.

ection training to spot DWI suspects;
#

ut half of the ASAP officers felt they

front this training. A frt.-

response, however, was that

was of far greater value.

relative to court appearances;

half reported it was beneficial and

felt it gave needed confidence.

influence on,officers' attitudes;
,

about one-third indi6ated that they

influenced.by thiS training. Many

stated they made more

of the DWI problem and the need

a treatment approach.

ASAP officers are more dis-

enforce DWI la-Ws if they have had

in accident investigation. .

confidence in his ability hasa

positive influence on his desire to

arrests and his enforcement

This encompasses confidence in

.:134
-60-



UNIT 4. FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH OFFICERS' ATTRIBUTES
'AND ATTITUDE

Time
(Elapsed)

Actuil
Activity . ,

.

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

t
his ability to identify suspects, to ascertain

the degree of intoxication and to testify in

Statistics can be
taken from the
Technical Re-
port:02 Leader
shciiii'd empha-

lo. thatsize tat the.
attitudes do exist
and they deter-
mine how an

, officer reacts to
' 'an other factors.

In discussion
the leader should
emphasize this
and help parti-
cipants to relate
it to their own
experience.

_

.

(0:25)
0:15

.

s...

.

court.
c .

ATTITUDINAL FACTORS .

1. Officers;,attitudes about the ilkiportance of the

alcohol-related offense, especially in cornp.ar-

, ison to other duties, strongly affects the arrest

de'cision. Also, some officers tend to be
. sympathetic to the suspect and be concerned

..- over the effect of a DWI arrest and conviction
r

2. Most officers have adequate knowledge of the

causal role of adwhol in crashes but appear
4

not to consider'it in enforcement.
Q.

3. Sympathetic attitude toward suspect derives

from belief that he could be a "social drinker"

and have taken only a "few drinks," or from

the suspects "sob story." a

' . The use of "alternatives" to arrest (such as

having a sober passenger drive) is acceptable
i -.., I

\to most officers if they perceive that the prac--

tice is tolerated by the department.
.



UNIT 4. FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH OFFICERS' ATTRIBUTES
AND ATTITUDE

Time

Actual

,

Activity Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

. 5. With regard to, adjudication, the officers were
.

aware of the penalties for DWI and felt they were
,

Leader should.
comment here
that basically
therware no
differences be-
tween the two
studies, 'but they
were conducted
and reported in
different ways.

.

.

..

.

6.

.

,

'

fair. However, it appears that, the officers who

felt that penalties were too severe, were mo.re

affected by their attitude than were the others.
,..,-

Some of the ASAP study results were developed

with a slightly different emphasis. These are

presented below:
. ,

a. Those ASAP officers who had the most

exposure to drunk drivers had little sympa-

thy for DWIs, and were most disposed to

,.ake arrests. Those officers who were
."

., pathetic to DWIs were less inclined to

make arrests.
.4

b. 94% of ASAP officers did not feel the

penalty for DWI was too severe and most

officers felt that existing penalties were

adequate provided thy were. applied.

c. ASAP officers reported a tendency to be

influenced in the case of first offenders

,vhen.severe penalties were possible.
,..-

;,r

. 63
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UNIT 4. FACTChtS ASSOCIATED WITH OFFICERS' ATTRIBUTES
.AND ATTITUDE

Time
(E,lapsed)
Actual

.,
Activity

. .

. Q.

Instructor NotesN
and Visual Aids

, .

. ,d. Most ASAP officers felt that tough DWI

'enforcement was a deterrent and that, this

influenced their decisions, causing more
.

rigid enforcement.
(0:40)
0:20 DISCUSSION .

1, The discussion is. initiated by the leader by such It can be useful
.

- , to relate the dis-
questions as: cussion back to

the Scenarios in
. How do these results compare to your, Unit 2 and to the

responses that
experience? ". were made in

that unit.
. Are there alternatives to arrest? .

____

; .

.
. What attitudes aTe common in your

it
department?

.

2. The leader should first attempt to determine that

the content of the unit has been understood.

Second, he should direct the discussion to how
.

the content applies to each participant's own

department. .

3. If there is time, the leader should very briefly
1

summarize the unit.
-..-

.
.



,Uri l.5. Factors Associated with the Local Environment
and the Specific Incident

Q.

Allotted'
Time
0:60

This unit is the same as Unit 5 except that the factors related
to the local environment and to the specific incident are.the
topic. The objectives are to present and discuss these factors.
relating them to the participant's own experience.

References and Special Material

1. The sections of each report on environmental and incident-
specific factors are the basic references.

The non ASAP report identifies these as: Factors-
Relating to the Local Environment and Factors
Specific to a Given Incident. (pp A-9 11)

The ASAP report identifiesDriver Related Factors,
Operational Factors, Departmental Factors and
Outside Influences. (pp A-52 - 57).

2. Specific quantitative results from the reports can be used
to prepare slides or be available to pit on the chalkboard.

gs.



UNIT 5. FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE, LOCAL ENVIRONMENT
AND THE-SPECIFIC INCIDENT

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

Activity ,
, , .1

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

)
0:05

...-if

_.:

*

.

-
(This unit will be conducted in the same way as the

previous one in terms of format. )
..

INTRODUCTIQN*

1 Factors thattare a consequence of the lacal en-

vironment and that are specific to a given incident
: y

also affect the' decision.

2. The word "environment" is used in a broad sen,se
it&

.to encompass:encompass:
.

operational procedures ' .

department characteristics
..

community Ottitude
-..e, . 1

. . court procedures

3. Incident specific factors include:

-driver's age, sex' and race
0'1

li. . driver's
.f

.time of day (tide in tour)

, weather

. driving infraction

. "observed degree of intoxication

.

.

,

-

r ,

:':,''

.

.

.

*.
,

'

i
,

.



UNIT 5. FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT
AND THE SPECIFIC INCIDENT

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

.

Activity
. -

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids
.

(0:05)
0:20

.

. .

FACTORS ASSOCIATED -WITH THE. LOCAL
ENVIRONMENT

1. Departmental policy is a critical factor. Lack of

formal, ,specific policy and lack of standards of
_

q

performance are perceived as can "unwritten

policy" favoring low enforcement.

2. Plea bargaining and lengthy (delayed) court

procedures both lead to relatively low enforce-

ment. .,- ,
3. However; officers who are generally "high"

\ lir
enforcers are 1&::.t deterred by their diisatisfac-

.

tion with disposition of cases by the court.
..

4. Lengthy processing pro edures for arrest and

. booking discourage enforce ent.

5. The' attitude of the conimn ity ad little
. ,

effect on the ar47est decision. ' r., e public
,;'

.:. *-' ',,
genera) .favor'' _ enfor5emlent but is

...,
14, ...'''

also toleit,O.nt 6 x 4, g ,,
,0 4

maw
k

.

. , ,

.There aPpear,:s illv).- little formalq c,ommiant,

cation:between anVcorcu-nunity-' , .

....,.
-=. . 1/44

4. '
rega.rdin: alcohol- related enfoxcercie* ,,A

, , . ,. . !;,,. 4'

- 4

except, ou41rse, in ASAP communities.
r! 1 ,

.

Statistics from
the reports can

) be surnmariz d
on slides or r

.use on Chalk
board

.

.

_

it



ITiTIT 5. FACTORS 'ASSOCIATED WITH THE LOCAL .ENVIRONMENT
AND THE SPECIFIC INCZDENT

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual .

Activity Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

7. Where policy is not clearly, formally stated, the.4

supervisor represents policy and patrolmen re-
,

spond to the expressed requirement as well as

. the attitude.

8.
,

Supervisors generally -are aware of the discretion .

I .

.' that can be exercised by a patrolman and appear to

believe that patrolmen exercise more 'nnon-

arrest" options'than is actually the case.
.

9. Large municipal departments produce relatively
.

,.

fewer arreSts, which suggests\-an emphasis on

criminal enforcemeet not found in small or state

departments. However, officer& perception of

the emphasis seems not to affect the decision to

arrest.
*

10. The-ASAP study produced some variations
,

.

particularly with regard to the specialized assign-

ment and how it was operated. These are pret

sented below: .

.

,

. * ..

a. ,Freque y of court appearances had little

influence on ASAP officers possibly because

of pay for court time..

,, * .
, . . .

tl
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UNIT 5. FACTORS oCIATED WITH THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT,
THE SPECIFIC INCIDENT

Time
(Elapsed)

Actual

7 t 7
,-,1- Activity

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

.
111

-L

4

-, ..
\ 4

\

.

,_

.'

.

c.

d.

Duty hours worked by the officer can affect
,

,hisfam.ily life, mofale and health and pro-
. ,

t",;

duce lower enforce .

4

The one-man patrol.in specialized DWI

, enforcement is more effective than the two-
i

man unit.. Several reasons have been.

inferred--but not proven.

. Twornan units can be out of service.,
.

more for "personal business".

The officers can bedclme invoiced in dia4,
,,

ctission and thus be less attentive: f,
. The Officers may:be less receptive to

supervision if they vie* their partner

as an "allr" against fh.e supervisor:
, .

. Twb-man units co321ddotibie-the oppor-

tunity for discretion. If oneobjects to

arrest, the suspect would not be charged.
. ,

For a variety'of reasons, some agencies '

* ,
assigned DWIenforcement'units to areas not

identified with Major DWI problems. This
.

indicates lack ofpriority to the officers and

-enforcement suffe r41.

,

.

.

.

.

.

14,
-6ts3-



.
4UNIT 5. FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LOCAL,ENV.IRONMENT

AND THE. SPECIFIC
T Uric

(Elapsed)
Actual

A ctiv ity ItistrUctchy Nbte,11'
andV iiiia.1 A idS.

- .

e.

f.

g.

h.

Officers o are forced into specialited DWI.
... v.

enforcement activity are more influenced by

the other factors than those who have

volimteered. °

ASAP officers whotend informally to compete

for arrests as well as4those who are {well
-

equipped and work from gOod, facilities are

lebs likely to be influenced by other factors.
. .

lit was: found that 'po liceAare hesitant to make'

arrests inilareas wire certain. racial or

socioeconomic groups are concentrated be=

cause they wish to avoid.possible violence or

political consequences of DWI enforCement

activity in those *areas. They also avoid

arrestS that could appear to be racially
.s

motivated..
.-,

A high level of Morale appears, to produce a

high enforcement rate. Morile is adversely

affected if the ASAP officers feel that they

are isolated from the rest of the department

or that they have weak setirvisiot.

.. .
.

.

.

.,

.

.

.

A:.

73
-69-
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FPtc SSOCIATED WITH THE LOCAL ENVIR,ONMENT
D THE SPECIFIC INCIDENT

', .-Time.
a std)
cttial

:,.°1 ' _ A.

V:. -:?-4k.; ..->" .. Activity'
:.*I . .

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

.

..1.

t

.

..-

- t..."1
O.

a )..

.

(0:25)'
0:15::

:

. tliregard to disposition of. DWI cases in
- ) ,

, -b ,:..3urt, the'ASAP study results are mixed.
.. I e

Overall the -officers noted court support-as an
. .

important factor: fair and equitable.adjullica-
..

tion would lead to higher enforcement.. Lacle

1

of .exPerience among proSecutors and heavy. .

caseloads (resulting perhaps in, plea bar-

gaining) were cited as negative influences.

j.
4

SOMe ASAP officers felt that-courts used"

,'treatment and rehabilitation programs in lieu
.. ,,.

z of sentencing in a way.that contravened the

,

- 'intent, Of, the law. 'This feeling diicouraged
.

enforcement.,

FACTORS.' SPECIFIC TO A GIVEN INCIDENT

Two factors in a
g4

iven incident are of special ,,

importance to the arrest decision: t.

. a.. degree of intoxication

. accident (or serious violatiOn)

2. Over two-thirds of the; officers agreed that a

driver who appers "borderline" by traditional

. .

,

.

,,

.

-
.

, ,,

,

The syMptoxis of
. illness that

might be mis-
taken for intox--"
-ication can loe
noted here (see
Appendix b),

,

symptoms would not be arrested. SimilS.rly a- .

'majority indicated that signs of gross intoxication

74
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UNIT 5. FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT
AND THE SPECIFIC INCIDENT

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

Activity
_

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

c ,

,

.

, .

,

'

.

precluded the exercise ofdiscretion.

3. An equallylarge proportion of the officers indi-

cated that a_hazardous moving violation or an

accident would strongly influence them toward

arrest.

Local stftistics
'May be available
to illustrate this
factor.

.

..

*-

4. Alcohol-related enforcementds affected by the

incidenttiming of the incident relative to-the.time iiitii the

shift.. , 0
a*, Arrests appear to occur uniformly throughout

the shift. - ,

b. However, no-arrest investigations are .

. . .

- significantly less frequentflate in'the shift. ,

-,--,-c. Inference is that borderline suspects will notIN,
. .be stopped near the end of the shift.

5. Many officers indicated that they would be in-

fluenced by the fact that the shift was nearly

completed.

£. However, in jurisdictions having short arrest arid

booking procedures, the time intDhift was a less

significant factor. .

71(
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UNIT 5. .FACTORS ASSOCIAT
AND THE

THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT
IFiC `INCIDENT

Time
(Elapsed)

Actual

1.,

Activity Instructor Notes,
and Visual Aids i

.

-

.

.

(

.

7. Weather at the time of an incident appears not to

affect the arrest decision as such. However, it

appears that in foul weather fewer borderline

ill cases are detected and stopped.
,

8. Several personal of the suspect
i(+ '

have some effect onAdi ,arrest decision:

age` IP
. sex

race

. attitude ,

t
1

., position in community
) .

9. It appears that young officers are more lenient

to young suspects. Older.officersMend to stop
.

and investigate 'amore young suspects.
(

I10. However, the arrest rate for young suspects is

t

.

;

.

-

,

°

.

t

t

.

.

,..about thes4ine for officers of 'allall ateroups.-
.

11. Race does not appear to affect the arrest decision

as such. But it does appear that more non-:white
#

borderline suspects are investigated..
,..

..--0 ,

(Note that data are from pyedominately

white officers. TIrleader can use this

as a discuision point, bu4o caus elation-
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UNIT 5. FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT
AND THE SPECIFIC INCIDENT

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

Activity Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

:
.

,

ship has been established by the studies. )
4

12. A female suspect is less likely to be arrested:

.

.

.

.

The leader should
relate this topic
to the Attitudinal
Factors presented
in Unit 4 and to
Policy topics in
this unit.

processing takes longer and is complex

. the officer may be accused of sexual

advances ,

y

. the attitude of drunk 0 males is thought to

be "disagreealip"

13. The suspect'Ei attitude can be a decisive factor.I
About one-third pf the officers thought a

cooperative attitude would influence them

toward a no-arrest decision. However, if the

suspect "flunked the attitude test," he would .be,
.

arrested.

14. A suspect who is well known in ;the community or
*

personally to the officer is not likely to be

arrested.

15. A given incident may offer one or more alterna-

tives to arrest, such as: a sober passenger who

can drive, the incident taking place close to the

suspeet' s.hovrie or very light traffic (which might

be thought to allow the driver to get home safely).

The presence of an alternative is not of itself a

,

-73-
4



UNIT 5. FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT
AND THE SPECIFIC INCIDENT

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

.

Activity
.

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

.

factor,- but if the officer views an alternative as

then it is a factor for no-arrest.
.

16. The ASAP study showed some slight variations.

in content and format. of a few of the environ-

mental and incident factors.

Most ASAP officers do t feel they can

easily distinguish the social from the -problem

drinker but, dome say they are less likely to

arrest a social drinker as they see themselves,

in this position.

b. If a DWI arrest had been made earlier in the

duty tour, the non ASAP offi.-Get would prob-
*

ably be inclined toWtard a no-arrest decision

in subsequent stops. Only about one-fifth

of ASAP officers said the same.

c. If, a suspect is stopped late in the shift, about

- one-third of the ASAP officers reported to

incline toward no-arrest even if overtime is

-paid. The time required to process the

suspect was also noted as a factor in this
.

k

connection.

t

.

.

C

73
-74 -.



UNIT 5. FACTORS ASSOCIED WITH THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT
AND TI-1E SPECIFIC INCIDENT

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

.

Activity

-
Instructor Notee.,
and Visual Aids

(0:40)
0:20 DISCussio.

1. The leader should initiate the discussion period This can be re-
lated back to

by some questions that elicit the participant's Unit 2 by com-
paring the study

reaction and comment about his own experience. results to parti-
cipants' response&

a. What have been your experiences with young

.'-
.

suspects? Have they been arrested? What

is the departmental policy on youthful

offenders?

b. Do your officers act upon available alterna-
J

tives?

,

c. How long does it take an officer to process a ''''f'-

DWI arrest? Do you agree with the effect

described in th. studies?
_

2. In this unit the factors- ielative to adjudication and

community pressures (or expectations) should be

of special interest. They can be used to open the

discussion but the leader must exert control to

assure that all of the unit is discussed.

3. The objective of diScuSsion should be to insure

understanding of the study results and to relate

the results to each participant's local situation.

I
,

n



Unit , Recommendations for Command and
Supervisory Action

Allotted
Time
1:00

The objective of this unit is to provide an overview of the actions
that were recommended by the two research studies. This unit
is a brief summary of the recommendations that will be dealt
with in the presentation/discussion units and the case-study units
that make up most of the remainder of the workshop.

References and Special Material
.fc4

1. The ecommendations are summarized in Appendix A
(pp 12-16 and 58.ff).

2.. No specialcmaterial is required, but the leader may wish to
prepare "headline" or topical slide

83
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UNIT b.. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COMMAND
AND SUPERVISORY ACTIONS

-
Time

(Elapsed)
Actual

.,

Activity
.

.
Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

( - ) .
.

0:05 INTRODUCTION

1. Recommended actions concern policy, operations,

training, communication.° (Define these terms--

see Section II Workshop Objective in this document.)

.

2. Each area is subject of a discussion unit and a

case study unit.

-,-
Policy Units 11 and 12

.

Operations Units 13 and 14 .
Training Units 17 and 18

Communication UV 19 and 20(0:05)
0:10 POLICY ..

1. Policy estahlishe& the fram 'thin which the The leader should..
refer to the DOT

officer can operate in enforcement and can be a report on Model
Policies for back-

..,basis for court testimony.. , .

'. .
ground (see
Bibliography).

2. Policy should be written and comrnunicatedlo' Leader should be
prepared to dis-

patrolmen. It should include management tinguish objectives
from "quotas."

objectives. . , ..,
3. Priority to be given alcohol7related enforcement

should be determined and stated.

4. An alcohol-related inforntion system should be

established and maintained.
.

5. Policy directives addressed to key factors

influencing the arrest decision should 46:,
. *

considered.



UNIT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COMMAND
MID. SUPERVISORY ACTIONS

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

Activity
,

instructor Notes
OR V isnal Aids

.
..._

.kit

(0:15) .
. i

0:1.0 OPERATIONS

1. Procedures must be formulated to reflect

priority and to facilitate higher enforcement.

- ,

.

2. Special patrols or other selective enforcement
_

0:

:.,

4

procedures must be implemented.

3. Investigative skills, and procedures must be

further deve4oped.

4. Processing iiroceduie s must be made more
- 4

efficient to save the time of the arresting officer.
P

5. Location and schedule of enforcement must he

responsi*eto the locations and times of

violatio
(0:25)
'0:10 TRAINING

1

.

Must address attitudes as well as specific
0

,

skills. .
.

2. jOhictors Must beunderstood so that 'all patrol-

men and supervisors know-what the problem of

law enforceinent really is.
.

3. Understanding of the alcohol - related statutes.

:. s<
4. Understanding of the alcohol intake-BAC-.

performance relationship. .
.

.

.

-78-



UNIT RECOMMEN TI9NS FOR COMMAND-,f.
ACTIONSAND SUPER

Time --....t,,,lsk,,.,

. '-- Instructor N-otee 1
Ps-ed) - . Act's, .1 y * 'id 'skild YAsittal'A 8- 1Actualc t u a I ' - . -v.: r..-': P -/- .f ,4 ,

; (::'
'-. ,. Expertise in special detection and irtv -s t tgation,

.. . ., .techniques iticlUding laboratory analysis A' 4 4.,

.V
s

,n,: . . .
.equipMent. , s .

#

,i0 ,
.-a' .

-, 6. Understan trig of the complete enforcement, ., ' -,-
,,,,7.*

111; -:' , . 4
aro.adjudication, 'treatment (or punishment) process. .i - . )1 Itt4
:

(0 :35) . 4
r 1S 1

0 :1 0 : COMMUNICATION
k 4

.:..,,.,-

...
1. - Includes Interictiopt amoing police,, .ports, ,y_. 4 4:-.,,., ,....c,

6.4 -
.

legislative bodies,Nilid,the'riblic. 'f..k. y,r.,-. s,,,:4:
,..

, ..a , , . , :,,...,..
x-

-
.'' ... 0 ; fr 14; : ,..., ,o)

Stadies friaclEopeCiffic: re c Oranengatkane ffki court ,..,. ,f
4 i, ',, p,.),

Y S: Y.. Y. . : Lir

and legislative changes.,'' itile okpollEeileto,'; :,_ .,.,......, ,,
. ..

. .
stand ille se. (See s ecti on. bri " Triin.i0g,,41 4118,,t,,I.- :.

.. lair.: : ..,.. b ...--,-, ,.?
e .. _

, rd mm . te.si,_..i., ,..,,' -: - -14.:".,1 ,,,' 4' `.above) end be able to (in "Apcw3. ; ; ' , :, CI' re*
. , f I:4, :: d., ` t, '71. " '. .. % ,-Z9 .:', .i

' 14. . +N.,/ 44 .fie r 1'. -

3:, PoWcelwill exert firm and e,q4ab1e enforc..ethent;
--., - . . - t" .' ',2 *13 4 '-:,4

and expct same adjtklicaticli. There is a rtb9cf.

for- tnutuallraining nstcorft..rriunica.tion4
....: SC .,.. .0 +IT,

.

4. RegulA .frequentlyr, requently Used` Channels of court /police

communicatiocs are neededi ,
i,.

-..
. Legislitive change such as the following would f ,.

,<
, . ' ,

,facilitate police enforcement: , '

rt°':.'
.-''

3 ."per 13 e" laws which:define' intoxlcition iris.
.., . .

." <terms of BAC-are needed

,,

.

.

a

. . .., :.



UNrg '6. RECOMMEND TI6NS- FOR CO
AND SUPER. ORY ACTIONS.

pY

Time
(Elapsed -, Activity

Instructor Notes

Actu
_and Visual Aids

9

'

x-

,

(0:45)-
6:15

.

..

-

preliminary breath-screening laws

overhaul .of penaltyttreatment provisions.
41

. A means of apprising the public of.the police
11 '4 ..

objectives and activities should be devised v,/ith

special attention to ili4olved groups, such as 4

.
1

fr, drivirb who drink and tavern owners. .., ,

DISCUSSIONitAND SUMMARY
.

1. This unit is anRverview of the recommended

.

.

.. .

4.
dr,

.

.

ti:-,

.

. sr

.

t

,

N

'fa,

.

.

.
actions and any detailectdiscussion should be

I,'

deferred to the.sUbsequent units-in the caseeydy
r* _.
which allows a more thorough treatment of the

recbmrneridations in each of the four major areas
... ;-

. At th.4 point the leader should indicate that the
,

tte a

pres tion of the studies, the solves, is
et if

i

firiished and that most of the re der of the

workshop will lie evoted to apPlication,by means

ir the ca Prior to beginning the case,
!

study, ,hcnsreve;* e next unit will be devoted toi
.*review of the *urrent state of alcohol and highway

sifetylosiid a co Ailed drinking demonstration ..
0

will'be conducted..

,
_....



'Allotted
Time

Unit 7. Alc_oholmrelatesLOffanses_ind

This unit includes a brief presentation, but
for the most part consists of a directed dis-

. cdssion about significance of alcohol;
related offenses, the total process of
enforcement (with ,particiklai emphasis on the
role of police in enforcernsni) and informs,-
t1011 about lega41 limits.of'iffoxication2 In
particular, the discussion portion will be
directed toward local applications or local
considerations. The instructional objectives
of this urdt au:

19.

To provide an accurate under standistg of4
1 the relationship between alcohol-related
offenses and highway safety.

. .

, To provide an understanding of the
process of alcohol-related enforcement
and t. role of pollee in theprocetts.

Re isellipces a.nd Stecial Material

The leader should use as.ass much.local material;
as pOp sible. Any statititics of alcohol- related4
enforcernent,ccan be applied to this imit. Alan, 4
releva.licsil and state statutes should be
cited. The following reference-1i ifirovide
good overall bsickgro'undt,

,4'
U. S.-Department.'
Alcohol andltighwa
Washington, 13. C. :
Printing Office, .968.

..A.,r$1,
\

ti.on. 1968

Virrtment

Cir. S. DepartMent of Transp tation
National Highwai.Safety Bureau. `1:icohol.
safety countermen re program.
Washington, .4D. C. ;' 8 Jtj 1970.

.

Cuirent 2iation.41 statistics can be ralquested from
(

ma,
41 The Office of Driver"Acl,pedestrian Progran

=NirrSA, U. S. 'Department ofi*ransportatiOil .;
Wajibiltgt°n, 1). q 2090'



.
UNIT 7 ALICOHO.P.RELATED OFFENSES AND ENFORCEKE

T ime
4'

(Elapsed) . Activity
, instructor Noi48)

ketual
and Visual Aids1

IP( - - ) . s

--_____ __ __

0:05 ACCIDENT STATISTICS -

. Rview the 'national: statistics 'on 'alcohol and ,
...,

. '- "/

highway. safety. Compare these with state and .

local statistics if available. Notiiis Prer;entdata .

ot 4. . . , :,,

on a early 'basis or dife oche a venient time .

... . -
'`, a -

frame. 'ta_presented,iihoud represent the
2.) .? ,..-7?, , , .., . ,

c .oat, cutrent Info 5 "'a '' ilalAle on the aurii-
,

,v."` l'' ,,,,i .". .
"

.. ...,
r and'peircent of 4, . II--

.
.
4- -

a. cci its n . .gticolio .is l e :.
.. .4 .

Z
. I

,

. 'ye' :,.
b. : -*juries, in a. -.7:1! a 11:m01:Veil: ,a, -

... -------!-....
4 . . . ,

. . P:eathEy if ' h. ale, ,
4,

$

ved:

(0:'05 ,, .- ,''a.:'' 7 ' " f :-
. '.

6: 1 0 - 1COUNTEAA%UR "OV 1 k . ...,. . if.'
,k4 c,! , . ..

,

, .? y. , . ., .
,,

i Eptzpl 'zi over the. . ., 1..1'. -
k°6

g
V Y kv: I . , i. 'I. r ,. .

77',_ta ,

' been con vied abo tion's A e
' ;.;'.11,'

. 1

high.. - '1 Th e . a 10 . Pig c, ,k ..
' .

chided ts . :1'.
.. - ? - - . . ,

,;, ,

..i.,-1,: t
".:

-governrri ii ies ffo s )IaVe e tc:
f.. ... ._

3.

, - .., ockl

s 1) '
. suited in '1-

. .

. 4;

.

,tcy Ist ,-- I.

. 'a: C e 0 .: testin*-",.; , - 4.,

4

r,

:1
4 ., ' Or A. `..

.

114 'R,OcOgr -
'de'ValaudOof c ie'inica

, .
. ...

.?,tw
.

.
*testing 0,2id a 'mining the aril unt' of /

' ,. alc ol,i.a'a'person's VoOd.
11. 41

.. I



TED Or FENsE.

Initructor otes'
and Visual idh

eveloPment and refirteMentio `b reath

131 Ments that give Accurate and reli-

e indidatiops,,ramount.of alcohol in

the blood.

b. Legislation

Changes in state, legislationwhichze-

quire a motorkskto submit4to a chemical

test upon request of a police offieer as
,

part of his right or Privilege to use the

state's roads-- known ,as implied con-
0 ,

.:, e,.

sent laws, Indicate the,total, number of
*

fitat..es ( I that currently hAveirn:-

plied 4nse .

and Development



bt.

ALCOHOL-RELATED FFENSESD ENFORCEMENT

pled)
ctual

1..
.

0
Activity

lig
0

Instructor Notes --f.
,....-4,

and Visual eA ids:`

.

1 '

i- .si,

,

1

,

e,

.

.

..

. .
....,..,t,- ir

.

.,

1

-

.

..-.

,

,

. ,,:t.
41'17!:':-

PI

,

.4,

k ,

.

(0:15)
0:1,5

...

.

..

1

duct of programs aimed at identify-

g and treating the oblem drinIc'er
. , 161t

and minimizing the likelihood-of his
..

driving a car when drinking.

2,4 rtesearch such as' the studies that are
.

the litgOis ofigis workshop. To hblp
vrio..e. .

improve the rate of enforcement.

3) Development of specialized ttaining fog
- ,

' law enforCement and`judicial Personnel

*.
.

(Such-as this wo kshop.) ,,,,

,-- * , e4"
ROLE OF POLICE IN EN ORCEMENT -- 1

Ofr ,,,,_
; '

ill. Qbjectiveuf DwI legislation ts basically to pre-
,.

vent .DWI . Also to, aid, , - ip
ir 4' 41 ,16404 44 '

, .

pecti and conviction of 64e. '" :,11t '.

.

means to treat` chilmic-offe
..

. Role of-the ,po e is to prevent ,DWI Lough
'.....i.,,, ,..... .

patr pre881/Ce and deterrent effe .

.
.

and prollocution. Some specific actici :

To detea'azi ariprehend strp nieansikof regu-

lar pattol activity and selecitive enforce-

ment techniqUitas

-



UNIT. 7. ALCOHOL-RELATED OFFENSES AND ENFORCEMENT
Tithe

(Elapsed)
Actual ,-

Activity .

\?12,

Instructor Notes
nd Visual Aids

To help convigt offender by means of

p

1$1.,..

.0

.

.....

q
.
t

,:f

4.

: I

..

,X

r
,i
#

.

_.

-:

91

1

..

-

%.

$

,,

rl'ir l'
ct. I

-

.

* 3

c:` '*

z

7

...,.

$. tc0.
Od

'

,

-

,,

1.`

,
r

,
investigation and court preparatiorilkpre-

A,sentation.

. To helpitreat chronic offender 17y identificf#
.tion of problem drinker (through arrest) by

4 fa
referral to treatment agency and by arrest

and conviction (to force treatment). \.

, 'Mb. .help keep offender of the road by publicjr-

ihformation and the deterrent effect of

.,. patrol presence and arrestAnforc*.ent
-1.

,'activity. .,

ir 4 : o .

. AND Clii.A.S4H PROBABILITY
....

1 .. .Summarize information Tzgar BAC a;,,

..:i
od that a, driver will'crish. (Noted- o4--

loving data have been taken from the 1968
,h and Highway Safetyafeport--see5t.

C.Ild t'fitInstructor Refeaficetk) Inatkuctor sl* 'ma

additional use of any other information he has
0

vailable, ,particularly any information pertinent

to the local area.
, . .

-.i v
4.*..., ,

ter'



UNIT 7.. ALCOHOL- RELATED OFFENSES .AD ENFORCEMENT .111k-

(Elapsed)
Actua

IP

- Attivit.y
Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

-4

.

.

,

2

..4+:,

.

.

d-:.

.

.;,'N

.

t.
1.4...,..

. ...esi
r.

a. Likelihood that a driver will crash. Draw .

... $

.

,,

.
0

.

, ,,

,

0

.

typical curve on the blackboard to emflia-

size.these points:

1) It begins to increase at a BAC of 0.05%

and becomes progiessively and dispro-
. .

portion tkv higher at higher BA 1 s.

,..,.....

2) It is estimated to be six or seven ti

more likely at a BAC of 0.10% and more

than 25...tin-les more likely at aBAC of

'' 0,15% over th'at for a driver with no

to. aleoliol in his blood.
,, -0 e

e Likelihoa:I that a driver will cause a crash.

.

i f"Dkaw tiptgal curve on the blackboard to"':
"`

tp

4mpfia. size .e- points:
.

=;1) It begins to increase at a ,BAC of about

.17.-.05%:-. - :=4,--=,

, d that drivers with BAC
44,

between 0. 09%oand 0.14% axe sever

. times more likely to 'be r onsible for
.

, .

, the crash than nondrifilc
....,-..-- - - -:-., ..:,

'
1:f .aA

d I

i.
C.v

...

.
.

.



*NJ 7. ALCOHOL- RELATED OFFENSES 416 4koReEmENT
Time

(Elapsed)
Actual

Instriictor Notes
atid Visual A ids

of T.--15% or higher are 42 -timers

likely than nondrinkers to havtiated

c. elihood that a crash Will be severe

1 Crashes where alcohol is involved tend 'Au'
Yl

(0:50)
0:10 .

ro ability of a serious or fatal cras .

,

;4.



,Unit 8. Controlled. Driniti Demonstration

This unit is designed to demonstrate the effects of
alcohol ingestion on performance and. to demonstrate
the relationship between quantity of alcohol ingesVd
and blood alcohol,cioncentration..

During the BAIA one or two hours of
will be an organized presen

unit, there
.*mon of:

Alletted
Time

(app. 4:00)

b use of regulation or *IPs'ome other reasons, it
is i .ssible to conduct this 5demonstration, an eveninii
session must be'scheduled for the.presentation and dis-
cussion of the nature, an*,effects of alcohol. Also, it- .11.

W 011.11. lieleb 1440 .414 ectultplke of the films suggesd
as alMoi es- tration. The films are
listed ih Appendix C which gives detailed guidance for
the demonstration.. .

In action to e traditional sobriety tests; it would be
teres informative to use either a driving

4raianuid. t o r a simple visual reattion leVice. Both
of VS devices require' skills that are relfvant to
dr/ and are affected by BAC. Since a simulator
may not be readily available, it is suggested_that

sisal reaction time be inekijOi.zred. The leader
should refer to the Plaillinrdruide, 13,79, and ;
Appeitdix B, for znoge inftlkinaitionjabout reactidp-
time device

RefSiiiices.aAd Specia terial
'3`... , .`..., .41.....p. .;.i.' .-
..are no gene ,y aye ble ref

on the con t of a cforttrolied ditiiikitg demonstration
ntains stifle ,gezveral

om alcohol,*xperi-
,Appendix df this "cum
guidance that has-been de
znentation. Also rom the ouree,, the .unit oat

fi -line that folloirs resents znor specifid:andisletailed

11.01..

tx
-



guldance for the leader. 'Experience, however, is
the most valuable. resource in these demonstrations

-and the leader*, in pre* to .conductthis unit,
should seek out an struc who has Conducted. a

natra tiorcor- eritheAtatiion-session.

" In planning this unit, the leader should obtain compe- .

tent medical advice relative to the health ana safety
of the volunteer drinkers. Also, he 15/lust obtain infor-
matIon about the conduct of the performance teats.*
The sources of latter information are, olcs course
determined by what tests ardk.u.se,dt ProcedutiSs for,
traditional sobriety testa,akete4itity t 4rorst
almost any p ce organizaficen::'S.0;

-.10
04 If video tape into sed for re eW--of the demonstra-

tion, a schedule f recording should be carefully
deveioped. In thi

t
ay, thelactual performance tests

can be recorded along, with identification (including
weight), time and amount of 834001 consumed. There
should be no aftzmpt to filmgie entire session as it
would mate themext day's review very difficult. Ai
experienced vide. operator can be very helpful to t
leader in planning this. .



NIT OUTLINE

UNIT. 8.. CONTROLLED DRINKING DEMONSTRATION

Introduction
*

fizei-*-111--a-diffant-forinet-tairn-those-for-the pr-esentatiOtand-_
*"` 'disrutsion units because of the different structure and content f this unit.
fz-V- 'Also becausethere will be wide local vaeption in facilities an tests

that.are-used,: it is not possible to speck precise, universally pplicable.
priedures.

411:In, plfenning for this unit, the 1
basic reqte,tements and be satisfi

der should:be aware of pre following
that they accounted:10r:

1. ,bs part of registration, each participant should be required
to certify his. medical and psychological fitnese to drink if
he wishes to volunteer.

. A physi hould be in attendance, but this may be waived
if to soring agency is satisfied with the certificatl,on

+41 is.tit

as require above.

,

Drinicing must be voluntary ail anittne may terminate at any
time. The leader must insure. that neither the workshop
staff nor the partcipants exert any pressure. on a partici
pant to volunteer to drink, or to continue drinking irhe wishes
to stopi,To.do otherwise can leadAto 'possible. end kthent
of tlluiteer'e health, or** theffiscornfort.and

of pa s iiig-out,-1COrnItting,, etc...
4.-

Nor firearms avrto be a
der4olististion reSorn

,meal after the demon

d (either staff or attendee) irt.
tl* dining rooralidring the

'4 V
ration. 1 .

e particelenti

d bele#t
pan to dr t,i the need for .effecti.
Asibly fox transportation of t1le.4
this limit almost mandator*.

In.asIdition. to the workshop 1
to operate( 4.0 ' reach -tes
4eii) with coat,
requited. sass

lly, if the
).

14: et
qualified

uc tor. to
trnance tests will be

twenty. (the sugged



likrfood will be constined for thren coins psdorto thO'ilein'on-
,

,

**ratio:1442'41ov, moreAapid 00:0;10.,alooholabsorptiOn. The 1 so ., ..
p
,.., . .4 r*

lc suigeSted:

ViI:Fati be scheduled 1200-13,00 or 1300.,0. 'lithe latter, t be Rresented
fin 1200-1300:' IA ei r Ave e attaki ,. ..,q 4..

. i:.,, Airxid biiservedilt or enCoitrigad--to-obtain-aiuheavyl-
luit t-the demonstration will begin at the closeof tbilit Workillhop day, aid no meal will be taken until
about 2000.2030 that evening.

At the conclusion of the demonstration a light rliktBalshould be provided, or it should be convenient to
obtain such a meal.

If it 14necessary for the pa cipints to, drive om the site.ofthe de'onstration for a meal' or to sir living afters, thenondrinking participants should dri the volunteer drinktilltsor some other transportation must protidet

d here' requif4s that the demonstration prepaitation
conclusion of Unit 8 (approximately 1600 on thLion and specific logistical tiinstructions will; of co ,ments.

Indodtrination
Schedule and instructions.

All*ttendees perform tests .for
record

. digh voluntee% and calcul
*.4: o

. physical check

alcohol
(o lected evel

Prs initial parts of Unitift
Vol era ingest first drink (50-60S of

t
total

*i

or4hop is ideally ptesente
e Fti cipants 11

meatmeaatiramenatents'
a .'11414r
qty on a kr basis
facilitate conduct.

the;
i''rnade
*alit

+-

c
ernonst

'

vely isolated locattpn with
o time. If this 'is the case, the

Even, the workshop is no ne on
Provt e lunch and diiiner' on
dered. group rneseis would greatly

tion.,



730-1735 .No'drinking--volunteers may electfogitop

1735»174* .*geit Seiciinedrinic (20-,0%)

1745-1750 No drinking-.volunteers may elect to stop

1'750-1800. Ingest third (final) drink (20-25%) .

The iciedule and quantify of drinkthg suggested above has been used

with good results in experimdi4, 1 studies. Other plane basetion local expe

ja

- ,

bovver, can be used:7;*!The formulation of drinks is-Teff'to local'.

. discretion,;: but it is that (not

wineor ilser) shiad that noncarbonated mixersibe used. The rxii pit in each

* drink ,ashotild.net. exceep, in Volume, the'amount of alcohol. If a volunteer

wishes,... he% May. drink the, liquor "straight. "

:"Pirolunteeri should`bo served and "timed for each 'rink GO that' finish

g 104ninute intervals. . This allows each BAC to be, taken wad tests

,atiexac one hour, 'after the last drink when peak BAC can be

siirhiiii,410,,exaat ache le has been eStablis
onttrAn.theleiiterithoisit be liven a writterilikopy so that h'

,,-and'eamin the Volunteers olkitheir schedule.

17.00 -1800 parallel with above. events, the Worksho

Leader Continues,Unii.
The aRsistapt initruclors viiitiire$043 d

serve the dakokit,

1800-1830 Not pepod

1830-1900

200

-"ectiv

No drinking .

Furtherdiscussion. of Unit 9
' Staff prejiarts to measure BAC and r dies

space for peiformance testi*
isiteasughati.C, using available breath-testing
equipmlailroperated by a qualified technician

erformaxi.ce tng
of this ting is to #hanges Re iforznance associo

,

The measures of performance Will be:

sirnul,afk/ cores (it used)
ctioiltime (if Osedy

beervers,' evaluattpn of sobriety tests
VeiWiteellig *elf,reports

fir , measure araNdefined by the aliviceothatia Used°. 11Fhe- second

: two areinCiliqdantitative and shOuld be *coiled 1154 reFiew during Unit Min

a fo
A,1O

ent

Kt Jolley to anelyze,gand, preferably,. fa liar to: the pricipants.
policibinvestairtion report forth could te'u If video taping*equip-,

vailable; it Cali be used to_trecord some or all of e tests and shown
-t

the 'review.

000- Dinner



C
. .Nature and Effect of Alcohol Intokication

This unit includes iniormation about the
chemistry a alcohol, the physiology of intoxi-
cation, the relatiOnship between BA.0 and per-

', formance, aswell as a description of the
symptons of inebriation. This unit is a brief
presentation of all these topics but empha- .

sizes thoise which the studies of faktors influ,
encing alcohol-related arrests have shown to

.,7i4 be important. it is assumed th the atten-
dees.will not be )Conipletely nai e of this sub-
ject. This unit will serve as a' refresher and
aa.a.,,nieans of, emphasizing t14 more impor-
tant factOrii. The instructional objectives of
this unit are:

. /
To review t i8 salien points of the
chemistry and physi al properties of
alcohol:. .

Toprovide a revi w of the physiology of
alcohol, its absoliption, and theflactors
that affect BAC/

e. To provide anlunderstanding of the rela-
tionship amo /g alcohol ingestion, BAC,
and performance'

Allotted
Time
1:00

References and Special Material

A brief s ary of background for this unit is
included inithis document and in th'e Participant
Manual (Apendixp in both). This material is
adequate or the workshop, but more detailed
informa .0Z1 can be added at the leader's dis-
cretion The bibliography lists additional
sources.

VS



UNIT 9. NATURE AND EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL

Time
(Elapsed)

Actual

.

- Activity ,
.

-0

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

....
.

..,.

.

o'''.

,

.

o`The le. der
should onitor
the ti e care- .

to .ace *le
drinkin:. He
must fo w the ,

Demo s ,rtion,
scheule and an-
rioting times

at
id db4einkcosi lir

s d:

.

0:02

,

.

(0:02)
,0:03

,

)

.,,,

.,.,

,

.OBJECTIVES

1., It is assumed that'the attendees will not be

completely naive of this subject. This 4unit

.will serve as a refresher and as a means of

' emphasizing the more important factors. Cliie

instructional objectives of this unit are: f
,

-t. a. To review the salient points of the chemis-

try and physical properties, of alcohol.
sip

b. To provide a review of the physiology of

1 alcOhol; its absorption, and the factors 4

. ..
that affect BAC. .

;;, c. . To provide an understanding of the rela.
l .
,., ..

. tionship among alcohol ingestion, BAC,

and performance.
. ..

,--
.2. 'Indicate that the trainees -Will find reference

materials for this lesson Ili the Participant
,,

_ fully
Manual (Appendix

_.

TYPES. OF ALCOHOLS
.

,
.

Ethyl'1. halcohol

a. Common names. Discuss the common .11731hilio

. -
names or ethyl alcohol. e.g.', grain

c-



UNIT I NATURE AND EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL
'time'

(Elapsed)
Attual ,

Activity,
'

Inst uctor Notes
and Visual Aids

.

,

..

,

.

2.
,

.

,alcohol, neutral spirits, ethanol, or just....

plain "alcohol"; it is frequehtly abbreviated

in the literature as "ETOH. "

:t13. Properties. Ask different members .of the

.

.

:

.

,

.

.

.

c-

,

, .

-

,

.

,

.

.

.

,

.,

.

,

.

J .

.

_

,

- -.'
-,

, class to tell what they 'think the properties '''
*of ethyl alcohol ire. .State the property,

. ask a class member to describe it, and

critique the answer.
.

,*
1) Color--clear, col9rless° .

2) Odorpleasant, practically odorless
.

31. Ta_-buvning sensation
,

4) . Miscibility in water-:-freely miscible s
c.. b.exIBral'effect on body. , Alcohol is always

, .
-

40.

a depressant and.:eKathetit; it is generally':
..

harmless when 'consumed moderately, but

highly poisohous'WEen abused.
,

Methyl alcohol '
'-'-.

.a. on name. EX-plain that methyl- alco- .

of i's cortimanly knoWn as wood alcohol,
..,

e it was formerl ,
by the des'trUc-

',,,five distillation of wo d; at present,. it is

.



UNIT I. NATURE 'AND EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL

Time.
(Elips. d)

- ActUal :
Activity

.

Instructor. Notes,n:..

and Visual Aids

.

,

.

,

0:05)
0:05

.

,

.

.

largely produced synthetically. It is als

knoWn as methanol.. ,

.

,. b. Properties. Discuss the properties. of

.

.

.

.

.

..

0...

.

. ..,

methyl alcohol:
.. -

1) Color -- colorless

2) Odor- -wine -like .
-3-)---) Taste- - burning sensation

. General'effect on the body. Explain that

methyl alcohol is highly poisonous if .swal-'
. .,

loWed or inhaled.
%

3. Other alcohols. EXplain that there are m,any

. other types of alcohol used for va.n us piii- ..

)
poses. Describe briefly some of ese, but

A
indicate that remainder of class discussion will

be devoted.tO ethyl alcohol. Fbrexample:
...-

.
.

Isopropyl alcohol--used as a ruling base

alcohol e

ix. Butyl-alcoholused as a base forperfumes

PRODUCTION .

SOurces. Explain that, any material can serve

as the basic material for alcohol as long as it

contains 12 -15% sugar. SuchmaterialS.might

J 1.0
96-
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NATURE AND EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

Activity
-

...._/
Notes

Visual Aids'

Instructor
and

.

,

, .

,

.

be fruit juices, malt or Certal grain extract,.

.

I

,

,

.:,

.

,

.

.

.- .

I

.

_

',..

.

'
vegetable pulp (potato, cac 0), molasses.

2. Fermentation. Explain the ftco lowing: ",

. a. Fermentation is the, prc!cess by whiah all

drinking alcohols are ,Produced.
t .

A

b. Maximum alcohol content of a fermented
..

.

beverage is 14-15W tiNA volume; higher
1 .;

. alccihol c9nte nfsV4Obt`.4ned by a further

process or- se l k 6;'n. ,tii.,
...3. Distillation. Explairn'the following: ', .-

a. Whiskey, gin;.rum.,,,brandy, etC., attain: 4 "" a.1

high/alcOhol .contents through.process of
.

. distillation..
A. Alcohdl boils'at 78.3 o

C (173o ) and
fr water at 100-o C (212 o F). .Wh mi re of

. .

,
\,.

alco4o1 and water is h1ated, alcohol boils
. - r . .-If

at a lowez. temperature. Steam ig' caughtv .
...

, and cooled.. ,. ..
,.....,,.C. 13y.i.epeagng 'lle process, nearly pure

4. ....__.,A I.-
I /

0
ethaThio): can be obtained. .

4. Alcoholic beverages: sources, production and
_-.L.,...-

. /
alcoholic content. A_ ppet1,x D- shows ,

d



. NATURE AND EP': C7'. 001'' ALCOHOL',

Time
(Elapsed)

Actual,

`Tr

Activity
.

4' 'Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

I

sources, method of prothiction and

,,

e

..

.

.

HS:, l', '

,:,.t.

A

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

i

:r

41

,

,.

%

.4

t

,

.

-

ti
,

,,

r
.

r'''

.

,

.

.

.

1

approximate alcoholic content of
.

beverages.. Discuss !contents of the chart, .

bringing out the following points:
i, -:;,.." , 7

I a. Wines

1) They are produced from fruits (e.g.,
, 6

. grapes) which have natural sugars and,

therefore, ferment directly .without any
. \ ..,preparatory step.

. .
.5,

.
'2) They have a maximum. alcoholic con-

tent of 14-15%.
, . , ''''\ 1.

.

3) For sweet wines, the fermentation
,h.

process is stopped at about 10% 4.1Fo-

hol.. .
...i

( .
,

4) Distillation of wine produces brandy.*

For fortified wines, biandy ha's been'

added4o,increase the alcoholic contend,

b. Beer, )..le, porter
.,

1) They are produceeff
,,

rom feimented

malt and cereal grain. Malt converts

*arch in the grain into sugar which
..

ferments to alcohola.nd carbon



UNIT' NATuRE AND EFFECTS OF/LCOHOL
Tiitie

Stapsed)
Actual

Activity
., . ,

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

.

s-

A.
.

dioxide- by the addi tion -of yeast

I

.

rr

.

.

-

.:,,.

.

.

Fermentation process is artificially

stopped at desired alcohol content,

.g., about 4-6% for beer and
,
6-8%

for alit-sna porter.

Distillation of special type beers pro-

dice whiskey. A

-

c. Whiskey, gin, rum, vodka

.

.

4

1) These are produced by distillatn.
",

. Congeners. Discuss the following:

. a. In addition to alcohol and water, alcoholic
k

- beverages contain numerous compounds or

impurities known as congeners.

03. Congeners typically impart a characteris-

tic flavor and odor to the beverage.

c. There ts no evidence that congeners con-

tribute in any discernible degree to the
,s .

,

depressant effect of alcoholic beverages.

PROOF SYSTEM
.

1. Proof is twice-percent of alcohol by volume.

2. Most alcoholic beverages have a maximum. of
.. al.? .
4apprcammately. 50% alCohol by volume.

103}
-99-



,UNIT 9. NATURE ND EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL
f Time
`(Elapsed)

Actual

,
.Activity

*

.

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

1

'

,

-

0

(0:10)
0:05

.

Remainder is water, flavoring agents (con-

,

Materi611 is also
in Participant
Manual

.

.

. .

,

.

., .

.

and
tgeners).. For example,. beer has a relatively

ldw alcoholic content and is approximately 90%

water.

PHYSIOLOGY OVERVIEW

1. Referring to Appendit D, provide a brief.
1

overview of the absorptibn, distribution, I

and elimination of alcohol in the human body.

ABSORPTION

1. Diffusion. Explain how alcohol passes readily
.

through all membranes in the body and is
.
absorbed directly into the blood stream by the

. ..,

process of 'diffusion. ,

2. Routes. Explain that alcohol is typically swal -.

lowed and the common route of absorptiOn is

through the gastrointestinal tract.
.

Absorption krom''gastrointestinal tract

a. Source. Referring to Participant Manual,

describe the absorption of alcohol by

various parts of the gastrointestinal

tract, e. g. : .

'

104
-100-



L-N , UNIT 9. NATURE AND EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL
Time

(Elapsed)
Actual

_

Activity
,

'Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

.

II.

-ft,

.

.

_

1

b.

.

4 -e- I
i ) Stomach __ 7., ------ _

.

_

.

- 1
,

,

,
.

.

a) About 25% of the alcohol is ab-

sorbed directly into the blood

stream through the stomach wall.

,Exact amount is variable and influ-

enced by the ediptying time of the
\

stomach.
.

b) No other substances (even liquids)
.

\ are absorbed from the stomach.
_; .

2) Small intestine

Rmainder is absorbed from

.
small intestine.

b) Very little gets past the duodenum,
,

(first 8 to 10 inches of the, small

intestine)
. it". .

Rate. Explain that the rate of absorption

varies' somewhat from personto person

and for the same person at different times,

depending on the condition of body.
. ,

HoWever:
ii

1) Alcohol begins to pass into the blood

stream within 1 to 2-minutes after

105' .

-101-



UNIT 9. NATURE*AND. EFFECTS, OF ALCOHOL

Time
(Elapsed)

, Actual

.
.Activity a 'Instructor Notes

and Visual Aids

.

.

-t....,.
.

.

.

.

'

.

,

,

.

.

.

0..

.

,

.

.

.

c.

.

.

it-is consumed,.
' li, -,-

2) Most alcohol is absorbed withini15

minutes.

3) Nea,ily 90% is absorbed within 1 hour.
.

4) ' Ne4r1y all is absorbed within 1-1/2
.

e ,

hours. - .
4,

.

;
5) In some cases, three hours may be

required for complete absorption.

Factors that affect rate of absorption.

,

,

.

'

,

.

,

.

.

..

.

.

-

.

.,

,

.

.
..Discuss the factors affecting rate ot ab-

*sorption, v. g. :
x

1) General_ , ..

a) Rate of flow from_ stomach to

small intestine is controlled by

the pylorus.
. .

b) Absorption through stomach wall
5is slow and represents only a por-

Lion of total alcohorintake.

c) Absorption through small intestine

is rapid.

d) Anything that increases emptying

time of the stomach increases

10
-102-



UNIT 9. NATURE AND EFFECTS OF 4e,coHoL
Tdryia-

(Elapsed)
Actual

Activity. ,'
&":'

.

Instructor Note
and Visual Aids

.

- s

.

,

.

,

(0:15)
0:05

abaorption_rate;1-artything that

, .deliys emptying time slows

. absorption rate. -

...j
,

2) Dilution

,

.

,

.

_

.

.

.

. .

, . a) Absorption is slow in dilute and

strong beverages.
. .

b) It is fastest for a 20% water solu-

., lion.

..
. Apparently, very strong solutions

. irritate the gastrointestinal. walls

and inhibit absorption.

3) Food in the stomach

a) Food 'in the stomach delays

absorption.
, .

) Foo0 delaya absorption since
, . .

, stomach emptying:time is delayed.

' This applies both to .eiting while

drinking and to eating before
.

drinking.

ELIIvIINA ON

1. Explain that alcohol isi`elitninated fro'm the. body

, by metabolism arid direct excretion, i.e.:

4%, 107
-103:-



' U IT 9. NATURE AND EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL,

Time
(Elapsed)

Actual 8,

Activity
,

Ipstructor Notes
a. n c.1 Visual Aids

,

.

,...

,

.

.

,

,

.

,

2.

,,21

a. Metabolism ,

,

,

°
r

yyy

.s ,e
5:41,

...

,

.

.

.

.

1) Moat alcohol, (between 90 and 98%) is

oxidized to carbon dithdde anal water..

2) Oxidation takes place in the,livei.

3) to Since oxidation provides the body with

"calories, alcohol must be considered 'a

food, although it,has no direct food
11.--

z..-7,

value.

b. Excretion ..

1) A small amotnt of alcohol is excrefqd
..,

directly through breath, urine, tears,
.

saliva., erspiration, etc."
<,

p
e

2) The amount.thus excreted is generally

about 2% and rarely exceeds 8% of the

quantity absorbed.
4

Rate of elimination. Explain that, as soon as

alcohol is absorbed into the'blood'system and

travels to the liver, the body immediately

starts to eliminate it. '

a-. The average rate of eliminatron:is reported

as 0.015 to 0. 018% per hour and varies

between 0.01 and,O. 025% per hour.

rf



41:

tTNIT01;. NATIIRE AND -EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL
,Ti

-(E bP .

. Actua -
- Activity

-
..

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

. ,

,.

e .

(0:20)
4:05

,

,

- b. At very low BAC'S, the .average rate of
, elimination is about 0.01% per hour.

.., Fox a man weighing 150 pounds, the quan-

-"tity eliminated in one hour is about 7g or

. .2/3 oz.. of 100-proof whiskey.

d. Although there is some controversy in the

literatire, the preponderant evidence indi-

catCs that the rate of elimination i.:sessen-,

tially linear.. Draw typical curve on black-

_.

.

.

.
.

board to illustrate property of linearity.
3. actors affecting rate of elimination. Explain

that:
.

.

a. In general, 'rate of elimination is not al-

fected by stimulants, diseased states or

exercise. .

FACTORS AFFECTING BAC

1. Body weight x drinks cAteurned
.

ta. .
In general, a heavier person can consume

more alcoholic beverages than a lighter

person to attain the same BAC.
.

ottb. The BAC can be estimated from the number

of ounces of 100-proof liquor consumed or

1v

-105-



/ UNIT 9. NATURE AND EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL

Time
(Elapse.d)"
Actual

, :

Activity
,

Instructor Notes
and. Visual Aids

.

.

r

o

.

2.
.

-

number of 12-ounce .bottles of beer vs:
..

body weight.
I

. c. An elimination` factor of 0.015% is. sub-,-'!..!

1,

. tracted for each elapsed hour ,since.drin -
.

ing commenced.

Have participants estimate the 'number of

..drinks' they could consume to attain specified

BAC' a. a
Empty stomach vs. full stomach'. Explain that:

*.
..,.

,

...,
_

Remind volun-
teers of time for
drinking as
appropriate

. /

/

-

i.

,

a. Food in the stomach will delay absorption
.

and result in a lower BAC than would be

obtained if the stomach were empty.
.

b. Instead Of decreasing immediately, a

-

plateau at that BAC will be maintained for ,

a, longer period of time than. if the stomach

were empty.

The amounts required to reach various //
/

'BAC's under conditions of both full and empty
.

stomachs may be estimated. Have class mem-:

bers estimate from the Exhibit the number of

drinks they could consume to attain the same

ii0
-106-



UNIT 9. NATURE AND EFFECT'S OF ALCOHOL
Time

.(Elapsed) , Activity Instructor Notes
Actual. and Visual Aids

BAC on a fulllind on an empty stomach.
,

.
3. Rate of drinking and quantity consumed. Refer

L. to Participant Manual and Appendix D of this '
document:

a. Maximum BAC's are generally reached 20. .

to 30 minutes after consuming a single

drink on an, empty stomach.
1 (0:25)

.

0:10 EFFECTS ON THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
4'. .

1. Overall depressant effect. Emphasize that al=

cohol is a depressant and not a stimulant..
,

.Many people think it is a stimulant, since its -

first effect is to reduce tension and give a mild

feeling of euphoria or well being.

2. Specific effects. Describe the following sped-
et

.fic effects of alcohol:
.,

,...p

a. Its first effect is on the most recently

developed part of the brainthat part con-.

itrolling a, person's judgment and morals. . .-

ii b. Its last effpct is on the oldest part of the

brain- -that part controlling a person's
.

automatic body functions so that the indi-

vidual completely loses control of himself,

-107-



UNIT -NATURE AND EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL

.Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

Activity
,

.*

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

.
. .

..

-

_

.

.

.

3.
.

-

-

.

,.-,

. .

.

passes into a coma,_and ultimately can Ole
.

if the respira.tory center tin the'brain.,

iceases functioning.

Stages of intoxication. There are no .recise ..

.

N.

.

.,

.

r .

.

.

.
.-

.

BAC's that, ,define the vari-ous stages--one

merges into another. The BAC ranges indiCate

th.it not all people are affected the-same at the

same BAG.value.
1.. .

a. Sobriety. (BAC of 0.01 - 0..05%) No ap-

parent influence; person appears normal. .

b. Eu.horia. (BAC of 0.03 - 0. 12 %)
,-

1) Sociable, talkative
.

2) Increased self-confidence, decreased

inhibitions ."
, .

.

3) Loss of attention, judgment
.

c. ExciteMent. (BAC of 0.09 - 0. 25%)

1) Loss of judgment
.. '.-

2) Impaired memory
..

, 3) Increased reaction time (person takes

longer to respond)
.

-108-
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.

NATURE. AND EFFECTS OF AL9OHOL
Time

(Elapsed)
_,-...-AVC-ual

,_ .,
: PActivity , -

,

.-Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

....:___.
.. .

, .

l....

. . .

6"6 i

.

,

#

.

.

.

,

,
.

.

(0:35)
0:05

'

4) - Some muscular incoordination. ,
,

d. Confusion. (BAC of 0.18 - 0.0%) ,.. fr
) I' o 1

1) Mentally confused, di z
_ .

2) Exaggerated emotions (fear, anger,
*

** 2grief, etc.1
.

' 3) Diotturbed vision
1, 1 .

.

4) Decreased sense of pain

5) Poorbalance, .sta.ggeiing gait, slurred
1

spee 4
, -

-e..1 Stupat. BAC of 027 - 0.40% Person

usually annot stand, walk or react to his

surto= ings; may vomit, fall asleep

f. Coma. BAC of 0.35 - 6.50%) Person

usually =conscious; if coma persists for
-

More tha 10 hours; it generally becomes
L

fatal.

g. Death. (BAC of 0.45% + Respiratory

paralysis. occurs..
EFFECTS ON OTTER BODY ORGANS, SYSTEMS
AND TISSUES

\
1. Kidney. Aside from the fact that alcohol is a

mild diuretic, i\ e. ; '4,increases urine output,
1 .

-109-
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UNIT ; NATURE AND EFFEtTS OF ALC01:14, r

Time
iElapsed)

Actual

.

.
-,.

Activity, .
-

a A i

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

,

".

,0
.

I

.

(0:40)
0:03

/
mdderate use of alcohol cicee's not appear td

t

,

. cause ae nyrkidney damage./\
I. 1./v.' er. Alcohol has the .follo ng effect? on the

I+

,
. .

l

sk

.

',

,

i

.

.

t

.

.

-

.

' A

,

,

.

-1

/
Hier: , . .. .

.
. .
.) lilt

t .

4. It cap,ises an accumx14ion of fat -in "the liver,
, .

to condition
s
referre/d_tgy. fatty lid'er. .,

)----

b. It may resulft irtian inflammation of the
..,

, liyer,I.tOmmonly called cirrhosis. How7
i .

,
..,), ever, eirrhosis appearstO be more a

..,, ,

.
..,,, result of die poor_ diet of the a ol:toB,c,

.
rather than reet result of alcoli.l.

.

c. Moderate use of alcohol_does not appear to
.,

have a harmful effect on the liver of,

.

healthy, well titurisheda people. '
ALCOHOL- COMBINED WITH OTHER DRUGS

1. Stimulant's. (caffeine; amphetamine, etc. )

Discu e following points about cent,al nex-
, -

vous m stimu\14ts; ,

a. They do riot counteract the depressing

effect of alcohol. , .7

b. They are only temporarily effective with

xegard to the 'grosser aspects of

n
-110;



UNIT 9. 14(ATURE AND EFFECTS OF .ALC F
Time

( Elgp see)
, Actual

Activity
eg.

alooolic influence.-

they-itriey be used foi ternporarYarousal in
.

severe intoxication, but the arousal effet

is brief. ,

.. L'.
. Dept. saris. Briefly discuss the effects of

, , , .
. .. A,,-,. s.

' alcohol combined with these deprssaritsr'

. Analgesics, ,antihistamines, trancluiliters,
4,3

etc : 4

J w

1) Tlie depressant: effects will be added

ether an in s °mei instance S, 'the.

reskp.tant greater, tha
6.

the e itcted combined effect 'of theicp
0'

SI; ,

two drUgS..
:

2) The traipee 'shciii,la be ale-,4-t tO'the fact

widelythat other depressants wre'used dy
L.-.

I, and indiscriminately and their use with

faltohcil eluse.asetious problem

for the driver.

Narcotics (opium, morphine, cocaine,

marihuana, LSD, heroin, etc.). Discuss

the ,(ollowing facts about narcotics:.

Instructor Notes.
and Vistial Aids.

11



UNIT VI NATURE AND EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL

Time
(Elapsed)
: A c tua 1

, .

. Activity .

. 111. , . . .

)Instructor Notes/..
and Visual Aids

11
.4.

' "

,,
1 4r

,iei,
,,,,,o,-.4.0-vviri
;7'''t

,

' (0:43)
0:01-

. ,

/.
., t

e

.0-..i.

Akkttn410 studies have indicaied additive

t $ and, eipra-additive effects of narcotics
at ,c

,, v anWlcohol; human studies are under-
... staidably lacking: r ..,

.
.

12) In examining the drupk driver suspect,
i

,...p the trainee should be alert to the.pos-
k.-

°". -sibilitya that 'the indiviktua.l's behavior

may be due to a narcotic or to a corn-

I
.

bination of narcotic and alcohol.

TOLERANCE TO ALCOHOL

1. Briefly dificuss the following information
.

regarding man's tolerance., to alc'ohol:

a. It is well known that people4react differ-

ently to liirtor, that-1.s, some are better
. t

able to ."hold" their liquor than others.

..

..)

.

,

3t.

.

.

.

b. Different i riduals at the same BAC level-
. _

react differently. Althoug may be said

that the heavy drinke has learned to

pensate for the effects of liquor (e.g., by

standing with his feet farther apart to mini-

. mize swaying), tolerance has been noted in

the person with no previous exposure.

ar
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UNIT 9. NATURE AND EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL
Time

(Elapsed)
ctual

.,
Activity

-

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids.

,

.

.

,

.

,g;,..

.

,

.(0:45)
0 :I5..

(1:00)

.

.

. It is the opinion of most investigators that
1.

tolerance is limited and occurs most fre-

quently at BAC's of 0.10% or less.
. .

d..., Individuals with the same weight attain dif-
.*

ferent BAC levels from the same amount

of alcohol.
.

e. The, exact reasons for differences in toler-

gnce to alcohol are unknown but the follow-

ing reasons have\been proposed:

1) Delayed absorption

2) Decrea.seki penetration in the central

nervous system

3). Increased elimination
.

4) Increased water, content of the bodbody

5) Increased tissue tolerance ,

6) Variation in the,ability of indifiduals

to respond to stress
. .

SUMMARY AND QUESTIONS

I Solicit questions and comments to stimulate7

discussion as time, permits. The discussion

should not interfere with the conduct of the

Demonstration.

.

.

*

.
.

1

.

.

N
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AllOtted
Time

Unit 10. Review of Controlled Drinking Demonstration 1:00
- r e

The objective of this unit is to review the demonstration. There is
no .formal outline: The specific activities will be determined by the nature
of the rhatetal available from th previous evening (performahce scores,
video tapes, \etc. )

The leader should attempt to focus discussion on the three factors:
amount of alcohol- -BAG- level: It is also useful to obtain .

the volunteers' reports of their .feelings and especially of how competent
they felt they were to drive.

Typically the participants should have a great deal to put into this
discussion. However, the leader should be careful to avoid letting the
discussion drift into purely anecdotal accounts of drinking.

The leader should be prepared to discuss any of the sobriety tests
that did not appear to discriminate high levels of BAC. He should consider
possible effects of practice, the subjeCt's "handedness" (right-handed
person will be more adept with his right hand in 'touching the tip, of his
nose-for example).

The pairticipant should obtain from this review an appreciation of the
significance of the BAC level in terms of both the amount o cohol consumed
and the resultant decrement in performance.

If the demonstration is not performed, a film can be shown in this time
period. Therieare many films about alcohol and its effects, especially with
regard to-highway safety.. The NIITISA training package DWI Law Enforce.,-,
ment.Training includes many films (or clips) about the effects of alcohol
and the detection of DWI. This package is available from the Government
Printing Office (see Bibliography). The Vermont ASAP (CRASH)has pro- ..

duced three films that are of good technical quality. as well as being espe-
ciitly relevant to this Workshop. There are undoubtedly many others which
have not come to. uthorrs ntion; so the list below.is simply a
suggestion. Any film available to the leailer can be used--provided it is
selected for relevance to the workshop (factors influencing the DWI arrest 70'

decision) or that it depicts the decrement of performance that would haw'
occurred in the demonstration. The latter goal is well met by the films
that show actual driving after drinking. , ,
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Highway Safety Foundation
P. O. Box 1563
Mansfield, Ohio 44907

Go Sober and Safe: This film is directed to anyone who drinks
and drives. It is a factual film on alcohol, showing its effect
on the human body and its effect on the operator of a motor'
vehicle. .

Audio-Visual Educatioi Center
Frieze Building
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

A

Drunk Driving: Circumstances which lead to tragic accident,
loss of life'and a ruined career; StrAsses "don't drink if you
drive."

State of Wisconsin
Division of Motor Vehicles
Hill Farms"State Office Building,
4802 Sheboygan Avenue
Madison, Wisconsin 53702

, Point Zero. Eight: Eight well known racing dtivers at Harewood
Acres, Ontario, Canada, are scored on "dry runs," then again
after drinking. The alcohol level wit's ifieasured before,and
after the "wet" runs, using the Breathalyzer._

CRASH Project.
P. 0. Box 535
Waterbury, Vermont Q5676

Five Drinking Drivers: 'Five volunteer; nonprofesional drivers
si practice 5n a controlled driving range to demonstrate base-line

performance and thezi drive after drinking. Their performance
is filmed and scored at. about 0.05 and 0.10 BAC.

Beyond Human Limits is a iVhorter version of the above film.

CRASH is- a--dramatized enactment of the Vermont ASAP referral
program. While it is specific to the Vermont plan, it has much
general interest, since it emphasizes the attitudes of each of the
participants in the referral process.

119
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Alkotted-
- Time

Unit11. Policy-related Factors and Recommendations 1:00

This unit foCuses on one aspect of the research results.
That aspect includes the factors and recommendations
related to departmental policy. This unit includes a
brief presentation, and the remainder of the period is
devoted to a discussion involving all-of the participants.
The objectives are:

To provide an, understanding of'the pblicyLrelated
factors -and recommendations: // a

To provide for examinaton,of each participant's
e*perience and practices in light of the study., results.

.

. f °

TO develop an awareness of how these factors
Operate in one's, own department.

i3To identify, collectively or iAdiyidually, appropriate
command and supervisory actions with- regard to
policy concerning aleohol-rela.ted violations.

I
/

References and Special Material

1. The information on factors related to policy. is contained
in the summary of results for each studyr(pp A-9 - 11
and A-52 - 57). The related recomixiendations are on
'Pages A-16 - 22 and A-58 - 61.

2. The following report includes a good, practical defini-,
tion of poliCy, as.well as examples of policy statements:

A Manual of Police Traffic Services Policies,
, Phase. I. Washington, D. C.: U. S. Department

of Transportation, National Highway Traffic .

Safety. Administration, Contract No. DOT-HS-
.

036-3-712, August`1974.

3. Local examples of policy statements are useful as
illustrations.

12J



Air
,.UNIT 11. POLICY-RELATED FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATION'S

Time4(Elapsed)
Actual

Activity Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

( )
,,%

0:05 POLICY-RELATED FACTORS
.> .,

1.- All factors impact on policy since a decision to
.

. act is a policy deCision.
. ...

,
2. Specific policy related,factors are / Relate this Wick,

to the Units (4 ZE
. perception of importance of alcoho -related

r . ,

events .

5) on-Factors ,

. - r
. perception of penalties . 4

e

. _, attitude about alternatives to arrest ,
.

0,4 attitude about well-known suspects

. court disposition of alcohol-related cases
I

departmental policy (or lack of it) interpreted
6

by ,supervisors --not uniform.
(0:05)
0:10 RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

1. Actions do not correspond directly with each

factor. Recommended actions .are inferred from
t

several factors or from a single factor in the

overall 'dontext. 1 . : ,
1

2. Policy must be developed as an explicit under- Attempt to convey
an understanding

standable statement of the department's commit-
1

of the need for a
policy. (See

ment to alcohol related enforcement. pp A-16 and 59)

. It must be written andmust be effectively

proinulgated.

,

-1g7i



UNIT 1 POLICY-RELATED FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

T i m e
.(Elacksed)

Actual
Activity

.1) ..
Instructor Notes
and V ishal Aids

-,,, .
.

'

.
.

. .

13

(0:15)
0:05

.

'

4.

5.

-Important policy content includes:,

A definition or statement that identifies the

N

,,,

.

.

.

.

,

. .

.

suhject to be aadreseed..
,.

. A statement of scope that identifies those

persone, places or times affected.

. The roblenn to be addressed4,
.

. . ,

The means efforts or resouriki that will be._.,..__,

used to address the probl

The priority assigned to the p .s..s,

The goals, to be achieved by policy impleinen-
.

Cation, including broad monitoring or evalua-

tion criteria.

. A statement that all suspects will be treated

alike regardless of social or political

prominence, including specified adrninistra-
.

tive penalties for any officer who may extend

any special treatment. .

Policy Implementation

a. Important features of implementation are

understanding by all members of department

.

. . .. .

0 43
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UNIT 11. POLICY- RELATED FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

Activity Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

.

,

!.

-

_

(0:20)
0:05

,

, .410
and effective (cornMitted) implementation.

-...
.Some specifics to accomplish this are:

....,
,r°

Patrolman and supervisory participation
. in policy development helps both under-

..

standing and commitment.

. Define needs for policy in terms relevant

to each level in the department.

Produce policy 'sta.ternents and direc-
, ., -

eves in written form and publish for all, .
.

. affected units and personnel..
. Provide regular channels for 'communi-

cation especially, for feedback from lowe

levels.

. Monitor performange to assess compliance

(including patrolmen's knowledge of

-policy).
. .

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS . -..
.

-,,N).,!J1. Standards are not quotas, but a means for' .

measuring and evaluating performance as well as

the policy.
.2. Standards should be designed for change based on- v

experience with a policy or.for change in a policy.
......

,.

,

. . .

.

-

. \

-'

.

.

.

.

.
.

.
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UNIT 1 . POLICY-RELATED FACTORS A,ND RECOMMENDATIONS

Time
(Elapsed)

' Actual

. Activity >

.

.:

Ins truc tor Notes
and Visual A ifls.

J'e

,

.
.

.
.

.

(0:25)
- 0:35

.

--

.

.

3. Standards can be adopted to a unit or to indivi-

duals. Individual standards..mus include con-

sideration of:

. The performance objectives s for the
. .

entire unit which the officer i assigned.

. 'Education, -training and eitpersience of the
-

individual officer.

..
The nature and location of the officer's

.
4

assignment..

The nature of the police problems. in the

...officer's area of assignment.
t

.. . .

/ ) ,Past performance in the area where-the

' '-'- officer will be assigned.
. .

.

4. Perfornance standards are not absoltfte values .

and they can change over time. They should be

.
stated'es a range of values (not a Single number).

.

Also, an effective period. of time should be given

-.to insure updating.

DISCUSSION

1.. Thi's is the most important part of the unit.* In

this disCussitin each partpant should relate what,

-
.

.

,

)

.

/

.

.

. ,
..

124.
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UNIT 11- POLXY-RELAT-ED FACTORS
.

RECOMMENDATIONS

T frac
(Elipsed)
Actual .

.
. Activity

-

Instructor Note's'e
and Visual Aids

. ' has been presented in the area of policy to his own.
.

needs and experience.

1

2. Discuision may well begin spontaneously. It not,

questions about current policy in each department
. . represented will stimulate discussion.

.,

.
3. Leader must be sure to involve all lairticipants.

_

He must not dominate the discussion; this is the
.

.
time to apply knowledgethere are no absolutely

"correct" answers.

4. ,Be sure that the following are isicussed:.

-1., concept of need for policy

importance of.forma,l, written statement
il?

means of helping understanding

means of assessing compliance .
(1:00) . .

.
.

e
.

. .

.

.
,

, .

125?
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Unit 12. Case Study; Introduction and Policy- related Activity.

Allotted
Time
2:.00

The initial objective of this unit is to introduce the case study as a
problem-solving and .learning technique.

Using this technique, _the remainder of the unit is devoted to the
,. application of policy-related information to the resolution of a

hypothetical police management problem.

Specific training objectives are: L
to identify the research result 's (factors and recommended
actions) that relate to policy development and promulgation.

to practice the development of policy statements and plans for
policy promulgation in a case study.

References and Special Material.

Basic reference material is in APpendix A (pp. A16- and
56-61). *t.

Ther0 is a wide variety of special material that can be of use in this
unit. Any local material on policy development as well as standard
references such as listed below will contain some relevant information.
However, in this unit the emphasis is on the participant's own assim-
latioh and processing of the research study results. It is not intended

to present in this unit (or subsequent ones) the philosophy or approach
of an ciOside authority. The participants wi11 be experienCed police
managers and this case study- is an opportunity for them to apply their
talents in'a simulated situation using therfatts d the recommendations
,developed by the research studies.

ti

Some references that are applicable for both leader preparation and as
resources during the unit are: '

Wilson, 0. W. and McLaren, R. C. Police A.Ilministration. 3rd ed. New
York, McGraw-Hill (1972).

Wilson, 0.W. Police Planning, 2d ed. Springfield, Illinois,
'Charles C. Thomas (1957).

Leonard,' V.A. Police Organization and Management. Brooklyn,
New York: The Foundation Press, Inc., 1964.
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Iannone; N.F. Su envision of olice ersonnel. Englewood Cliffs,
New Terse r. Prentice-Hall, Inc. ( 970).

Kelty, James A. F. Polite Reference otebook, Section Eleven,
Supervision. Professional Standard's ivision, IACP, Gaithersburg,.
Maryla.nd, August 1971.

Also, both the International Association of Chiefs of Police and
Northwestern University publish training `and refe nce material
on command and supervisory functions in police t affic 'services.
These undergo frequent revision and updating. Th leader can obtain
current lists of such documents froirn those organiza ns.

1

It is useful to have access to a copying machine to reprOduce copies
of the solution(s) for each participant.
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UNIT 1 . CASeSTUDY INTRODUCTION AND
VITYPOLICY-R4LATED AC

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

Activity
,

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aida

0:10

.

INTRODUCTION ./..- 4i.)

1. Indicate that the case studyis the main feature o

this unit. The Participant's Manual isacludes the

. case study narrative as well as a description of
..

how it will be used

(The. case study narrative is also reprodUced here

immediately following this outline, p. 132'.1

2. The case study is a vehicle for learning. . ,,,.

a. there is no "correct" sdAution

b. the means of solving the case studris left

to the choice of the participants
.1..

c. the participants will pool their knowledge and

experience to relate the facts that ha:ve been

presented here to the case study. '

The case study will be initiated in this unit ta,nd
..

completed inthree subsequent units (Ntimbers 14,

18 and 20).
N

NOTE: The case study can be a.pproached by the

,

I,

-0.

.

,..
;6.

.

..

6,
4

.

class as a single group working togethe , by

dividing the class into small groups of 4,,or,5 ,

members each or as an individual exercise. ':4

group appro appears to be the most useful, because:

123
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UNT 12: CASE STUDY INTRODUCTION AND
POLICY-RELA ED'ACTIVITY

Time
(Elapsed)
Actul

. Activity
. .

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

.

.,

4..

5.

each participant can be involved to

share and to interact with the group

less time is required to. discuss one

solution (or a few) than to discuss one

solution for-each. .

However the leader should feel free to adapt the

suggested technique to his own situation. He
:

must keep in mind that the case study is-a learning

experience for the participants and not a means

of presenting a.technique of problem solving.

Remind the participants that the scope of this

unit is limited to policy-related factors and

recommendations.7
Policy is defined in different ways and takes

different forms in various agencies. The

1974 Manual for MODEL POLICE TRAFFIC

.
.

.

..

Refer back to
material covered
in Unit 11.

.

SERVICES POLICIES produced for the U.S.
lo....

Department of Transportation (NHTSA) defines

policy,as follows:

"Pol,icy consists of principles and

values which guide the performance f a .

.1.2
r _



"UNIT 12. CASE STiJricY INTRODUCTION
.

POLICY:-RtLATED ACTIVITY '0,-.

- Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

'
r

Activity
Ir.,
41nstructor Notes
'end Visual A ids

.

.

department in a particular situation. It

is a statement of guidlinsgtiotrinciples which

should be folldived in a.tivities,which are

directed trowark the att ^ nment of depart
.1../
. 4;

ment objectives: \ - s formulated by
,...4 ..,

analyzing objec es
N

etermining

th.rough,research4tiose rinciples which
4

will best guide the dep, tment in achieving
.4

its objectives. Policy is jased upon police
-

ethics and expeiienc4 4#.ncc desires of the

if
l'

.

,

.

. b

, ...

.14:

-,,

..
..i.' 4,,,..?
''
, .

i',

.

.

, .

1

.

..

.

.

community and the ma $ - of the law.
.

i .i,i.

Policy is lAticulat o-inform the
.. 4

..4.1'
pUblic and djfp&art.,.s.'ent employees of the

F . .

principles whie w I be adhered to in the

. performance of therlaw enforcement func-

tion.. Additionally,, policy establishes
.

operational standards to assist department

employees in the necessary exercise of

disdretiOn in discharging their

responsibility.

An officer in the performance of his

duty is confronted with an infinite variety
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UNIT 12. CASE STUDY INTRODUCTION AND '

OTICY =REI krED ACTIVIT Y

- Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

Activity . Instructor Notes
and Visual Ai&

.

of complex situations which require policy

action. Since policy is objective rather

tha.n situationoriented, it is broad enough*
in scope to encompass most situations.

Policy, therefore, must be stated in

. - general terms."

Experience has shown that a DWI policy

includes the following features':

. A definition or statement that iden-

.

.

, .

.

,

tifies the 'subject to be addressed.

. A statement of scope that identifies

_ those persons, places or times

affected.
.

. The problem to be addressed.

The means, efforts orres urces that

will be used to address e problem.

The priority assigned to the problem.

. The goals to be achieved by policy

implementation, including broad moni-

toring or evaluation criteria.
4 .

1.
127-



UNIT CASE STUDY INTRODUCTION AND
POLICY-RELATED ACTIVITY- .

.
T ime

(Elapsed)
Actual

t
Activity 10.,.,,

,4Ins tructor. Notes
I's and Visual Aids

(0:10)
0:05

.

2,

r

INITIATE C SE TUDY

1. At this t me the leader should describe the spe,

cific pr ce res he wishes the participants to

follow. As indicated above, the exact procedures
,'---

will be tehosen by the leader. However, whatever
30t.

approach is used the leader must:

a. be certain that all participants take part in

the _exercise

b. attempt to elicit a solution that is original

with theie participants

c. insist upon a written solution (or summary)

that can be distributed to each participant for

the discussion period and his own record.

,..Ak isign the groups if that approaciiis used and
.

_indicate that he (the leader)is available through-:

out the case study as an information source or a

discus sant., '..,'

(If an individual or small group approach is used,

it is desirable to provide separate work stations.)

3. Refer participants to pages 16 through 22 and

58 through 61 of Appendix A.

. . ,

.

.

-

...

.

.
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UNIT 12, CASE STUDY INTRODUCTION AND
POLICY-RELATED ACTIVITY

Ti.ine,
itEl apsed)

.Actual
Activity

.

-
Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

(0:15) .

0:60 CASE STUDY soLwrioN

During,the development of the case study solut190,,

the leader should be available for the entire time--
.

.
going from groupto group if more than one is used.

His role should be basically as a source, of informa-

. 0 J
on from the research studies. He should enter into

.
discussion if requested or if he becomes aware that

an impass is deNeloping or that the group is being

diverted.
AV

(1:15)
0:45 <PRESENTATION-AND DISCUSSION OF SOLUTIONS

1, The solutions should be reproduced and distrib-

uted to each participant if possible.
<

2. If more than one solution has been generated, a

spokesman should briefly present'eacti solution to .

the group, telling how it.was developed.
.

3. The leader should "initiate discussion by first ask-

ing for any dissenting .tiewpoints and use that as a
4.

departure point for di'scu- g the suitability of
.,

the content and forma, -,skibmitted solution(s)3
.

4.. The leader should review the f011owing items to

verify that the solution is complete. -

133
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UNIT 12. CASE STUD INTRODUCTION AND
POLIC-r-

i 441tTime
(Elapsed)
Actual

-. -t-

Activity
.

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids,

,

.

1

a. were all relevant factors considered

alternatives

priorities

.

Ae t/

a standards

etc.

.

:1:. is the statement explicit enough to be under- .

stood--not simply a stVernent of purpose

c. is responsibility established for promulgating

- btf 7'

/at, *policy for ensuring that it is' followed.

5. If timepermits, a summary statement can be
#106

Made. It is a good exercise to request' a parti-

cipant to summarize. Volunteers can be re-
.

... 4
quested, but it is usually a better practice' to

.4. -

request an individual.

4 ..6.c Although there is no "correct" solution, the,
r. 'nstructor should review each policy statement'4

forithe following:

a. a definition that identifies the subject of

the policy

b, the scope of the policy.

.

, .
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UNIT 1Z. CASE STUDY. INTRODUCTION AND
POLICY-RELA.TE'D ACTIVITY .

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

Activity, Instructor Notes
and V isual,A ids

(2:00)

c. the problem to be addressed .

d. the means, efforts or resouices tit be used

e. the priority assigned

1. the goals to be achieved

1 3



Case Study Narrative

Introduction

Use in Units 12, 14, 18 and 20

ca
st

The following narrative is of a hypothetical situation. It describes,
however, a realistic situation that could be 'encountered in any department
and it is quite likely that many persons could recognize very similar situations
in their own eXperience.. In order to complete the case study exercise Within

alpthe allotted time, this narrative includes only the e tial information. Ip
real life the police officer called upon to deal with t situation described here
would have much more detailed information and by being a part of the situation,ti'
would have a more personal, intuitive knowledge of the events and their impact
on the community and department. It is completely impractical even to attempt

\ to duplicate that detailed and'clo se association within a written narrative.

The characteristics and the events that are described in the narrative are
sufficient to identify the need for actions such as are recommended by the
research studies. In addition, it isoped that there is enough. detail t
stimulate each. participant to think outll the factors that affect-tht arrest
decision and of the ways that h s own experience would cope with these
factors.

Some factual data has been omitted from the case studies. These
data should be completed by the instructor so as to approximate actual

. condition's in communities where participants are employed.

' 1:3o



, NARRATIVE

Part 1 for use in Unit 12. Case Study: Policy Related Activity

In this narrative are asking you to assume the role of a newly appointed
chief of police. The city that, your department serves has apprpkirnately
population. The police force consists of about sworn personnel. The city
is .an industrial center and is made up.of several sections that range from the
wealthy, predominantly white suburbs to inner-city areas housing a substantial
number of poor, non-white families: There are also commercial areas that
include the downtown shopping .area as well as suburban.shopping centers.
There is ajso, of course, an industrial area. There are many small neighbor-
hood drinking establishments in the industrial area and the adjacent working .

class neighborhoods. On the perimeter of the suburban residentiatfireas there
are several restaurants and nightclubs which dispense liquor.

The city is managed by a City Manager reporting to an elected council.
There appears to be no unusual incidence of crime or of traffic avidents.
However, the Council is of the opinion t1iat4traffic accidents are increasing.

The department includes a Traffic Division which functions mainly in the
downtown area and also includes a Patrol Division which has the responsibility
for traffic functions as well. There is no prpgram of countermeasures for
alcohol-related offenses.

. .
0 On a week-end in late summer,- just after 0100 Sunday, a patrol car answers

a call from the scene of a one-scar accident. The accident occurred on a road
leading to one of the suburban reklential areas. The vehicle:apparently left

!the road at a high rate of speed when the driver failed to negotiate a curve.
A young male about 25 years of age is pinned in thAar, which apparently
overturned and is extensively dama.ged. He ppalently was the driver' of
the 4ehicle. A female about the same age was apparently thrown from the
vehicle ,the impact and lies unconscious or dead about 30 feet from the -
wreckage .' of the car. There is a moderately strong odor of liquor in the
vicinity o both the driver and the passenger. The patrolman calls for a istance
and cirrie out his prescribed duties. His investigation produces evidence that
the vehicle as, traveling at a high rate of speed and that the driver and his

\ passenger attended a party in the neighborhood, leaving just a few minutes
before the crash was heard. The driver was critically injured and hospitalized.
The female pass43,ngr was dead on arrival at the hospital. .
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The fatal a.6.cident is given a considerable amount of attention in the
media. Initially, the focus of this attention is on. the problem of alcoholic
abuse, but as reporters carry out their investigation, they become aware
of the folic:swing:

There is no alcohol countermeasures program in the department.

There are no special policy statements or directives to the
patrolmen concerning DWI.

Aexident statistics,/ particularly with regard to alcohol-related
offenses,, are notrasily obtained nor are they particularly clear;
however; it appears that your community has a. higher rate of
alcohol-elated accidents than other nearby cities and throughout
the state in general.

There is apparently a low rate of enforcement for alcohol-related
offenses.

.*.

Officers on the department indicate that they are unsure of what
the administra.tiori expects relative to- DWI enforcement, and have,
by tradition, relied heavily on alternative. to arrest.

As these facts are revealed, the focus of the rrieciia's attention'shifts to
the department and its,role .n alcohol-related enforcement. A pressure
quickly builds for the police department "to do something about-tht dm.
driver. 0

The City Council now directs you to develop a policy concerning alcohol-
related offenses. You are asked to produce a policy statement along with a
brief overview of how it will be communicated to personnel of the department,
and how you will ensuriphat it icarried out.

(Note: This is the end.of Part 1 of the narrative which relates to
Unit 12. You should begin now to develop the solution required
by that Unit. )

133
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nit 13. Operations-Related Factors and Recommendations

The organization of this .unit is the same as that of Unit
11. The basic objective is to develop information for the
continuation of the case study.. The information is that
which relates to operations (or enforcement).

Th pectftc training objectives are

Allotted
Time
1:00

r.

To identify the research results (factors and
recommended actions!) that relate to operations

To practice enforcement planning in the, context
of the case study narrative.

References and 'Special Material

Basic ,reference material is in Appendix A (pp. A22"-29 and
61 -66).

Additional guidance can be found in the STEP Manual and
the report on PTS Procedures listed, in the bibliography.

6

e.
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.UNIT 13. OPERATIONS-RELATED FACTOR AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

Activity -.
;c= .,

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

.
( - T ).

. 0:05 OPERATIONS-RELATED FACTORS

1. Factors of significance here are of two kinds: Relate the factois
presented here. those that directly relat Ao operations (such as

4 .

the negative effect of lengthy procedures and

those that should be considered in operational

back to. Units 4
and Strwhere they
have been pre-
sented as study.
results

. planning and implementation (such as age and

. experience of officei).
,

2. Factors do notiPelate exclusively- to one area;..,
.

:iherefore, some factors will appear in more

. than One area of recommended actions.

.

.

,

Specific operations-related4actors that have a

direet effect are:

a. Length of processing procedures.

b. Schedule of duty shift (relative to occur-

rence of alcohol-related offenses).

c. Court appearances and. scheduling of

cases.

d. Acceptability of alternatives to arrest. (In

other words, does the department condone

alternatives? )

.

2 1.43
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UNIT 13. OPERATIONS-RELA D FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Time
piled)

al

,
I .

.
rnn Activity

_

Instructor Notes
and V is ual Aids

.

(0:05)
t ".0:05S-

.

'

4. Factors that relate to planning and implementa-..

tion, par lularly manpower assignment.

a. Patrolman's age and experience and his

personal use of alcohol.

b. Patrolrrian's. level of training and apeciaii-
. zation.

,,
..

.

,

a in dully assignment.c. i
. .

V ,;.,-:.
GENERA. COMMENDATIONS

. ; .. .
1. In gierieral, the reconunenait COmniazi 'arid'

SuperVisory-ractions are intended to reflect the

departmenti,s commitment to alcohol-related

enfoi,cement. . That is, to enact the commitment
e

and priority stated in the policy.
c.

2. The recommendations also include endorseMent

of efficient procedures, as well as specialization
IF

in 'assignment, and the ust of improved investi-

gatiVe and scheduling techniques.
4

3. A.basic recommendation is to develop an alcohol

ormation system for effective planning and

performance review.

4: . Operations planning and implementation Must

recognize the effect of Hip rsonal" factors.

.

,,

..

ip,-7.,;.,,y---

.



UNIT 13. OPE111,4TIONS-RELATEV FACTORS ANI? RE COMME.NDAIONSv.

ItinailF
(Elapsed).

Actual.
T... ,x: Activity aI 1

.,

InitrUctoi Notes
and Visual ;A ids

li

.

(0:10
0:10

...,

aLCOHOL-RELATED MANAGEMENT INFORMA-
I'ION SYSTEMS

1 . Both research studies concluded that a basic

need is for an information system that would

help:

a. TO identify the nature and extent of the DWI

problem in a' community.

b. To deploy personnel resources.

c. To evaluate the effectiveness of DWI
. .

enforcement activity.

OP2. The system can be as sophisticated or as simple

as the size of the department dictates. It cap

very effectively be a completely manual system

of record cards and files.' If data processing is..

available, it can be helpful, especially in arialyz5

ing trendi of violations and, enforcement. -What-

ever its form, the system should includeat '

least the following:

. Accident reports that indicate lwhether or

not drivers had been,drinking',or were

intoxicated; the cause of the accident; ,..*.

, o

whether alcohol had contributed to the cause
. ,.

.

.

.4

;'

,

si

...

,,:

c

,

.
.

,

.

.

,

.14

r

2.
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UNIT 13. OPERATIONS-RELATED FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Time
(Elmised)
Actual

Activity
-

Instructor NOtes
and Visual Aids

1

.

-

,

3.

and whether or not DWI arrests resulted

from the accident investigation.

b. Statistical summaries of the of

alcohol-related accidents*as well as time,

weather and other special conditions.

c. Arrest reports should show the time and

- locatio of the arrest. They should include

CO
t. the place where the suspect had been drink-

0

ing and indicate the extent of driver's im-
ik
pairment (the observed effects on driving

and behavior, as well as test results).

d. Summary arrest statistics should identify

the locations where suspects have been

drinking and the time and location of

arrests.

Some suggested uses of the information system

include:

a. Problem identification by means of continual

monitoring $f summary statistical reports: ,

. Total accidents involving alcohol
----,

The leader should
present these
uses briefly and
defer detailed
consideration to
the Discussion

.

r)
. Accidents caused by alcohol

0
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UNIT 1 . OPERATIONS-RELATED FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

=

Activity Instructor Nbtes
and Visual Aids_ t

. Trend of alcohol-related accidents

time

. Trend of alcohol-related accidents

similar communities, adjacent commix-

-nities, statewide and nation4:11y

b. Deployment of reiburces for nforce-

ment based on:

. Historical locations, and times of

alcohol-related accidents "

Locations where previous DWI suspects

had been drinking

. Descriptions of driving impairment

will help identify a DWI suspect ?

c., EValuation of DWI enforcement programs

include:

. °vizi projections based on past accident

rate

. Changes in similar or adjoining

nities and in state

.

over

in

that

to

Comrnu-

IA
,

1'

I,.

fit
ti..:g

c',

.

I ;

)

.

,

,

144
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UNIT 1 . OPERATIONS-RELATED FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

T irri e
(Elapsed)ed)
Actual

Activity
.

Instructor Notes
and-Visual A ids

(0:20)
Qb0:10 . ALCOHOL-RELATED. ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS

1. Programs should be efficient (cuPrent techniques,

shortened procedures). 'Specialized and dedi-
ty

rcated patol units should be considered.

2. However, no specific program can be recom-

mended fox universal use. The program must

be tailored to each department's needs.

(Note that need,is made evident through the
information system and that the program
should be directly responsive in terms of
scheduling, location, amount of resources,
etc. ) .

Some general guidelines include:
4. .,

a. Program supervision should be full time and

.

.

on the same duty shift as the enforcement

unit. The supervisor should be "on the

street." The supervisor should be trained

-

.
.t,

to be an effective communication link

Aibetween subordinates and the administrati on

and should be able to evaluate patrol per-
,

formance effectively and fairly.

b. Personnel selection must be based on the

personal and attitudinal factors identified in . ,

143



UNIT 13. OPERATIONS-RELATED FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONSTime
(Elapsed)
Actual .

Activity. .

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

...-
(0:30)
0:30

°

.

theseetc.idieg. (Refer to .Unit .5- -factars

can be briefly enumerated again. )

DISCUSSION

1. This, part of the unit has two objectives: to.

insure that the operations-related results and .

recommendations are understood and to provide

a means for relating the results to each partici-

pant's own, department and needs. *.

, ..-

..
2. Discussion will *iatlati.W.be spontaneous, but if

.- . ..e .:',.-..-i,.,..
.,.

stimulation is needed, the leader should question

the group about existing information systems. ,

a. ..Do you hive one?

b. Is it formalized?
t7--

c. What does it lOok like?

(Attempt to develop the idea that any means of

. storing and retrieving data--even human

memory-4s a "systerh." But, formal, orga- .

nized systems with available records and
6

. summaries function better to pinpoint enforce-

ment needs and performance. )
. _

.

_

.

,,c



UNIT 13. OPERATIONS- RELATED FACTORS AND RECD ISTDAFTONS ;

I

Instructor Notes
and Visual Aid

trne'
(Elapsed).
Actual

Activity

(1:00)

3. Discussion of specific enforcement fe

.

should be directed'at the specific needs and

departments represented. The leader should be

sure to:

a. Involve all participa4s
4.

b. Evaluate the discussion for evidence of

understanding

The information presented in tilts unit will be applied

to the continuation of the case study thatwas initiated

in the discussion of policy.

4

14
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t.14. Case Study: Operations-Related Activity

Allotted
Time
1:30

This unit is a continuation of the case study problem that was started in
Unit 12. The basic gUidance and references cited for that unit also apply h re.
In addition, the references cited for Unit 13 (the preceding lectuividis sion)
also can be applied in doing this unit.

The specific objective for this unit is to provide practice in operational
planning.
sr-

a

14J



UNIT 14. CASE STUDY: OPERA 'PIONS- RE LA TED ACTIVITY
Time

(Elapsed)
Actual

.

Activity . Instructor Notes
and -V isual Aids

0:05' INTRODUCTION
4

1.. This is a continuation of the problem-solving.

case study that was started in Unit 12.

Narrative is con-
tinuea on p. 148.

2. The basic goal continues to be to simulate the

eal-life use or application of the recommended
actions.

.

3. Opera.tions is defined to mean the implementation
of policy in terms, orian enforcement plan. ..

4. The caste study narrative specifies a

"specialized" enforcement unit simply to bring

more of the recommended` actions to bear. If

the case study were a real situation, a non-
.

specialized plan may have been selected. .., (0:05)
0:55. CASE STUDY SOLUTION AND PRESENTATION

° Although there is no "correct" solution to this case
study, the instructor. should review each to ensure ,

that the following areas' have been, addressed:

.

1. The development of an alcohol-related manage-
.

ment information system

a. that provides data on the times and

locations of alcohol related traffic accidents

149
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UNIT 14. CASE STUDY: OPERATIONS-RELATED ACTIVITY

Time
(Elapsed)'

Actual

_

. Activity -
In-tructor Notes
and Visual Aids

.

.

.
L.,

2.

.

3.

,

4.

b.. that provides data on the times and locations
.

of alcohol related traffic enforcement

c. that provides comparative data for evaluation

and trend identification. ._

. .

The selection of specialized DWI enforcement

% e
epersonnl:

a. volunteers .,

.
f

b. ' traffic) enforcement experience
-

c. 'history of successful DWI enforcement

d. positive attitude toward DWI enforcement

e. - self confident

la
.'

f. all should-receive training -

The provtision of proper supervision

a. . full-time supervisor

b. assigned to same duty hours as subordinates.
.

c. supervisory training should be provided.

The assignment of specialized personnel

. to duty hours that coincide with alcoLl

.

t

related accidents
. *

b. to locations where alcohol related accidents

and. DWI violations are pr.evelant ,

L

a

,

.

.

'150
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UNIT 1 . C4 STUDY: OPEA0A TIONS -RE LA TED ACTIVITY
T ime

(Elapsed)
A -c ru-ar

Activity Ins tructor Notes:-
and Visual ;as

5. The streamlining of arrest and processing

procedures: a.

a. impounding of arres.tee's vehicle

b. transportation of arrestee

c. obtaining breath or blood samples

d. booking procedures

e. required paperwork and reporting forms

:1

x-51
-147-



Part 2 for use in Unit 14. Case Study: Operations-Related Activity

..The policy documents yOu prods d have been reviewed and approved.
by the city manager. The managef passed the documents on to the CoUncil
Which has also revieWed thigri4nd being in general agreement has asked the,
department to present a more detailed plan for ..alcohol-related enforcement,'
and to present this Plan,at the next .Council meeting. You have been asked tO.
take on this assig.nrnentand they have reqUestee, you to design a spe'cialized
program for the departinent, including the assignment of a smalitunit with
sole responsibility for DWI. enforcement. They ask you to be prepared with
plans for the deployment of men and cars for 'this program and with informa-
tion about how you intend. to select, supervise and control personnel. . They
are also interested in knowing.abciut additional training or other:features!ths.t
might represent additional cost.

4,,

(Note: At:this point you should begi . to develop the solution required
for Unit 14. Obviously you do not have sufficient detail to .prepare
complete _plan of deployment.. You should IA that regard, concentrate.
on the. principles you Would follow in your planning. )



Unit 15. Second Controlled Drinking Demonstration
.

If a second demonstiation is conducted, the outline of Unit 8 should befollowed. However, it is not necessary to -repeat the presentation on thenature and effects of alcohol. A film could be shown in the time that would
-otherwise be devoted to the presentation.



Unit 16. keview.of Second Controlled Drinking Demonstration
A

If needed, the' outline for Unit 10' should be' used here. If no second
deMon4thation was conducted, the schedule can be-advanced and Unit 17
starte'd at 'this, time; or the time can be devoted to a review and discUssion.

4

4



Allotted
Time

Unit 17. Training- Related Factors and Recommendations 1:00

This unit is .a continuation of thepresentations (and disCussions) in Units
.11 and 13. The basic objective of these units- is tid.eveloifinformation for use
in- the case study. For this unit the information i that which ,relates to training.

The specific' objectives of this unit are:

to identify the research results (factors and recommended actions)
that- relate to training

to practice the identification of training needs in the context of the
case study narrative.

References and Special Material
o.:.

:

I.0
Ain v

Basic reference material is in Appendix A (pp. A-30-38 dtid '68-70)'\

No other special references are asequired but the.bsic infor:m rbatio-On,.
training in the IACP Supervisor Notebook and in the ohol xtforce ent ' °

Counterrirasures Instructor's Manual (see Bibliograp y) Ws pto,vide good °
backgroudit.7,



UNIT 17. T4:41Plq-aE.
,

TvD FA c TORS 4ND RECOMMENDATIONS
Time

(Elapsed) . Activity. Int- tructor Nates
and Visual AidsActual

( ''' ) 4

0:05
1

;;;Y

.-1

c 1
.,.,

.
. '

00

,ei
i't.,

- ,

N
.

-.

(0:05)
,

0:05
.

-

.

-

o r ,

.
.

BACKGAOUND ,

1. any of the factors that relate to patrolmen's

T , knowledge of alcohol-related offenses and
r

Atiaoscement and the attitudinal factOrs indicate
,4

,4 , l' a riee fqr.',training.
.
.4

. 2.: It wa lsd evident in both studies that the better

trained offi4e gn e s.. rt wereeerally higher enforcer's.
, ,, le

the factors associated with training do not,
TP.1156

J4,;,: ,
8 st specific needs. Rathero, the implication

.isf i m o rekan specialized alcohol training and
,,,. fbf training about-the attitudes and factors that. 1 .,`', .

0' affect the aritest decision. I.
. ' 1 I

TRAINIAt-RELATED TACTORS
, , .

,1.. Lack of knowledie- -,or full appreciationof the4

.

I

Watt° hip between alcohol and intoxication was..., . -- ,̀
',ohs, Os ve 'It is reasonably widespread and is

: - = c alfed,with lay, enforcement rates.
. , ..

2,. Inocoutrast, sp,pcialized training was associated

generally with high enforcement rates.
,'

0 -,

I ;

. .

.

.

.

.

1.56
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UNIT 17. TRAINING-RELATED FACTORS AND RE d OMME TIONS

Time
pae_dy _ Activity Instructor Notes

Actual
_ ____ and -Visual-A ids

3. Attitudes concer1.ng: .

.

importance of alcohol-related enforcement

sympathy with an alcohol-,related offender

treatment of well known persons .

all lead to law enforcement. They can be

affected by training.

4. Supervisors also require specialized alcohol

training and need to be aware of the factors

that affect patrolmen in order to develop a
, .

,.:
higher rate of enforcement. '

k (0:10)
0:10 RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

1. Provide basic training in the total alcohol

enforcement process and the role ofilhe patrol-
P;

,

.

.

man.

(Note: The U. S. DOT Training Course --
. DWI law enforcement training--provides

such training. The leader should review
0

the Planning Guide or Instructor's Manual
4

. for this course. See Bibliography for
source. )

2. Specialized'training in alcohol and intoxication,

breath analysis, detection and investigation

.

. .

, be Theshould provided. icourse cited above,

_
encompasses th.ost of these areas. The IACP

...16..

157
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UNIT 17. TRAINING- .ELATED FACTORS AND RECOM E$DATIONS
T ime

(Elapsed) Activity
) I

latructor Notes
A c tii. a I. . a 4 Visual Aids*.

..

(0:20)
0:10

o

'

_

.

.

.

.

and Northwestern series include special
1pamphlets. Also, U. S. DOT. Training Courses

for Police Traffic ServiCes and Breath Examiner

,

,

i

..
,

1

.

,

.

.

,

..

._

S ecialist are available.

3. Command and supervisory personnel n+:1 to be
, ,..

able to identify their needs and then locate

sources.
.

4. Patrolmen should be made aware of the factors

identified in these studies, and continuing train-

ing to counteract the factors should be initiated.

5. Programs for command and supervisory person-

nel need to be developed and implemented.

Especially:, knowledge of the factors; knowledge

of the total enforcement process, and appropri-

ate management actions,

DEVELOPMENT OF TRAINING

1. Begins with identifying needs. Compare the

study results to own, community and department.

2. Identify deficiencies and special situations, e. g.,

what is the average age of departMent? what

do the study results. suggest? Also, consider ._

. present training program and its usage.



UNIT 17. TRAINING-RELATEp FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Time

(E laps ed)
--A-c-t-ciar

Activity
_ _

. ________ __ ____ _ ___ _ Instructor
and Visual

Notes
Aids

.

(0:30)
0:30

3. The need for training, in general, is clear. The

specifics are to be determined by each de

ment using the results of the two studies as a

departure point.

4. U.S. DOT courses are available from the U.S.

Government Printing Office in Wa.shington,

D. C. Also, the Governorr.s..Highway Safety

Representative in each state will have informa-

tion about thede courses. The basic course

(DWI law enforcement training) can be used in

,

.

,

.

., _..
,.

total or parts can be used to satisfy local needs

for special training in detection or investigation,

for example.. . ,

DISCUSSION ,

.
1. In this discussion the most important objective

is to underline the need for training generally.

Next, the objeclive is to help each participant

begin to analyze his own department's needs.
2. Specific training programs are described ,_

in pi). A-30-38 and 68-70 of Appendix A.

These haye been derived from the study results

and should be used by the leader to help

1 5'9
-155-



UNIT 17. TRAINING - RELATED FACTORS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Time
-(Elapaedl_

Actual
Activity

Instructor Notes
and Vi,ual Aids

1 .
(57.

(1:00)

%

/

.

stimulate discussiintand to identify specific

needs.

The next workshop session is a continuation of the

case study in which the objective is to describe

training needs implicit in the case study narrative

and the planning that has been done by the partici-
.

pants. ,

11.

.

,.

.

.

.

.

, 7

.

.

.

SLIPc17,- lc;.) s°

-156-



Unit 18. Case Study: Training-Related Activity

Allotted
Time
1:00

This unit is a continuation of the problem solving case study that has beenworked on in Units 12 and 14. Thrganization and general approach are the.same as has been established for thlgse units.

The objective of this unit is to provide practice in theidengfication oftraining needs within the context of the case study narrative...,,,
The references cited for Unit 17, the preceding lecture/discussion unit,apply here also.

161
-157-



UNIT 18. CASE STUDY; TRAINING - RELATED ACTIVITY

---(ElaPite4)--
Tim et

Actual

.
. Activ ity

Instructor Notes
and Visual-Ai -ds

4

0:05 INTRODUCTION d "

.
.

1. Briefly review wheie the group is in the problem-
, .

Narrative is con-
tinued on p. 160.

'
.. solving case study.

2. Indicate the special training needs identified in

the research studies.
.

,.

3. Basic \goal continues to be to simulate a real-

life environment and actions.

(0:05) .

-70:30 CASE STUDY SOLUTION

"The problem-solving will be carried out as.it

has been in the two previous case study units.

The leader will be available to discuss, and help

the problem solving process but will not offelik
Q ,

any "answers."
(0:35)
0:25 PRESENTATION OF SOLUTION

Once agajoi, there is no "correct" solution to this

case study. The instructor should, howeNieri , review

4 each to,,ensure that the following areas have been

N.,..

(

addressed:
-i,

1. Basic training for all patrol and traffic personnel

. a. relationship between alcohol and legal or
, r

physical impairment *r
,



UNIT 18. CASE. STUDY: TRAINING-RELATED ACTIVITY
Time

(Elapsed)
,

. . . ...Activity
_

Int, tr tic tor Notes_
Visual AidsActual and

.
.

.

,..

.

2.

3.

.

b. state and loCal traffic law and court

procedures

c. breath testing equipment usage

d. detection and investigation of DWI violations

e, processing DWI arrestees (including female
..prisoners)

A
f. departmental DWI policy

g. factors influencing officer's DWI decisions
.4*

DWI enforcement specialist training
.

a. ..DWI enforcement operations

b. the police responsibilities in the adjudication

and sanctioning process

c. DWI policy and objectives

d. breath examiner specialist training

Supervisor -training .

a. personnel monitoring and evaluation

b. techniques of supervision and motivation

c. factors influencing officer's DWI decisions
.

d. community DWI problems and community

relations
.

e. use of alcohol related information system.
.

.

.

,

163
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Part 3 for use in Unit 18. Case Study: Training-Related Activity

The planning information you presentfd,at the Council meeting had. een
accepted by the Coincil and you have been instructed to initiate plans iinmedi.;.
ately. . The city manager attended the co4ncil meeting and iduring the discussion
of your plan said that he W1.18 aware of a source of Government funds to be
applied .to training o0olicemen for alcohol-related enforcement. Your manager
with the- endorserrient of the Council has asked you first to develop a DWI en-
forcement training plan and be prepared to define the required 'areas of train-
ing and to estimate the'irairiing hours that might be required for general patrol
officers, for specialized DWI enforcement personnel, and for DWI enforcement
supervisors. They are initially most interested in knowing the nature of train-
ing that you think ie required.' The Council has, therefore; requested. your
training plan as the next Submission.

(Mite: At this point you should beginto ;develop the solution required for
Unit 15: Again, there is insufficient detail for a complete plan. You -1

are asked to develop the concept of a plb.n and to. assume that there has been
essentially no specialized alcohol training within the department except for
the laboratory technicians. )

A

-160-
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Allotted
TimeUi?it 19. Communication-Related Factors.4.nd Recommendations 1:00

I

The organization of dais unit is the same as that'df Unit 11. The bisic
objective is to develop information for the continuation of tjie case study. Theinformation is,that which relates to communication.

The specific t ining objectives are:

to identify the research results (factors and recommended
actions)"that relate to communications

. 4-...

.,e;wi. to practice identifying the communication needs (the audience,
) content and means) in the context of the case study narrative.e

Re4erences and 5 ecial Material

Basic reference material is in Appendix A (pp. A-39-47 and 66-70)

The IACP Supervisors' Handbook (see bibliography) contains good
background information on the general topic of communications. Tr

Ahy local plans .for public information and education (as might have, been
developed for4n ASAP) can serve as examples for discussion.

The references for Uhit 12 (page 122) on police management and administra-
tion contain useful information about' communications within police organizations.
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UNIT 19. COMMUNICATION- RELATED FACTORS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

-Activity
_

Instructor Notes
.)rid Visual Aids

( )

Q:05

.

.

.

49

BACKGROUND -

1. , Comniunication is a concept that encompasses.

any exchange of information or of ideas. It

includes interaction among. elements within a!

department as well as among :the several

components that make up the "enforcement

system." These components are: the general

pub).4.6, special interest groups, minority groups,
s-.

the drinking-driver population, the police, the

courts and the' legislative bCdies.

2. The concept, as it relates tainter-department

communication is clearly, related to training.

3. Communication between police and \the other
, parts of the system specially the courts,

.,,.represents4a special problem. ' The studies

in*Ca-ted : - ,,, erallY patrolmen are not...-
plOaqed . t procedures, no with ..di s -

.
1 . * ,

poskti on,. of Bohol - related :cases . e same
Jr

time, judge and pro78ectitoes'*hil alr e of

the displOsure, are of m.iop,:gpi' at it does
41

n ect the arrest decision.

A chalkboard re-
presentation of
the "syste " is a
useful illu tration.
(See. STEP Manual
for Alcohol
Related Crashes)

. ,

4

GS



I. Time
(Elapsed)

ActUal,

UNIT 19. COMMUNICATIO17-RELATED FACTORS
AND RECOMMENDATION S

Activity Instructor Notes
and Visual Aids

(0:05)
0.:10

a

4. Public support and legislative action are also

requirements for high enforcement and a mutual

understanding among police, public and legisla-
o

tive body xequires mutual interaction

(.communication).

5. Both research studies developed recommendations

for changes in court procedures and alcohol laws.

These recommendations, do not directly affect

the police commander or supervisor. However,

police should be supportive of those recommen-
.

0dations and maintain complete and open

communication with the courts and legislatures

to facilitate mutual understanding.

[Note: Any local plans for interaction

between police counts or plans for surpport

of legislation would be valuable illustrations

and should be cited at this point.]

RELAXED FACTORS

1. Patrolmen who are high enforcers believe that

DWI penalties are insufficiently severe; those

who are low, believe them too tough.



IT 19. -COMMUNICATION-RELATED FACTORS
AND RECOMMENDAT

Time
.

(Elapsed)

_
tit.

Activity Instructor Notes
-

Actual and Visual Aids

2. Patrolmen tend th be discouraged from arresting
.

by the fact that a:$: as one-foiirth of the,-
cases end in no conviction.

. .

3. /dany cases do not come to trial as alcohol-re-

lated offenses but are bargained down to lesser
, .

.

charges.

. 4. Patrolmen expressed the need fox community

support of alcohol-encorcement and also ex-
.

pressed the desire to be responsive to community

needs. (However, this factor did not have a

.

.

.demonstrable effect on the arrest decision. )
. .

(NOTE: The leader should emphasize here. that
...'

the studies indicated a need for changes--in

court and laws--but also indicated a need for

mutual awareness and understanding. It is this
. , .

. -latter need that produces recommended actions

for police managers.) .

(0:15)
0:15 RECOMMENDED ACTIONS .

1. A basic action is to become aware of and under--

stand the.pioblems of other elements of the

enforcement svam.
Itt

c

,...
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;I.,.
UNIT 19: COMMUNICATION-RELATED

V'ACTORS.
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

.Activity . . .

andis Notes---

-

:..

2.

3.

4.

5.

w

Similarly, the police must make the othe

elements aware of their program_ objectivesi -'",
and need for support.

Good community support is needed. A program
of alcohol enforceritent-must include a community

information effort directed at the general public

as well as such special groups as the drinking/
.driving population, alcohol vendors, civic and

P ..-
minority groups

Specific attention, must be given to the courts.
A mutual, frequently-used communication link

must be established between courts and police.

Information must include:

. understanding of objectives
e

. effect of "inequitable" adjudication
. -,.

effect of case-load

. effect of court appearance procedures

(and time required)

The court-police communication should also

address such issues as.
-

. patrolmen's perceived lack of experience
.

.and/or dedicaticin among court personnel
1 1Z -1

.

.

1. ,
.

`,s

.

-
.

,

.

:.
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' COMMUNICAATON-RELATED FACTORS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

j Tiriie:.
7(Eraesill,

ttial

>

., .
. Activity

Instructor Notes.
and Visual Aids

t.:

.

§

(s0:30)
0:30

.

perceived abuse of therapy in lieu. of

_ punishment
-

.
. apparent lack of concern by courts in

. .

scheduling police appearances.

6. Specific programs for' each of these actions must be

designed to the needs of.the local department and

community. Some suggestions are given

on pp: 14139-47 and A66-70 Appendix A.

, -

.

.

DISCUSSION

1. The objectives here are twofold: to insure under-
.

standing and to provide an opportunity to relate

the content to the participants owg needs.

2.. This discussion may be a difficult one to control'

because the "problems" identified in the study

can' be easily identified as problems in Other
-

agencies, e.g." "poor court procedures,"
.,,

"lack of legislative support," etc.
. ..

. _

g.
.

.

P

These sugges-
tions should be
used to initiate
or 'fitimulate
the following.
discussion.

,

,

. .

.

<



UNIT 19. COMMUNICATION-RELATED FACTORS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

,
Activity .

Instructor Notes
and visual Aids

3.
,

In this discussion the leader must acknowledge

and allow discussion of these problems, but the
.

intent of this unit is to define the police role in

overcoming the problem. The leader should not

-

',
let the discussion turn.siinply to anecdotes of bad

problems in courts; etc.

a
...

. 4106',.
, .

4. Direct the discussion to the means for develop-

. ing mutual understanding an,d the active role

that command and supervisory personnel must

.

.
,:'

...

_

assume. ,

50, The leader should be sure to involve all

participants and to elicit examples of communi-
,

..

cation programs.

(1.00).
a .

. 1 .

. .

o .

v

. .

..

. .
i ..



Unit 20. Case Study: Communication-Related Activity

Allotted.
Time
1:00

The organization of this unit is the same as that of Unit 12. This is the
nal activity in the problem-solving case study and is intended to provide
ractice in identifying communication nelik within the context of the case study

narrative.



UNIT 20. CASE STUDY: COMMUNICATION- RELATED ACTIVITY

T ire
(Elapieed)
Actual

Activity
-

Int- truce y Notes
and Visual Aids

0:05 INTRODUCTION
.

1. Briefly summarize status of Case Study,
.

solution. p 4,
Pi ,

2.. Emphasizeidefinition of communication as used

in this workshop.

.,
.

Narrative is con-
tinued on p. 180.

(0:05)
,

0:30 CASE STUDY SOLUTION

...

1. Review narrative for this unit. Note that the

required task is to identify communication ,

needs in terms of:.

. who is the target

. what knowledge or ideas are to be

communicated
.

- what means might be used..

2. The objective is to identify these elements by
df.

name only. Any more detailed planning is

beyond the scope of this exerce.

3., The leader should observe the problem

solving process and participate as the need

arises. He should not attempt to provide

answers.

(YIK"ia
a
*0

J
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UNIT 20. CASE STUDY: COMMUNICATION-RELATED 4CTIVITY
Time

(Elapsed) Activity Instructor Notes
Actual and Visual Aids

(0:35)
0:25 PRESENTATION OF SOLUTION

Here again, there is no "correct" answer. .

.Preiented below, ho eve are some of the areas .
.

that might be covered by the class. . .

1. Who- -Members of the department

a. what

. . departmental policy

. priority of DWI enforcement

. committment to DWI enforcement

b. how

. staff meetings .

. departmental meetings ,

. policy statements
. .

. written orders

. training sessions

c. special concerns .

. administrators should be alert to

feedback from members of the

'" department
.....--

. I, supervisors should ensure that they

transmit policy to subordinates in such
,

a way as to indicate support.
ILO
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UNIT 20. CASE STUDY: COMMUNICATION-RELATED ACTIVITY

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

Activity
* Int-tructor Notes

and Visual Aids

2. Who--general public

a. what

. ,

the effects 6f alcohol on driving ability

. the nature and objectives of police. .

DWI enforcement activities

. the nature and extend of-AIR traffic

.

.. .

prbblems in the community

b. how

. public meetings
.

lectures and presentations: ,=.
. mega advertising

.

et . display at public gatherings

c. special concerns

advertising should not create a fear

of the police

. presentations should generate support
6

for police enforcement activity .

3. Who--the potential drinking driver ,

a. what #

. the nature and scope of DWI enforce-

ment activities

. .

175
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UNIT 20. CASE STUDY: COMMUNICATION-RELATED ACTIVITY
Time

(Elapsed)
Actual

.

Activity
,

Int- tructor Notes
and Visual Aids

,

. the availability of treatment programs

. the effects of alcohol on the body

b. 0,.,

media advertising
e 44,

. . .
N

, . public meetin,gs

lectures and demonstrations
451p.,

display6 at public gatherings

c. special considerations .

. AA members may be helpful in this . .

.,

effort
.

. treatment agencies may be helpful

4.. ,,Whotavern owners or bartenders
.;

a. what

the nature, scope and' objectives of

the DWI efiforCement program

. the nature and. extent of the A/R

,

traffic problem in the community

b.: how

direct personal contact
. .

. group meetings

. personalized correspondence
i e



UNIT 20. CASE STUDY: COMMUNICATION-RELATED ACTIVITY

Time
(Elapsed)
Actual

Activity Instructor Notes
a nd V is ual A ids

5:

a

c. special considerations

efforts should be made to ensure tavern

owners or bartenders do not feel

economically threatened

efforts should be made to ensure tavern

ownellior bartenders do not feel that
..

they are b ked on" or abused

. efforts should e made to solicit tavern

owners and bartenders support in the
-..

,.,

prevention of. DWI violations

Who- -residents in areas where enforceme t

activities are concentrated

a. what

. the nature and reasons for specific

police DWI enforcement activities and

deploymrt strategies
if .

the ob' tives of DWI enforcement
il

activities

I. the loc ion and extent of AIR traffic

problems in the community '

,
.

,, tf. f

.

.

- 4,
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UNIT 20. CASE STUDY: COMMUNICATION-RELATED ACTIVITY
Time

(Elapsed)
Actual .

. f
,

- Activity
.

_
.

n:-tructor iiotes
V.. A.:'nd ids0,., , j,:-._

,

.,

..

.

. .

.

.

.

i,4

6.

.

b. how ,A

.

public and neighborhood meetings

. lectures and presentations

.4 displays at public gatherings

c, sbecial concerns

care should be taken to ensure that
: -

residential groups do not feel the police

are "picking on them"

s should be made to ensure that

neialbornood group members realize
.

that they may be killed or injured by

the DWI violator
,

neighb9rhood group members should

be encouraged to participate in

prevention programs
.

Who'--legislators
..i. '

.

a. what
*

,the need for resources to address the

DWI problem

the nature and extent of A / R traffic

problems .

,

.

. .

-.

.

. :.,
,*;f"

,

.

,

.
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UNIT 203.- CASE STUD*: ,INICATION-it.ELA. ,

NO.

t '66)
.., .

A CTIVITY
44.

Time ; 7frilrAr t.". :,

IRI;1 trtic tor. Natilo ".
*(Eiaps3ed) ,ActivitI

7;a:rid VisuaLAWatL,Actua4 t" .. r ,i i'' , -e, .1K,.... -': ,,. .. , c... l '1,,

.
. - ,...`?..i...-

.
. . .

the need for legislatiorNto supP91-t* ,,,
er!, '..,.. ,

.,,,

. ^4' f g :4. ..,?:.. ".

'. eXiStitig:i3olite responsibilitietuf6i i,.-,

..le
DWI enforcement ,,

.

. ....,_. ,is.',- ,
s 1, ,

1

. ,, ...,,-
)

direct personal contact . . .
.. . I., .,.,...

..
(

.,. ..
1.. testimony at heirizrgs or le

.,. .
: :

,

I .. q ,.1 ' ili ,
.t -, meetings "''' _.,

...-, ,...; ,,,,,..',,
. L .:)!. ...-7ts 4 ; .

I ..

I.ne eleised ''i..)! t ' itii.: 4, 3
.., 1. M 4....,

i. ir
0 as.):. . i. . i g

6` peCia,bconsiderations . I,. '' 'Ili i '.., k e - 1
.:: PO" s. '

t., .., Y.--, */'
.,,.

. .

' '' care limit be taken to
t
avoi the 3.0 Yf

.,

e"appearance at.the lice e e:
1.

tteritpt
,

: ." ', : .. ,.....7,..*:.::. ,i. . f ..-.. r-. k,..

, 4; ,yxV l'ing to "rtiake ' -. , ,,
g;g.::. -: ?,....',...

".., ... '', 'b. ..., ,-.'i'
_ aCtivitiee sh stresit the legirs14,bie , ,,

, ,

, ' 1/4. : 4
.

support recitirea4O cariy out aloady .

. existing-poliFe digeties andAiiiiipOnsibili-

e. tis ..
..-. .:i.

police groups, or`e.ssociations; sup. as
't..-

.
. scat 'or local 'Chiefs'. associations

. .

may be effective'in many of these ,

. . ...

1 effortsP
f

,S1P:

.

Who- -court officials

a. what .

. :;;;..,,. di -



IT 20: CASE STUDY:, COMMeNICATION-RELATED ACTIVITY'
.,

Time
(Elapsed)

.
. .

, ,. . ,
A ctiiii y Im-tructor

and-Visual-A

,

Notes
ds

,

A'

.

.

.

.

.

..

. .

.

.

.

the attitude and perspective that police .,:,.I
{.

officers develop as a result of: ?,-0 .,,,..,

- inequity in the wiliApistration of

justice . ,

.., ,.

- lack of courtroom respect Mir police

officeis
..

, .
- excessive local evideary require-

ments that are not established by
. -

law or required in other nearl?y
.courts .....).

,

. effect of case load )
. -

effect of court appearance procedures

f-J '-. the objective of DWIferiforcement

.1 activities .- :- -)4(4.. 11. .

, ,t, 41; :N.,

. the extent ad A I R tir problems in. ,
...,

,

.
th0 if riuniinity

theneedfor "fee back' to the police
4

concerning court *dispositions and

masoning:asoning,
c ; , \

ow. T.,
0

.

direct.persoriilcontact .

yr
. .

group meetings and disCussions
. . ,

r

,_.

0,

.

i

#-.4

.

,...,

,

.

,,

6,

. . .-

, .

.

.

4-

.

.

.,
.....,...

.

',1
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UNIT 20. CASE STUDY: COMMUNICA TION- RE LA 'MD ACTIVITY

liap.ed) Activity

special condiserations

care should be taken to ensure that

all local criminal practice components

'reach a consensus concerning the

individual "role" of each

ttlhatien should be devoted to ensuring

that court officials lcnow the image they

have with operational level police

personnel

re shotild be taken ensure that

court officialirdo not feel that they are

being didtated to by the police.
. Whoprosecutors

the nature aiFi t.of the A/
4:e4,

traffic probl

Ins tr.uctor -Notes.
_grid- iauah- Aids

the need for pout 3 ut to thrlea

bargaining process

the impact of .gase scheduling C.

the police attitud concern

relatiVe to ineiperienced rosecutore
,-
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UNIT, 20. CASE STUDY: COM.MUNICA5i1ON- ItE LA TED ACTIVITY

tTime
(Elapsed)
Actual

Activity ,
. .

, 4..!

the ne,edfor..feedba4 to the police
It'

C otidernini.pr9-Se,Outnrial decisionst
the impact of excee4ve-.paperwork Or

Instructor N
and Visual Aide _

perso 'cOntat..l..... -
.7"4"44

V. g 06its d dita us
io- ' ..,..

..,,,,, ,, ..,..r. feb-
/vs^ -7

1- ..1.

. tionifr:or re recluitemehts

c.,,, sec clrisif .. ci. . ..
, ... +r .r

o:!

,4-,
4

criSen u. feadhed as to th.
*et:

"role." of ac a en,y.iri dress

I)

S1.
-175- A



--fthe impact of the .irriage of diversion.

'Programs- or efforts on police attitudes
.

and operations,
-

the need for polic owledge and

programs

personal 'contact
.

. ,group meetings and diEicussians! ,

.,,,,,,, jk.:: ; .

dross or combind training preixrkthe
..,

. ,,, ,
gik

SpeciallIOns,,ideratitks

made to sli4eloP

, da le goals an objeCtiyes:

fffCt4, Wf 9g-rims and,



Part for use in 20. Case Stuct: Communication-Related Activity

Assume n t your plan has gen comply.el; Prepare& and approvedAktha
and you are to begin implementation. -You are Fware of the attention that was
given to the fatal accident by 'the media and the resultant.response by the
COuncil and city manager. You are preparing nowito implement the approved

,plan.
. ,

At this point, the city ttanager is concerned with the cothmunication of the '
elements o our plan, to the member s. o,f the policefrdepartmett, the public as
well as to related t L,,;affecld agencies. ghe manager ekpresses hisv,con-

it;
. ,., ,

cisme' to you and 'states fuMs are available to assist 4). opening linete'cif
communications both within and outside of the departm ti He requests that
you agtline a pro-gram for communicating with the appr ri to groups. Your
outline is't,o include an identification Of these gtoups, a ew of the types,.

of information that should be communicated, the means unieation and
any special considerations.involved. ..L -*.



.4

Workshop Summary

There is n o g uidance offered to the leader for this wait. It is
assumed that the leader will be aware of any'special needs to Ile accan-
m.odated and will provide a summation and discussion'is -appropriate.

The leader is urged to look again at the W&kshop Objectives (p )
$ to determihe that they. have been met and tn identify areas t t migh equire

emphasis at this time.
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APPENDIX A.

Excerpts from ReSearch Stu es of FaCtoiis
7Influencing Alq iol -re d ArreSts

Tits appendix contatins e tfrpts from the reports 21 the 4woi
ettidies of factors influencing alcohol-related arres.

Eachexci,rit inifludeildaws desci:iption of how the stu was
6-"results (i.e., the factors) and

a ry of thes;recOhlunendations for-command and
supervisory If a reader is erested-pi the 4ctua,t-
survey to and the analyses that Nfereperformed, he will
ht-Yep to in a copy of the full techn4ica.1 rep6rt. Instruc-
tions for g tliia are given below.

971..

the two studies was conducted in areas that were not
lved. in Alcohol Safety Action ProgArns. It eAttom-

,passed a representative sample of departments of xarying
-. sizes and jurisdictIO4 Exterpts frornIte reporf-of. that

'It page.study begin on.the

The stud report is filenti ed-az

este) ' ar Altohtt -related
Final Wort.' Prep -red by

t)4014,n,

The. excekpisi

44on")., TTT

t--t
4
4,:e4

study-. eginr;,con-;'Page A-48.

......... ....,---- . - -.1.,!=";...4., . ":,' "., . ,.
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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDX;'

In recent years, the grev:ring awareness of the drinklag drivee role, in highwaydeaths, injuries, and prdimrty darnagelmdt9 broa1ly-lbasedconntern4asure .programs seeking to reduce the incidencV doholkela d traffic 6ffiriAiri--sucii"programs, typified by e Alcohol ,Safeii A rporojeots ,(ASAPs) implementedunder federal funding; i"r e1loyed a widçviety of countermeasures in anattemptko achieve this ese have in inded legislation to better define theproblem and to facilitate pro Tram' implementation, public edua don campaigns,rehabilitation and other tre ent modalities, and many other innovative andpotentially fruitful activities. Many varieties of such countermeasures have beendeveloped and employed under the auspictsoof these action projects.
One element that has4been conuno o nearly all countermeasure programs'police enforcement of the drinking-driving statutes. Attexpts 4increase the lever' -4'of euforcementhave been.2ade, both because of the deterrent e ect this is hoped

to produce' and because of the desire to identify a greater Percentage of drinkingdrivers for treatment and rehtintiorto In many cases; substantial increases in ,enforcement nave been realized. example, in New Hampshire t,ate and
. Ninunicipal police forces made a tots]. of roushly 7700 arrests for ol-relatedIt;

$ (A/R) traffic offense in 1973, as Opared to about 2800 such arrests during 1971,the. year preceding imple taXm of the ptate's ASAP. In Nassau County, NóViYork, anilvi. AIR arrests sed by roughly l50&ding its ASAP's period of '
CoPexa :

-espite the marked increase these and other locations, nal j.evelof AIR enforcement is yelativelf One stud?, mpl own that the epolice officer relpon le for ttaf.ffc law enfor n kes about --two: .AIR arrests Per year. Moteov,er, i 43 clear that this el of enforcerant4las ;.""4"..

9

,notaliasuaded.conomiliran-of . Reatibide-getVrys d4duCte'd prior tarASAP implementationrforexample, .showed that nearly on& out'of twenty driverson the roadianweekend'nights exhibits ,a blood alcohol nWitration (BILC)-'at atub statutory limor AIR.***

..,,, .-'4:1,..:: ,itS.:, 4Thr. . repo" the term 'YAM' is used t te alcoh4-rated moving 4vehicle vio s. In a Oinillstates;i thi? offense is rred to'aii "Vinl while l'.. iiintoxicated, l',, I' ,' fn others as "driving under the influen ofintoxicating liquor"(1111or DUI ill other Oltriat4Uis in terzmnolqgy existi pertaitill4a;tignSs..
Bor stein, Ft,..',F.',' Technical Content of State and COnnritin' e'lre :f.i.d.'Se es4latioxial Highway Safety,Aoard, Waillington,,D.:. g', -7. 8

i-kohol Safety Action Projects Evaluation of Operations..1972..Zy; .... , ' .S. 'Department of Trans, Ortatioli, Natio "Hig6lwa4: !raffia Safe

sp
.4

bOVe.
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,
Eifectiyeneee Of A/R'elliOrcemenizebitive to its intended deteerpt effects
4.0131110 to- serious -question. It -is, also evident that the factors contributing

to the relatively low level of enforcemenlMust be-understoo afore any improve-
ment can be realized. This study was tieertaken in response that need.

The study's mission was to assess those fattors altecting A/R arrests that
directlLtedateNto police officers d the environment in w'hichtheT function.

TheseMay include many contribut g elements. For example, enforcement of
traffic laws and A/R laws in'' pa ar may c piate. with other duties for t114,e-1.1-
officer's time. and attention. This may be es 'ally true if the officer serves a
high-critille area or in a department which is unable tolield,a specialized traffic
division: This situation in turn could, influence the officees supervisors., the
community's officials, and the general publk and affect. the relative emphasis
that tility desire trolmen to devote to A/R offenses.- Fuither, in some "cases,
A/R offenses relatively difficult to detect. The officer must hay.* grounds
for stopping the suspect and reasonable idence of alfohol imtiairment or intoxi-
cation. These mai'liot be obviolf in all casedrespecialfy if, the officer has oot .

been thoroughly trained in AIR erdorcement. Perhaps most importantly, th,
officer may exercisej.iscretion in thiassign.m.en.t. Thdt is "he may elect to find
an alternative to ma:I.,ang.tphe arrest, e. gt , by ticketing the driver on alesser'
charge, arranging for his safe transport home, or simply agowing him to o.
The degree of discretion exercised might' depend upon the officer's' knowledge of
and attitude toyijkrd alcohol and dri ng-d*.ving, and mightitteitiunction of the
arculiVano-Of`the incident and/ 'the 'cliaracteristrcs :c)f the suspect.

The specific objectives of the study were two-fold: _._

(1) To identify aid gauge the pasta:ripe of factorsitinfluencing police
officers' A/R arrest -either positively ortOstativelifr-Ilkith emphasis
on those, f 'ctors tlia olve th 'exercise of discretion;

(2) 'To d.et ropriate reme did).... at can deprease the in-
rs ane-inc 1 i e-influieneemeilitosittVe' factor;

sp t ,ther propc\rtion of individuals; of Akit violation will be
arres on thaecharge. -

TheThe satislactionof these bbjectiverm,x1.,...t,,, th 0 co letion it-six tanks,
11,

' ' '''.."' 1 0"'
, r="7"_. i - Ob.

i
_ ,.

(1) Identificati -tial
. , '''''.

,,,, ,-.

Ouviiirri at the outset of the o specify all poter; al isources-_-,^
of Effluence for the arrest/no arrest decision for which data would be
collected an a.naly 'a.. Carel,;70.8 'taken to avoid prejudgment of the

..
importanc san otential to ens we that a conerehelittixelist
would`tk* and sof erest would be av,,terlooked. '.
The project- s was4gr this effort by consul

.
/ N



_ r

ontel from the N pa to Police and the
NeW York, Highway Patrol. U tiite six 426)4

-.01eintif*ed'as the.major focal troints for the These-.in SaCtiep

(2) Selection of Survey. Sites
0 ..#

NHTSA required that surveys be conducted at a Apinimurn of ten (10)sites, at least two of which would be states havili.g State Poli
Agencies, two would be states with Highway Patrokforces, and sixwould be municipalities representing a, wide range of population sizes.
Site selection was constained to avoid areas in v011ich ASAP or strni1.411AIR countermeasure prcqrams were estabophel.* Further, Will -...,-.desired that the sites, as a grotilfri, provide adequate rapresentatiiin
of a wide range of agency sizes4crirne ra,tes, traffic cident rates,*weather ditions, socio-economic levels, and the variothOiegions. :of the na n.

::With ake requirements in mixtcl the project staff identifild 33 candi,e 8 solicited permission to conduct the survey from the ,,ef in strative Officers of their respective police agen s.,

Thiltrsoliiitition prOduced a very gratifying response, and 24 thesesitesre found to be viable candidatei kot,,r the surVey. Of these,
eleven (11) were selected as primary sites, one more than.the.minimum.number *Squired. The "extra" site was a elatively low population
.rninicipaiii.. Since the police departments ()pouch communities gen
erally employ relttively few officers, we felt t dditiorial small
town shouldbe.,,,siirveyed to ensure that the smalle encies receive*adequate rett Cation in thelolata base. it

. ...0

.,D'evelopment o ta Collection In ents andProCedur.es
.

C5-incu ently
.0*.3. denAeu ying

. k velopngi,
accssjla
four populations of personnel

' /14
4.

nth tasks (1) and (2), theproject staff begin the process
ate. required to assess ttke.Afactors and of de-,: .-

eirltaUrofr..ectUgg.itg -co ilfcting these data
FITISAjs ega,d**. were to be collect& from

ach site:

Amen
1Solic 'supervisors ( .e., colkrals, sergeant's, aild*hieh

- judicial per.sonnel4i.e., jud es and prosecuting attorneys)
other 'c officials ;

.

kkilibuldZbe no d talAt.NHTSA had funded revious study of factors influenc
IR arrests in ASA.Plreas. The results of t study are dOcumented in

:'deport No. DO,T41S-801-151; 'Tact re Influencing 'Alcohol Site Actio
ur' Yciirng and. Coriapany, 29 April 1974.. icers, DWI Ar.

- r

'



4,
y similar datwere required from all responde although certain4 iteple of thiorrnation that pertained only to a particular category of per-aOnZel were also idantifiedf Thus, separate data collection instrumentshad to be develo edfor each group.'

11" ..iAsiesernent of factors ;Itras found to require both quantitative and
44''qualitative information. The former,would permit statistical antloaboi.:, ebi 0C tivelkuilyses o4 the magnitude of the facto fAacts,. tittlatter .''''':: e'ifituld i i'Vt4cie-iittbjective iriliglaka as to "why . 1 ..,!;t4ireAte,'Clor exerts*111 '' St ,,.' ire 4 uerite. In review4ing the data requirrem ntti.;;W-was recognizedat ch of the information sought from police persOnnel wit; of asensitive natter This seemed especially true of the quantitative data,

since each offic :r would be asked to in nests Weal* lilisceiitibility"to cash factor, to describe refen /R situations in ivhiCh he may hs.ve
- "- exercised discretion, and to 01100v le certain information ori his pers6nalbackground and habits. The required qualitative data were felt to be lesssensitive'since theyllici.nsit focus directly Olathe officer's own behaviorand practices in specific situations. , o.

, A
.., -

To minimiz e contaminating effeqts that could arise onse0o ,e sensi-el'
41111.tivity iif the information sought,, it was decided to sara.te quantitative and5"-.4.r,qualitative data coil ion fora once personnel. Quantitative data wouldbe obtained through self-a istered questionnaires 'to clearly estliblishand guarantee the officer's anon "N QUalitative data, of, necessity,

would beilibtained thou 4ace-to- aiLe interviews caAch.iicted by members, ,of the project staff - -a ralli, the sliff t4jolc care.,:to,Presesrve the' anonym.: 'ityof t...e dap, as well. No such separation .of quantitative and qualita-tive.,..,idapas madafor"-interviews of judicial Arsoruile or civfb,officials,' *.alnico the bulkt6f Ale 'data. did riot relate directly to -their pritittices init.
410.thgr eisipercepticin of pOlide-enfcir"cenient-. Thus, senitiVity, was

.:f!Vit. f rmijor iS Sip tor those individuals.

ng dada e ion in trumerits wereiii, collectiontt*

V.

Accord_ ingly the.
devel

. 4ce Pa, n Queitionnaire (self -air is red)0 iee perVi, rs./Adrninistrators 4re (a fLadrriiiiitter ed%Persona Inter eW of Police Personnel
ak..4/04101,5ial Personnel Questionnaire

"GiNet* Administrativeil.egislati've Pereonnel Qafttstionnaire,
rok is, c.

COpies of thete instruments are included in the Appendix 4.thip.repoyt;
A discukteon of, the data elements they ntain ie giVerrtIn Section 11.



(4) Collection of Data

A

a

.. .

Data collection commenced on 11 Mardi 1974 and conclud on 3 May
1974. During that period, each site was visited by one member of th
project staff. Site visits typically were of five or six day's duration.....*

The specific procedures and schedule of- data collection varied some-
what from' site to site but generally involved the following activities:

The staff member first met with the designated liaison
officer of the police agency to obtain background dati
relevant tothe site and to finalize any last minute details
required to implement the survey.

throughoutthe Week, the staff member attirided roll
call briefings for various squads of officers. After deScribing
the pur)luses and scope of the study, he issued patrolmen and
supervisory questionnaires, as appropriate, to the squad members,
remained to answer any questions. they, might raiseirand collected,
the questionnaires upon their completion. /

At the close of such role calls the project staff 94rnbei, with the
consent of the squad supervisor, selected one be two of the attend-
ing patrolmen for personel interviews. These nterviews, usually
were conducted in squad cars during routine p trol tours.

Periodically throughout tile week, the staff Member Conducted per -
sonal interviews with one or more judge, prosecuting attorney,
and civic official.' Police personnel Wereiinstrumentaf in making
the necessary arrangern.ents for these interviews.

ThroUgh these procedures, the folloWing data bases were compiled:

police.patrolrnen -- 255 questionnaires
69 personal interviews

police supervisors -- 74 questiomiaires
judicial personnel..-- 12 questionn ires,, for judges

14 questionpaires, for prosecutors
civic officials - 6.questionnaires

During- the same period and under separate, contract p3 NHTSA0Dunlap
and Associates, Inc., conducted, series of instructor training institutes
for a curriculum package on Crai3h Injury Managernent. Most of the en-
rollee:5 at these institutes were/police officers, including- both patrolmen
and supervilots. They.provi d an additional source of quantitative
data, and produced'12 patrolzian questionnaires end 11 supervisory.
questi.orinaires

O.



(5) Analysis of Data

Jn preparation for data analysis,, all personalainterview responses
were compiled into a single set on a4question:Vy-question basis and
were 'exhaustively. reviewed to determine the various points of view
expressed and the:numbers and types of individuals who shared each
view, .14 revfeWing the qualitative data, emphasis Was-placed on
identifying the full range of views and opinions expressed, and the
reasons why thebe were held, rather than on precisely computing:4i
the percentage of respondents who shared a 'particular. view.. Quanti-
tative data were reduced to/punched-Card format for automated pro=
ceSsing and precise statistical analysis.,

The analysis proceeded in three stage's. First, based upon the xi-timber
of A/R arrests they reported 'during the 12 months preceding the survey,
patrolmen cornpleting questiormaires were grouped into four categories:

Tho,se who made nomOre than 1 arrest
Those who made betweerk 2 and 5 arre,sts
Thole who made between 6 and 1,5 ayie. sts
Those who made aleast16 arreq,is

_(:75 officers)'
(77 officers)
(62 officers).
(53 officers)

1

They were then compared on the sis of various site and, personal back-
eround characteristics to 'Went' preliminary trends that might suggest
important differences betwee and "high" enforcers. Results of
this stage are given in Sect nIII.

Next, the most recent /R arrests reported by the officers 'were compared
A/R in,vestigations that did not lead to arrest.

This was undertake to determine whether situational circumstances
tended to disting i/sh "arrest" frorn'"no arrest" decisions. Results of
this stage are a so presented in Section III.

with their most rece

These first o stages can be considered preliminary analyses. They
dealt sole r with a subset Of the factual (or historiyal) data reported by
patrolm
subjec
Asse
whi
of

(6)/De

and did -not consider any of the-attitudinal information or
ve data-that might. bear on the various factors of. interest.

sment of these latter data constituted the third stage of analysis,,
was the most extensive of the thr e. It was priAlarily on the-bas"is

he third stage that conclusions cone: ruing the magnitude and importance
the factors were drawn. These resu is are given in Section IV.

elo ment of Su estions for.Remedil Action

Inp Nto this task. Co ted of the find' gs developed through the data
analysis described a .1.4110 the sugge tions for treating various faCtors

1g4
.



that were solicited from the patrolmen surveyed. 'These data were.
presented to a' review panel serving .as consultants to the project.
The panel nieinberi included police personnel and Dunlap staff mem-
bets experienced in dr.inking-driving countermeasure programs.

--Alter reviewing the-findings the panel members-deyeloped suggestions
for treating the various factors. The panel then met to extensively
discuss all suggested approaches. This led to more detailed defini-
tion of potential actions to be taken, and, ultimately, .a final set of
recommendations representing the consensus of the group. These '

recommendations were-compiled into topical groupings, and are
"'.presented in Section V...1::

0!

it
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

. .

This report describes a study of factors influencing Alcohol-Related (A/R)
arrests that was based on a survey of police and other personnel at eleven locar
Lions throughout the nation. Its purposes were to identify variables that affect
the arrest/no arrest decision, either positively or negati,vely, and to develop
suggested remedial actions for treating those variables so that a higher level of
A/R enforcement might result. The major conclusions of this study are listed
below.'

The icer's age and experience play a role in his A/R arrest decisions.
Younger o ere, and those with relatively few years of seniority, tend to have
a more positive attitude toward A/R enforzernint and make more arxeirts on that
charge than do their, older peers. This result was found to hold true regardless
of the type of department in which the' officer serves or the specific type of duty
to which he is assigned.

the:officer's personal Use of alcohol is inversely related to his level of A/R
enforcement. Patrolmen who drink make significantly fewer arrests than those who
do not, and t ose who drink frequently make significantly fewer arrests thn those
who use alco 1 only occasionally.

Lack of knowledge concerning the relationship between alcohol and int xica.tiOn,
is widespread among police offkers, and imparts a negative influence on A R
enforcement. Most offic4ers undereatimateoften by a wide marginthe)a ount
of alcohol a suspect would have to consume in order to achieve the statutor limit
of blood alcohol concentration. Thiseems to induce a tendency among many
officers to identify and sympathize with the suspects they encounter.

Specialized Training has strong positive influence on A/R arrestS. Patrol-
.

men who have received instruction in the operation of breath testing devices rid/tri:
in A/R investigation techniques make significantly more arrests than those .who
have not had such training. However, than' officers charged with A/R enforcement--
particularly" in municipal departments-'-were found to lack.this specialized training.

Specialization in duty assignment can also enhance A/4 enforcement. Patrol-
Merl assigned to treffic-divistons, particular; produce higher arrest rates than
those charged with general patrol duties.

The officer's pexceptionf of the' importance of A/R violations affects his arrest/
no arrest decisions. Significant differencee in this perception were found between
'!'low'' and "high" enforcers /Of that offense. However, there is'little or no evidence
that these differences stem from any lack of awareness of the causal tole of drinking-

: driving in highway accidents. Rather, some officers .seem to believe' that A/Rg.
enfOrcement, while ithportant, is no more so than many, other duties they face, and

lye



, so they do not de te speCial emphasis to it. Conversely, the "high" enforcer's
.tend to be those who believe the offense warrants high priority.

.
,

,
.

A generally sympathetic attitude toward A/R suspects is heli by a substantial
proportion of officers, and has st'negative impact On arrests. Nkjit Patrolmen, for

'- example; 15elieve-tha-t-practically anyone 'echo drinks will viOlateTA1R laws on
occasion, and that a driver need not be veryointoxicated in order, to

.

be guilty ofr
,that offenses. 11.

.
Officers' perceptions of the penalties for A/R violations ha,vI. a bearing on

etheir levels of'enforcement. "High'; enforcrs tend to believetheee penalties,,,are insufficiently severe, wUle "low"s enforcers seem, more .cocerned over the
effects these penalties will Wye on a suspect and hip livelihood. o'

A INumerous alternatives to arrest may beavailable in A/R situations, .and. these
meet with the approval of many officers. Most importantly, it isthe "low" en. :.
forcers whi seem most willing to take one of these alternatiy'es, in lieu of making .,

the arrest. 1
..

i
. . ...

A partiCularly mportant alternative to .arres-VfX-a$IValole *lien a sober, -

licensed driver is a assenger in the A/R susPeotgos.4eilis3iVr.;,paytrolmen will fre-
quently avoid the arrest by,insisting'that such paas'i0Agiv drive' tha-car. This
alternative was chosen by' the patrolmen surveyed.in "-two out of .three of the
no-- arrest inci-cfaiLts inwhich a licensed passenger was piesent.

it.Near to; end.of the duty shift, AIR investilgationaxlecrease. Substantially. This
is particularly true in departments that have ,adopted rels.tiVely Mne-consuming

Thlprocedures for processing A/R arrests. fact hasan especially important effect
on the arrest /no arrest decision. since the e nihg shift typically' terminates during
one of the peak time periods of 'AIR -violations.. .- . ..'

_.... ,

The suspect's degree of intoxication is often taken into account when the arrest/
no arrest decibion is formulated. "Law" enforcers' in particular will often avoid'
the arrest if. the- Suspect. seems only 'Illightly6 too intoxicated to drive legally.
Unless it seems clear that the subpeci's BAC is a 'good deal aboVe the preatmptive
limit; the arrest very.likely will not bernicAt. .

. . .

, 4
Weather onditions also affect A/Ptarrests. There is encouraging evidencek

that foul weather hasa positive. infliience on the attitude of many officers: theyare
more appreciative of the risk posed -by: an AIR suspect when drivinconditiOns
are hazardous, 'and are less likely to avoid the arrest when those conditions prevail.
1-1 ever, foul weather alba tends to increase the difficulty of detecting A/R suspects
ana creates additional demands on the offier',8 time,and attention.

.
, . 1 r . ,

The suspect's attitude can have a strong influence on the arrest /no arrest
decision. If the suspect proves uncooperative or argumentative, a positive influence
lot arrest results. Conversely, t e likelihood of arrest decreases when the .

suspect seems cooperative.



The suspect's race is a key distinguishing characteristic in A/R cases. The
officers surveyedthe overwhelming majority of whom were white- - reported re-, . leasing significantly more non-whitie suspects than they arrested. The data do not

gsuggest that this reflects a greater tendency to exercise discretio , when dealing
with non-white drivers. Rather, the officers seem more willing initiate an in-__-
veritigatior-Fwheir the Auspect is not' of their own race.

Suspect's age is another distinguishing characteristic of these cases, and
patrolmen reported releasing significantly more young (age .4 30) suspects than they
arrested. This appears to stem from two distinct causes. First, young officers
exhibit more sympathy for young suspects, i.e., seem less disposed to arrest a
driver of their own age group. Second, older officers seem more willing to stop
young suspects, i.e., are more likely to/conduct an investigation when- the driver
is young, even if the evidence of A/R violation is not clear cut.

Suspect's sex also plays a role in the arrest/no arrest decisiori. Patrolmen
seem more reluctant to arrest a woman.fOr A/R violations, largely because. pro-

,aessing of a female arrestee is generally more Complex and time consuming.
. * ..

Accident-involve ent in A/R cases has a-strong positicie influence on the
arrest/no arrest decis on. The qccurrence of an accident tends to decrease both
the opportunity to exercise discretion and the-officer's willingness to.do so. How-,
ever, if the A/R suspect is himself injured in the accident, the likelihood bf
arrest ma'y decrease: The suspect's injury may provide an "excuse" for the
symptoms of intoxication and may preclude limely.,chernical testing of his BAC.

When the suspect is Personally known to the officer, a strortz rVative influence
on arrest results. The same is generally true when the suspect is a prominent
member of the community.

'COurt disposition of A/R cases has a generally neiative :influence on the a.rrestk,.../
no arrest decision. As many as 25% of the A/R arrests repo5ted by the patrolmen

, .surveyed apparently failed to lead to conviction on thatechargd. Morearirer, "low"
enforcers have found that significantly ore of their arrests ,fail to lead to con.
viction, as compared to the "high" enfo cers' experience.

y , 4/

.. Departmental policy concerning Aelleuforbement, as implemented by
supervisors,\ can have a strong influence on the patrolman's decisions. When °

the su rvis r manifests a desire for rigid enforcemerithis,,patrolineri ProthiCe
fairly igh a rest ratesai Conversely, -if the Supervisoir seems less concerned about
A/R o enses, the num:M. r of arrests'is generally low.

..1 I , ' 1"

Processing Procedures for A/R arrests have a major impact on the °level of
0enforcement. Patrolmen serving in departments in which these procedureeare

complex andtime-consuming produce fewer arrests, are more negative on
enforcement, and are more reluctant to nce such arrests, especially near the
end-pr-shift. 1 -4.....,
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RECOMMENDATIONS

I
In this section, we suggest steps to, be taken to treat the. factors that/have been

Mound -to--affect_the_arrest/n.o_arrestAecision., .Developn:aent of these steps in
complete detail may 4bquire additiVikal effort beyond the scope of this project.
We have attempted to provide as',mtich detail as possible to ensure that such
future development proceeds in the proper direction. Certaifi of these recommen-
dations may also have to be tailored to the particular needs of a given department
or cornmunity, and-we have tried to Indicate how they might best be adapted to

.01)suit local requirements. -

Our, recommendations 'were dervied from two keyfriputs. The first and More
important of these were the\ 'facto'r:t; themselves as described in previous sections.
The second were euggestiqpi,elicitt*,frOni patrolmen during personal interviews.

, Itis worthwhile to summarrte the.patrolmen's suggestions before presenting the
final recommendations;

fTwo questions served as the primary means of eliciting suggestions from the
interviewees. These were:

4\tWHAT, IN._ GENERAL, WOO' YOU SAY SHOULD BE DONE TO
EXCOURAGE OFFICERS. MAKE MORE DRUNK DRIVING
AlatESTS? "

"WHAT' DO :.YOU THINK COULD BE DONE TO INCREASE THE
. NUMBER 0,i", DRUNK DRIVING ARRESTS? "

' TAe fiAt of these was posed near the beginning of the interview, the second at
'the/end..! Because the personal interviews were relatively lengthy, two hours qr
more often elapsed between these two questions.

While not all patrolmen offered suggestions in response to these questions,'
most didand many offered several.. These are compiled below in the order of
decreasing response frequency.

Establishment.of;Uniform Adjudication.

Twenty-seven (27) responses' were received that called for elimination of
'judicial discretion. These officel's urged a. cessation of plea bargaining and
the perceived differential treatment by courts of "average" and "influential"
citizens. They desire fair, uniform treatment of A/R defendants as a means
of ensuring that their arrests will more often lead td convictions.

t.
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Ai noted previously, we must bear in mind .that it is the "high" enforcers
who mosVfrequently take this view. The officers whd are, most concerned about
the absence of uniform adjudication tend to be thOse who *re best motivated to '

make AO. arrests, Nevertheless, this suggestion should be heeded to the
maximurn'extent possible. to ensure that their motivation remains high.

Revision of Penalties for A/R Violation
.

.47
. _

Sevente#n (17) responses called for modification of the 'current penaltieS.
Howeverthere were two schools of thought. El e v en u r g etcl s t r icte r.
penalties; including jail sentences, increased fines akd sterner measures for
habitual offenders. The, extreme of this viewpoint-waXgiveri by one officer who
suggested enactment of a national A/R law, with adju:dication in Federal courts.
Six other 'responses called for reduction of penalties, atleasifOr first offenders.

.Several officers urged establishment of drinking- driving rehabilitation programs
to which e. convicted A/R could be usentenced" in.lieu of existing penalties. One
even calledfdr total decriminalization of A/R, analogous to the recent trend

. ,
toward decriminalization of the offense of public intoxication.

Provision, of Improved Training for Patrolmen
.. .

. ,

Sixteen (16) re'sponses were received'tha.t suggested improved and more
extensive training is required. Most focused on aining in the area of detection
and investigation of suspected A/R's, i. e., thd sin and symptoms of drunk
driving and the proper techniques for conducting, field sobriety tests. Several
urged that training on the Breathalyzer and similar devices should be provided
to all officers shartged with traffic law-enforcement. A few felt that additional
instruction shoirld be given concerning the "statistics" Of highway..fatalities as
they relate to drunk-driving. ..

Only one respondent suggested that training should also address the
misimpressions concerning the typical suspect's alcohol consumption currently
held by many officers. Nevertheless, it is clearly an important item of
information that should be conveyed to as many patrolmen as posible.

Provision of ,Special Equiptnent

Fifteen (15) responses dealt with the need for certain equipment to enhance
A/R investigations and the construction of the "chain-of-evidente." Six urged

...a).4. 'de'Veloprneht and disserninatilon ofvo able, accurate 'breath testing devices for
use prior to arrest. In this way, ny doubt concerning a suspect's "legal"
intoxifpation could be dispelled. Nine called for employment of video t pe to
document the suspect's sobriety tests, attitude and general appearan e. Sii.ell---.,
concrete evidence, they feel, would more strongly convey the merits of the
case than would the officer's testimony. -
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We should note in passing that el her or both of these suggestions might
require enabling legislation beforg y could be implemented.' However, no
respondent specifically called for such legislation as a means of permitting
pre-arrest breath testing or the use of video tape. e

V

Revision of Arrest Processing Procedures

Thirteen (13) responses called for a major overhaul of the current pro-
cedures associated with an A/R arrest. Major emphasis was placed on the need
to minimize the time element, but attention was also called to the voluminous- -
and often redundantpaperwork resulting froiin an-arrest. There was also
some mention of the need to train patrolmen in the, proper implementa.ti9n
these procedures.

Provision of Additional.Marerwer

Ten (10) responses called for increasing the size of the depa,rtment to
obtain more man-hours of patrol and thus\more arrests. Typically, this-was
cite&by officers who offered no, other suggestion, e.g., "if you want more
arrests, you'll just have to put more men on the 'force."

Police 'departments are chronically understaffed; an&this fact very likely
' doe's tend to depress the total number of arres s made for A/R or most other

,offenses. However, addition'of more men.--wi out any other changes--would
not necessarily increase the number of arrests logged by any one officer, i. e.,
would not improve the average ivietof enforcem' nt. However, if additional
manpower were available for specialized assignm nt, improvement could be
realized. This is addressed in the next suggestion'to be discussed.

./.

Establishment of Specialized Patrols

Eight (8) responses urged adoption of modified patrol assignments as a
means of enhancing A/R enforcement. The'most commonly meptioned tech-

11 ..nique wbuld em oy special squads of officers:charged exClusively with AIR
enforcement; though a few believed it would suffice to simply revise the duty
shift hours to avoid shift.termination during the peak time period:

We should also note that several of the officer's who made this suggestion
'indicated they would not relish permanent assignment to such special pquads.
They pointed outAkat more frequent A/R arrests would result in more frequent
appearances in abuilitibduring .off -duty hours. Also, permanent assignment to
A/R enfOrcement would preclude ticeir participation in the full range of police
work,. i.e., the assignment would eventually become monotonous and their
motivation would suffer.



Provision of Increased Emphasis at tfirDepartmental
and Supervisory. Level

Eight (8) responses suggested that their superiors must actively emphasize
AIR if ini,reased enforcement is to result. Several pointed out that there is no
coherent, `department -wide policy on A/R. As a result, officers feel they are '

"en their own, " and so develop their own personal AIR enforcement "policy."
.Two respondents pointed' out' that existing standards of performance can actually
deter A/R'l arrests, One officer, for example, stated that his supervisor expects
'him to maike. a certain number of traffic "contacts" per week (a "contact" may be
the issuance of a citati,on for a moving vehicle violation, assisting a znotorist'in
distress, an accident inveStigation, ctc. ). Should he make one or two A/R
arrests, he will lose a good deal of patrol time because of the,processing pro-
cedures, and as a result he may fail to perform to the standard. This officer
suggested that the standards shquld be rewritten, e.g., to treat an AIR arrest
as equal to 2.0. other "contacts."

It must also be reported that six respondents, including two of those calling
Mt increased departmental emphasis, specifically urged that A/R arrest "quotas"
not be established.

*0Acquisition of Increased Public -Support

Five (5) responses urged that steps be taken to acquire better publicoasup-
port for A/R 'enforcement. These officers feel that, while recent public educa-
tion campaigns have generally helped, even more information concerning A/R
and its effects must be disseminated. One respondent voiced the opinion that

.recent public education campaigns have been misdirected; by concentrating on
the "problem drinker," he felt 'these programs have led the typical drinking-
driver to believe that "it's the other guy" who violates the law.

Legislative Revisrons

Three (3) responses called for changes in legislation to make post-arrest
chemical tests mri dat&ry. One.of these officers also urged that "per Se" la*s
be enacted, i.e., to make 0. 10,70 BAC an absolute, rather than presumptive,'
limit.

In response to our findings and these .suggestions, recqmmendations are de-
veloped in the following topical axeas:-

Enforcement Policy
Enforcement Procedures,'

Police Personnel Training
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Adjudication SysteM

Legislation

Each of these is di cussed below.

A. Development and Implementation of Enforcement Policy

It is fair-to say that there presently exists no formal policy at the sites surveyed
that relates specifically to A/R Policy'has been established in other, broader
areas in some cases, e.g., for general traffic law enforcement. In some instances,
supervisors have taken the initiative of implementing an A/R policy informally,
nut, patrolmen have beWn given little formal guidance concerning the relative
priority they should devote to this offense; it remains a matter for their own
interpretation,. and their Interpretations vary widely.

If A/R enforcement is considered a high priority item, we conclude that
establishment and implementation of a formal A/R policy is an essential and
funcramental prerequiSite for improved enforcement.

Absence of a specific formal or informal policy regarding A/R enforcement
itriplies 'either complacency or assignment of a low priority, neither of which
encourages enforcement. It is recognized that in some areas A/R enforcement
cannot receive highest priority, e.g., areas .which have 'a high crime rate.
However, in areas where A/R enforcement is considered to be a high priority
item, the Departments must provide clear direction.to their men and itemize

, their expectations, if A/R is to receive the attention it deserves.
. ,

While it has been demonstrated that there are a variety Of interrelated
factors that influence discretion in A/R investigation,none is more fundamental
than the priority the Department assigns to this area as expressed through its
polic)i. For example, an individual may be a "high AIR enforcer" who exer-
cises very little discretion because of his knowledge, skill, attitude., etc.
However, if the,Department deemphasizes A/R enforcement either explicitly
or implicitly through formal oz informal policy, then the officer has no chbisce.
He must conform and deemphasize A/R enforcement,-. regardless of his moti-
vation, knowledge and skill. If, on the other hand, the A/R enforcement
policy is irsitive and clearly stated effectiveness will be a function of many
other factors.

a

To _repeat, AIR policy is a fundamental and essential prerequisite for
improved enforcement. Without an explicit Departmental Commitment to a
high level of A/R enforcement, it is more or less useless to addresithe other
factors which influence police officer discreti n A/R investigation',i

3
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The key elements we feel are required of a coherent policy are set forth
below.

. 1. Establishment of Standards of Performance

Standards of performance should serve two purposes.. First, they should
provide supervisors and commanders with a means of evaluating the "productivity"
of their subordinates. Second, they should explicitly define for patrolmeh exactly
what they are to accomplish in order to maintain a, satisfactory performance. .

rating. Standards must be quantitatively expressed if they are to serve these ends
For example, it would be totally inappropriate to formulate a standa:rd that simply
calls for the patrolman to "arrest every A/R you see." This could not be used
for evaluation of his performance, since the supervisor would have no way of
telling how many suspects were observed; it would provide no guidance to the
patrolman, since it would tell him nothing concerning how hard he is expected to .

look for A/Rs. A standard such as "make more'A/R arrests" would be slightly
better, but still insufficient. The patrolman would at least recognize that he
is expected to devote increased attention to A/R; but, neither he' nor his supervisor
could determine how many arrests constitute "more."

One difficulty seems to be that, in the minds of manylupltrvisors and
patrolmen, quantitative standards imply arrest quotas. But this need not be the
case. Standards can be quantified while retaining flexibility, e.g., by taking
into acColint the patrol hours and locations assigned and the leyels of other
enforcement activities logged. Further, the standards need not directly addres6
the number of arrests; they could instead focus on the number of traffic contacts
to be made, in the expectation that increased contacts will foster increased
arrests. .

The following are some examples of quantitative standards that could
be incorporated into policy relating to A/R:

...-
Establish requirement for a minimum number of traffic "contacts"
per unit time (week, quarter, etc.), with "weightexl" values for
specific offenses, including A/R. For example,an A/Rs could
be assigned a value of "5", a speeding ticket "2", etct .Such'standard
would provide clear definition of the relative emphasis to be'devoted
to each offense.,

If portable breath testing devices are to be .used for A/R
investigations, establish a requirement for a minimum number of
tests per unit time. Procedures, of course,1 should be defined
to ..determine the situations in which such tests are to be adrninistere
This standard would help ensure that borderline cases receive .the
attention they warrant: In grder to evaluate an officer's performance
relative to thia.,standard, it would be necessary that all test, results
be reported to supervisors.2t) I



. Establi.sli a requirement for a "target" number of AIR arrests per,
-unit time,' adjusted for patrol locations and times. This standard
would help ensure that_high-incidence A/R places and periOds re-
ceive intensive ,surveillance.

-
,Establish a requirement for an x% increase in the number of A/R
arrests that 'individuals, units, Divisions and/Or Departments make
per unit of time;

gstablish a requirement that the departnient maintain at least some
minimum ratio of AdR arrests to. Alcohol-involved accidents. This
would directly relate enforcement to its intended deterrent effects,
i:e.; if a,ccident frequency increases, so would surveillance and
arrests.

. _

In developing a standard, using any of the above methods, care must, be taken
in determining what is a fair and reasonable number to use for contacts, total arrests
percent increase; etc. If such numbers are above-what can be achieved, the patrol-
manwill be discouraged aitttendlo ignore the targets as being unreasonable. If the
numbers are too low and easily achieved, they will fail to accomplish the goal of dm-
proved A/R enforcement sinceMaly a small proportion of the potential arrests will
be made.

As in industry or education, norms or performance distributions can be
developed by measuring the past AtR. arrest performance of patrolmen in the
Department or, if that is-not representative Of "reasonable expectations," deter-
mine the performance achieved in other Departrhents M which circumstances are

>essentially similar. Industry utilizes such an approach in establishing production
standards; educators frequently grade performance by "marking on the curve."

.Needless to say, such standards mus t be adjusted to account for differences in
priorities- and exposure as a function of time and duty assignment.

Each.Departwent should adopt the standards that are best suited to its
needs. WhateVer form these standards take, they should be quantitative, amenable
to evaluation, and well known to all members of the Department. Ideally they should
be committed to writing. At the ver,y minimumthey should be cimunicated ver-
bally to the patrolman by his supervisor in a manner which reflects a strong emphasis
on Aft, enforcement. The patrolman should realize that part of his performance
rating will be based on, .among other things, his level of A/R enforcement activity.
Further Departmental emphasis on A/R enforcement should be constantly rein-
forced to avoid having it appear to be a temporary measure to satisfy some immedi-
ate need or desire.

Quantiative standards traffic law enforcement of course ae not a new
idea. But, though they have long been employed, they have not necessarily, always
been properly developed or directed; j. e., in isolated instances standards may-have
been used primarily to generate a steady source.o$ revenue rather than to endure that
proper emphasis is placed on_r l ,enforcement. needs. Such malpractices have created
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.distaste among patrolmen and the motoring public for anything thakresembles
lir quotas.- But, we should not permit-the occasional. misuse of standards to prevent

their proper application. NHTSA's Police Traffic Services Handbook for Governor's
Highway Safety Representatives * addreases this point as follows: "Notwithstanding
Occasional invidious comments from the public about 'quotas' and the 'numbers 'game'.,
the quantitative measurement of traffic citation activity is properly acOncerii of.tra,
fiC officer supervisors.... it is reasonable and necessary to look at each officer f
productivity and to make comparisons with Norms..... Cynicism at the operating lev
will be minimized wherever traffic law enforcement policies are oriented. toward
safety and service to the imbric." We believe that theePe -observations are particularly
peitinent to AIR enforcement activities.

2. Establishment of an. A/R Enforcement Information System

A formal A/R policy will be. of little value less steps are taken to ensure
that it is adhered..to. That is, a system for assess g policy.needs and evaluating
policy implementation must be constructed. This system will require information
that will permit poll*: corinnanders and superviais to

,

Identify critical-incidence times and locations to determine the
most appropriate allocation of resources.
Estahlish performance standards for A/R enforcement activity.

Q.Evaluate the performance of subordinates relative to established
standards.
Monitor enforcement activities to determine influencing factors
that should be counteracted.

In constructing such a system, the. department. must first identify alL data required
to serve the above and other information needs. . Procedures for obtaining those
data must he established, and provision must be made for storage, processing,
and retrieval. The key point to keep in mind that an information system is
only as good as the data it contains and the personnel who operate i If certain.
data essential to an administrative decision have not been collectecr'and stored,
the system cannot possibly aid the formulation of that decision, and such "gaps"
undoubtedly will occux unless key personnel have been thoroughly trained in the
construction and operation of information systeMs.. A's an essential first step,
then, we recommend that NHTSA or other cognizant agencies undertake the
development of guidelines for anAlRinformation system and a program for
instruction of the Personnel who will man these systems.

*Highway Safety Division, International Association of Chiefs of Police; Contract
DOT-HS-036-2-.404 2O
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EachA/R information system naturally must be /ailored to the needs
- of the specific depia tment. Thus, the total set of required data. may vary some-

what from one loc 'on to another. However, a minimum set of data should .
certainly be-comrAon to all systems. We believe these data*wOulainclude:

-

r

Gfrnprehensive Record of each A/R Arrest. This would include an
dication o4_.the time and location of the /arrest and the officer

involved, together with descriptive information on the. suspect (race,
age, sex, etc.); descriptive information/ on the incident should also
be included, e.g.,. the weather conditions, presence ,of Passaters,
accident involvement, type, and severity, etc. ; finally, the results
of chemical tests should be recorded.

Record of the Disposition of each A/R.Case. This file should be
cross-referenced to the arrest records discussed above. It would
include the final outcorheof the case (A/R conviction, acquittal,
nolle prosequi, conviction on reduced charge, etc. ), together with
an-indication of the picosecutor and judge involved.

These data would enable the system to disclose the case typeS
and circumstances that fOster probl6ms'in adjudication. This

would fb.cilitate discussion between police-and judicial personnel
aimed at mutual resolution of these problems. The data could also
be employed to identify additional training needs or proceduilal
modifications to enhance the quality of arrests involving particular
circumstances to ensure a higher rate of conviction. v

.

Records of Ke es of Motor Vehicle Accidents. One of the
primary purposes Of A/R enforcement is to reduce the incidence,
of highway accidents that involve alcohol. Records of these accidents,
including their times and locations, provide means of determining'
the appropriate allocation of patrol resources and ofassessing the
ultimate effectiveness of the enforcetent effort. Naturally, it is411.

extremely difficult--i. £ not impossible--to obtain complete records
on all alcohol-involved accidents; some go unreported, and in
others an accurate determination of alcohol-involvement cannot
be made for various reasons. However, quite accurate records
generally can be compiled for two key types of crashes:

Accidents in which a fatally-injured driver was fouhd
to have been drinking.'
Single-vehicle, injury-producing, nighttime accidents.

The first category represents a measurable subset of alcohol-
involved crashes; the second is a category which, research has
'shown to include a high percentage (50% or more) of alcohol
involvement.
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The preceding are represent ive of the primary types or data required to
plan, implement and-evaluate an improved\A/R enfOrcement operation. Rivt
data alone, hoWever, do not provide the infoimation necessary for manageinent
deciSions. The data must be reduced, organized, analyzed and interpreted
pr4erly to serve as meaningful inputs to the management decision process'.
Entire manuals and books have, been devoted to analyses and evaluation of

-community action projects, e.g., ASAP's. Such detail is b9,yond the scope of
this study. Suffice it to say that, as the information system is only as good as
the data it contains, the validity of the findings, conclusions and recommendations
developed from the data is correlated with the capabilities of the individUals" in
the areas of data collection, analyses and interpretation.

It Fortunately, much atthe A/R management information system require-
,

ments can be developed and specified quite clearly using the extensive experience
gained through the ASAP's. As indicated previously, it is recommended that
NHTSA undertake+ the development of guidelines for an ASAP management informa-
tion iystem. Such guidelines are essential in view of the fact that some depart-
menfs may be inexperienced in the areas of data collectiOn, analyses and inter-
pretation. Such guidelines should be as specific as possibte in indicating what data
should be collected when and where, what analyses should be performed and how
data should be interpreted.

Without an AIR management information system and guidelines forpro-
ducing valid nd reliable information, command and supervisory personnel have
-no objective d for asses sing the setiousness of the A/R problem, where and
when increa forcement is required, the effectiveness of the' efforts undertaken
and the performance of individuals or groups. As a consequence, Management .
decisiong may appear to be arbitrary and negatively influence an individual patrol-
man's discretion when conducting. an A/R investigation.

3. Formulation of Policy to Address Specific Problem Areas

A general policy on A/R enforcement, incorporating clear standards of
performance and an efficient information system, should greatly assist treatment
of the factors identified in this study. However, specific policy-directives should
also.be ,developed that focus directly on certain key factors. FOT example, each
department should develop policies that unambiguously communicate:

Its concern over, and opposition to, the selection by patrolmen of
alternatives to A/R arrests.

Its commitment to support the patrolmen's arrest of A R'suspects
who are prominent members. of the community.

4
Its desire that the arrest take place whenever there are reasonable
grounds to conclude that the suspect is "under the influence", or ex-
hibits a BAC at or above the statutory level, even if the suspect dpes
not appear grossly intoxicated.

Again, these specific policy requirements would not be satisfied 'by a/simple direc-
tive to "arrest all A/Rs". Rather, the 'nu must clearly spell out step's toy
taken or avoided. For example:
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"Under no circumstance ill an o
of a third party a suspect b,eliev
alcohol. No attempt will be m e
for such suspect in lieu of arr = st.

"No suspect believed tO be .0
afforded 'special treatment'
other prominence."

icer rele se into the custody
to bretunder the influence of
to arrange 'safe transport'

*..
r

der the influence, of, alc will be
because of his socia , pol4o al, or

t
G Departments should adopt policies sim'ila'r to these to de nstrate;.,IF

.their keen interest in A/R enforcement arid to ensure that their m n know
.

a.nks should be encouraged to offer
rticular to suggest circumstances whore

..!__

precisely what is expected of them. All
suggestions concerning policy, and in p
'specific guidelines are required.

B. Specific Enforcement Procedures

,Procedures were found to have a important effect qn A/R decisions. At
several sites, processing-procedure proved'quite complex,., and induced or
increased reluctance to make the ar est. At virtually all siteS,'°!manpower
assignment ant scheduling prOcedures were not optimally; designed' fbr A/R
enforcement. Finally, suspect investigation procedures were found to be neither
standardized nor well suited to theirourpose.

Wec6nclude that improvements must be made in all three, procedural areas.
Our thrust oshould be to facilitite the task of. A/R enforcement, both to encourage,

- patrolmen to.make the arrest and to conserve as much valuable patrol time as
possible. To this end, we.offer the recommendations given bel9w.

1. Establishment of Efficient Arrest Processing

i , Time-consuming procedures for processing arrests contribute one of
the strongest negative i luences on A/R enforcement. Such procedures not
only magnify. reluctance o arrest, but also seriously depress the maximum
number of arrests that any patrolmen could possibly make: at many sites, a
single AIR arrest will remove a patrolman from his beaffor nearly half of his
shift. If a high level of A/R enforcement is to be maintained, lengthy processing
procedures cannot be tolerated.

We have found that lengthy processing arises from o major procedural
elements:

The involvement of the arresting officer in all steps associated
with "booking" the suspect up to the moment of incarceration.

A requirement that the arresting officer complete voluminous, and
often redundant, paperwork.
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We believe that the arresting o cer's requirements relative to these two
elements could be substantially educed. First, we suggestthat all moderate-
to sized departments sho ld assign-one or More men *3 full-time A/R

ocessing duties, at least d ring evening and late night shifts. Arresting
.1.11 s ficors could "hand ov.er", their su pe,cts to these personnel, tkas minimizing '

*e 1os oi'valuable patrol time. S aller departments might be ab e to provide
4 , ''' -°a. .

' service on a part-time basis,' e. g.N on weekend nights and ot er periods
a of high..BAgincidence. Personnel assigned to. A/R proce &sing ih uld be 1

Certified Breath EXaminer, Specjalise (Brea.th Technrcians)..-
... 4

,

7 )

Admittedly, full-time A/R piooesOng would be a relativelyttedious-ani
sometimes hazardous or dIstastefu:lduty., For this reason, we suggest that anyJib -
particular officer should serve in this ca.pa.ciir only for, relativ ly brief stretches'
of time (e-.g.,- one or two weeks) befbre being robated to other duties .' Alterra
tivefy, officers might serve ,in this role bn a (voluntary) ove rKbasts,.atid -*

receive' appropriate incentive compensation for this irvic .
.F

As a secondrecommendation, we suggest that processineforms be
I

extensively, revised..' The arresting officer shoilid be required to complete a . .

minimum number of reports, specifically standardized to ardA/R arrest, to
docuthent the fact that he Arrested,thOsPecified suspect at the indicated time
and locafion. This report should requirT an 4tolizte mi.nirnum of narrative
information, .rather, a "check-Off" forin.at shOitld'be used whenever pos ble.

., In particular, the officer should not be required to file formal citation or
Other moving vehicle violatioils incidental to the arrest, although a section cif,
the A/1t arrest report could be devoted to these .co anion violations. In
effect, the recommended/Ant arrest report would be analogous to the standard
traffic "ticket used for ot'he'r offense--and should require,an equivalent time
for completion.

.., .
S.

2.. Manpower Scheduling aridAsqignment

The manner in which duty tOurs are scheduled and the duty assignments.
of.pereonnel have been 'shown to effect the discretion and the'A/R arrest rate.
of officers.

ft
. Manpower Scheduling

I - "

. - -
. Near the end of a auty shift, A investigatIns,dec ease sub-.
stantially. This is particularly true in Departments- thae-liave a opted relatively
time consuming procedures for procesbing,A/R arrests. This fact has an,
especially important effect on the arrest/no arrest decision since the evening
shift typically terminates during one of the peak A/R time periods,

4.

a
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The underlying, reason for s decreaSe in A/R investigations
near the end of a- duty shift is obvious and. s s mainly from the long processing,

rtprocedures which were addressed iarthel3rec ding section. Reducing the time
to p.ncesdanA/R suspect will no detibt decrease, but Trot necessarily eliminate,
the reluctance to arrest a duspectsnear the .end-of-shift. I'. ;

Obviouky, edifying th time a d t tour starts.,and ends so that
it does not cdrrespond with peak A/R time periods would minimize the effectaaf
reluctance to arrest at the end of a d ty shift. For exlmple, duty tours such,
as noefi - 8 PM, 8 PM' -.4 AM' 4 AM - 12 noon, would the peak,
A/ period daring one shift (8 PM - 4 AM). We recognize the admiftiVtrative,.personal and other problems created by tifiCation of the traditional duty-
tour, particularly the one suggested abo*. Perhaps such problems Could be

,minimized by simply shifting the. start and end, times one or two, hours..falwart:
or back. This would-reduce the effect of reluctince_te' arrest at the end of `clii
tour; but probably not as much alg the: above Suggested change. Another apprOd
might be to modify the start and end times for only the Traffic Divisidn and7or 11,o;
onl* on the days of the week When AIR rfea4s, e. g. Weekends. While reduced,
prOCessing time should minimize the problem of fance to ,arrest at the
end of a dutyetour,, it is recommended that'.Departinen also e*plore,the
feasibility Oftmodifying the start and end times fj1 diity tours.

. b. Manpowerk:Assignment

There is one opportun for establi:.,shing 'duty tours, to
A/11 enforcement and that is in the ease. speCialized'squads lArhoike sole
responiibility is Ang...eriforcement. The 'survey indicated.that patrol:Men' . .

assigned to_traffic divisions produce higher arrest rates than those 'charged'
with general patrol duties. Speci.al A/R enforcemett.teams, .suclAs,thoSe
employed by the ASAP's; no doubt can produce stilehigher arrest rates..

I.4 .s, . -...
A/Rwarrants considerable enforcement emphaSin and dedicat

.

.
, . Iunits can help fulfill this'need. 11-proper/y, impUmented, specialized 4,quads

can also serve 'es a vehicle, for providing valuable AIR' enforcement experience
to a large proportion of a .Deptirtrnent' s per"onn'el.

.,. i .
*eelfically,, it is recommended tha , 'iii areas There the "AIR problem is

great and resources permit ,4 Special Enforcement Teams (SET) be established to
4

concentrate °solely on the detection, identification and apprehension of. A/. viekaiors..
a" . o ,

The number, size and scheduling.' of SET's would of course be dependentpon the
ceived magnitude of the problem 'relative to other law enforceMent needs, and,.
bably most important, the,Departrnental resources which can be devoted to the

1. .

problem.

11-
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Ideally, the size of the SET shotild be sufficient to produMe a "signifi-

cantM'inerease inthe number of4/R arrests a Department makes per .some unit '+,
bf time. For example, it would Niuseless to divert Departmental resources to
support a SET if the resultant numbeYof AZR arrests remained constant or in-

aised only slightly either becaus-e,,e regular patrol was reduced to man the
SE or. the egular Pat761 decreaseq t A/R enforcement activity, assuming that
it was the responsg3ility of, theSET.'"

A47.124t constitu'e
and ultimate measure,
course, 14). e nurnlikr afl
fatalities, injurie
duce the nurager,
the efiegtivehes
'arrested for-
those
bend

"si.g ye,

ffect
to) h

ant"-fncreazpil difficult to sa.k. The ideal
of increased 4.VR enforcement 'is, of

'fated traffic events tin the community, 4-e.,
tc..An'effeetive enforcement e'lfcirt should. re-

traffic events. Another criterion to measure
t etforts is the average .BACOf individuals

A/13. arr
?bore borderline

cem

.;
arrests\Ng

ittaffio'e.yi.
based
..tornbb.t.
h'aVe a
mend

*#

ze the 'SET must bc.s'afficient to not only increase A/R-
ly, but also demonstra't'e positive impact on alcohol related
ch Department must determine the optimum size of,its SET

gnitude of the A/R szloblem and the resources-it can. devote
rOblein. Should it be determined that a SET of snfficie4t size to

et can be supported by-the Department, several steps are recom-

s and a reduction in mean BAC of
ases are being detected and appre-

,

3

.irst, members ofthe §ET should ,receive special training .in A/R de-
,

.;tectioh-and apprehension. Comprehensive A/R training requirements. are des-
q-ribed tri,S4bspction C of the report. SET personnel should be provided with
traulin 41 areas specified to the maximum depth possible.

- -..

Secoind the matter,of, scheduling tours so"that start and end times' do not
coincide witkpeak A/R periods has been. discussed, at length. It is partien.la'rly
-aPplicable'to the SETIanch since the SET would be ilrelatively small specialized

`2' group Of p'atrOtilen, it inight.prove easier to rn o .....0kfy their duty tours. In some
oases; the pl,cid;ifiecl,ciuty tour might- even. serve ainducement to volunteer. for

'this special ,Lastly,..With regard to scheduling, liniited resourc's might
pi:0441.1de fielcikig''Sl'ite .24 -hours a day, 7 days a week. Accordingl-f; the time
Of pdf.haps)eVen the days of the week that the SET. is on duty should coin-

cie w e pea f/R .perlo s, e.g., the night shift and the weekends.
- -
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The nuMber of men per SET unit must also be determined. One man
per car, has the advantage of maximizing .the surveillance and, perhaps, deterrence.
capability of a'limited manpower/equipment resource. However, it also may create
Problems afte4 an arrest is made in terms of obtaining a second officer to dispose
orthe 'suspect's 'car and/or accompany the arresting officer and the suspect--'depending
upon local arresting procedures. Two officers per unit reduce the surveillance and
deterrence capallklity of limited manpower resources but partially circumvent the
above mentioned problems. Two' man SET's also provide an opportunity for rotating
regular patrolmen through the SET. For example, half of the SET .could be com-
posed of aeriore or less permanent cadre of selected "high enforcers" and the other
half would be regular Patrolmen who rotated through the SET on a periodic basis.
This shOuld improVe the capabilities of the regular patrolman in the area of A/R
enforcement by providing hirn with on-the-job training under a. specialist. Further,
it would reduce. the 'possible effects of boredom and loss of motivation which may
result from having a single specialized assignment over a long period of time--par-
ticularly since is related to traffic rather than criminal law enforcement.

With regard .to the latter point, as it applies to thempermanent" cadre of
SET personnel, periodic rotation should be considered to counteract possible bore-
dOrnitiless of motivation. However, it shottld probably be done..on an individual
basis to avoid losing a"high enforcer" who maintains his performance and wishes
to continue in .the assirilnent.

Selection oflersonnel for assignment to the ST is an important factor
in ensuring performance.' Policies, procedur4s, scheduling, etc., may be optimum.
However, if the indIV(dual is not motivated for one reason or another, performance
is 4otindto suffer.' Individual motivation is a functionof many factors and is not
static. -Many of the factors are external to the individual (lack'ortraining, court
disposition record, Departmental policy, etc.), can be modified toproduce a posi-
tive effect on motivation and, therefore, do not enter into consideration during the
selection process. ,asic characteristics of an individual which,oan be considered
in selecting personnel for the SET are past performance, age and personal use of
alcohol.

7 4

Clearly, the first consideration in assessing a patrolman's qualifications
fors,SET assignMent is his past performance in A/R enforcement. If 'he has logged
a high rate of arrests, it is likely that he will continue to do so, especially if he is
frefd of other duties' and if appropriate policies and procedures are established. The
second consideration, we feel, is his personal use.of alcohol--there is no need to re-
strict SET assignment tb teetotalers, but neither should we overlook the fact that of-
ficers who drink frequently and/orfrelatively heavily generally are "low" A/R en-
forcers. Lastly, the officer's age is another factor to consider. While it would be
inappropriate to staff the SET with inexperienced officers, we should recognize that
younger patrolmen tend to have a more positive attitude toward A/R enforcement.
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We should note,,thatthese same considerations apply to selection of SET
supervisors. It is.also crucially import-alit that the superviArs haVe the respect
of their men,' and the leadership qualities that earn this respect. Most .especially
SET supervisors should be selett(ed from those squad leaders who hare a proven.record of "going to bat" for their subordinates.

The purpose or mission of .the SET and the implicatiOns for strategy
and tactics must be considered: True the primary mission of the SET is to
remove the drunk driver from theeoad. However, should "a Department emphasize
increasing the number of arrests, the deterrent value of the SET or' some
combination of both? Should this be accomplished'through overt or covert
surveillance? Should the Department introduce 'a procedure whereby members
of the SET warn obviotisly intoxicated individuals, who are approaciling their
cars, not to drive? (Another method of keepin.g them off the road. ) Should the
SET have, easily identiiiible cars, e.g., marked Alcohol Safety Patrol, to alert
the public and thereby serve as a deterrent? _Should the SET units patrol
individually or in- "wolf packs" to increase the apparent number of units in the
SET? Should the SET be deployed to specific locations where there is a high
incidence o-f drinking or place under general surveillance roads leading to
and from such locations? The preceding and other questions must be considered
in developing strategies' and tactics. Hoyrever, the answers must be tailored
to the unique characteristics of the community, the nature and magnitude of the
A/R problem and the resources available to combat the problem. No standard
solution exists nor iiany one solutiox applicable at all times. Strategy and
tactics will differ from one Department to another and will change within a
Department as a function of current-,circums tances. Management and supervisory
personnel must develop -suitable tactics and be alert to the requirement to
monitor, evaluate and change tactics--all of which support the.need Mr an A/R
management information system. .

Regardless, of whether a Department is able to field a SET' the same
considerations regarding strategy and tactics are applicable to the regular high-
way patrol or traffic division. In other words, regular patrols should be de-
ployed to maximize surveillance at high A/R incidence locations and during peak
AIR thnes. Further, when so deployed, the patrol should be aware of the tactics
considered approp;iate for the time and location, e.g., covert vs. overt surveil-
lance, one unit vs. srwolf pack," warnings vs. arrests, general vs. specific sur-
veillance of an area, etc. Although not a SET, the highway patrol's or traffic
division's primary responitibility is traffic law' enforcement and certainly A/R
enforceme4t is one of, if not the most, important aspect of traffic law enforce-
ment consideting the number of alcohol related highway fatalities.

3. Suspect Investigation Procedures

1 There appears to be a need to improve techniques and procedures for in-
vestigating A/R suspects. On the, one hand, we have shown that a suspect's ap-
parent degree of intoxication affects the arrest/no arrest decision, in that many
officers admit reluctance to arrest a driver who seems only "slightly" intoxicated.

1.
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On the other hand, we have found that the standard sobriety tests (finger to nose,
walking the line, reciting the alphabet, etc. ) very often are not -employed in 4,JR
investigations. The Implication, we believe, is that patrolmen do not fully trust
the value of these tests. Our data suggest that these tests more often` are con-
ducted in a proforma manner-after reasonable grOunds for arrest have been
tablisheci, rather than to aid in the establishment of reasonable'grounds. Thus',
A/R investigations rely heavily on the suspect's general appearance of intoxica-
tionin the absence of clear symptoms of intoxication, i.e., in borderline cases,
there may be no true investigation. A/R enforcement, then, sgemsbaseupon
overly conservative investigations: patrolmen look for overwhelming, rather
than sufficient, evidence before.making the arrest.

In part, this situation may be due to msufficient training in the use of
standard sobriety tests. However, we feel that even more fundamental reasons
may apply. In particular, to our knowledge the validity and reliability of the
standard sobriety tests have never been determined under controlled conditions.
That is, their, ability to distinguish between persons whose BACs are above or
below the presumptive limit has not been conClusively. demonstrated. We should
also observe that these tests were fir'st developed and employed when BAC limits
were undefined or set considerably, higher than they are at present,. It is possi-
ble that some or most of these tests are totally unsuited to the 0.10% statutory
level.

As a first step, we recommend that formal, controlled research be con-.

ducted to assess the reliability of these time-honored tests and , concurrently,
to develop and,evaluate new tests.. Any that are found to reliably, and repeatedly
differentiate between individuals below and above the presumptive`-limit should
be adopted for use in every AIR investigation. Conversely, any that-are found
to lead to erroneous conclusions concerning the individual's sobriety should be
disca!rded.

r.
We believe that this recommendation, if implemented; can produce a

valuable set of investigation tools that will be both better accepted and more widely
used by patrolmen. However, we should bear in mind that all such sobriety tests
are basically subjective in nature. In all probability, they will neVer be 100% re-
liable, nor will their results always be unequivoca.l.Wetherefoie believe that more
objective investigative tools are also required. In this context, we urge continued
development and testing ofportable breath testing (PBT) apparatus. Breath alcohol
screening devices, if accurate and reliable, would provide preliminary measure-
ments of BAC and reduce the officer's dependence on the subjective symptoms of im-
pairment. To date, .prototype PBTs have been developed by several private firms
and governmental agencies;-some of these have been put to use by police depart-
ments on an experimental or limited basis. While this study did not provide an op-
portunity to assess any data on these instruments, development and mass production
of an acceptably accurate PBT seems well within the `state -of- the -art. To be sure,



employment of PBTs will create additional requirements r training and legis-
lative rdvisions (both of which are discussed subee.quently) and may have to await
resolution of constitutional issues. But, such instruments offer vast improvement
of A/R investigatioe and every attempt, should be made to:ensure their availability
and use.

One other procedure that should be considered in this context concerns
the use of video tape equipment to record A/R investigations. As 'reported earlier,
several officers interviewed in this study suggested that this approach be taken. A
visual record theoretically could be of great value during adjudication of the case;
e.g., by presenting a complete description of the arrest scene, by documenting the
results'of sobriety tests, etc.' Also, the tape presumably would show a completely
different appearance of the defendant than that which, he displays in court, and so
mighkavercorne any sympathy the, judge or jury might tend to feel for him,.

Nbne of the departments surveyed in this study employed yideo taping in
this role, so we cannot formulate any conclusiye -retommendatihons for or against,
its use. However, many law enforcement a+genciesparticularly those associated
with ASAPs--have tried this technique. We suggest that, these departments be sur-
veyed to determine what success, if any, they have had with this approach, and
whether it should be adopted more widely.

1
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Training ce Personnel

'Our rec mm ndations concerning policies and procedures are intended to,--set
the stage for in ased.A /R. enforcement. If irnplernented, they will help to create
the desired departmental emphasis on this offense and facilitate the investigation/
arrest process. However, the ultimate responsibility for A/R enforcement rests
with the individuabamembers of the force. Policies and procedures can do no more
than remove the impediments to this task.... theycannot do the job by themselves.
Po lide commanders, supervisors, and patrolmen must understand the task at hand,
know precisely what is expected of them-; --and possess the skills required tomeet
these expectations. Only througirtraining can we ensure the availability ol thetnecessary knowledge and skill.

.

Our suggestions for training address specific areas where knowledge and/or
skills were found to be lacking, or where particular progrims of instruction were
found to benefit 'the level of enforcement.

1. . Instruction in the Relationship Between Alcohol Consumption
Quantity and Legal and Physical Impairment

Cprrent rnisconceptions among patrolmen as to the quantity of alcohol con-.
sumed by the typical A /Rsuspect contribute to a tendency to sympathize with those
stispects and seek alternatives to arrest. Further, the fact that many patrolmen
grossly underestimate the .quantity that must be consumed to produce a BAC of
0.10% degrades their appreciation otthe presumptive limit.

4

These misconceptions must be corrected if we expect to create the proper,
attitude toward A/Rand its enforcement. To this end, we recommend the following.
steps:

Ao

Controlled drinking demonstrations

Police personnel (patrolmen, supervisors, and commanders) should
have an. opportunity to observe formal controlled drinking demon-
strations. These would enlist the services of volunteers who would
imbibe carefully-measured quantities of alcohol and submit to chemi-
cal and psychomotor tests ,of intoxication. Volunteers should be
selected who represent a range of drinking behavior (light, moderate,
heavy drinkers).

*The total amount bof alcohol to e consumed by the volunteer should be
apportioned among three or four drinks, to be ingested over a two
to three hours period. This will permit the observersto note the
consumption quantity associated with increasing levels of BAC and
the degradation :of psychomotor faculties that occur at those levels.
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,Subsequent to each drink, the volunteer's BAC could be measured,
and tests of his reaction time, motor coordination, etc. could be
conducted. Also, the volunteer could be .requested to perforiri the
'standard sobriety tests designed for A/R investigations.

The primary purpose of these demonstrations would'be to clearly
show that attainment Of the statutory limit of .BAC requires con-

. sumption of an appreciable quantity-of alcohol. As a secondary
objective, they would convey the fact that psychomotor performance
is indeed markedly impaired at that limit, notwithstanding the fact
that thetvolunteer may not exhibit the appearance of gross intoxication.'

These -demonstrations could be conduCted "live," in livhich case the
observers could be permitted to practice A/R investigation techni-
ques. Alternatively, filmed or Viddo-taped demonfitrations would
epsure'standardization of training and would permit time savings

the periods during which th'e volunteers .consume their drinks
and observe a 15 to 20 minute delay to allow for dissipa4ion of
residual mouth alcohol need not be filmed).

Controlled drinking participation

Police personnel should also have an opportunity to pa to as ;
'volunteers in coritrolled drinking demonstrations. In th , they
could experience the subjective reactions associated with 'the various
levels of BAC. Participating officers would not necessarily have to
consume a quantity of) alcohol sufficient to produce a BAC of 0. 10%,
since many would werience subjective feelings of impairment at
lower levels.

As an instructional tool, this participation would serve two ends.
First, the point would be.modethat alcoholconsumption 'quantities
typical of social drinking situations generally produce t ACs well
below the statutory limit. In particular, most participants will

/ learn that their own usual consumption falls far short of that of .
their suspects. Second, the participants will see that subjective
impairment begins well liefore the legal limit is reached.

In addition to the above formal programs of instruction, we recommend
disseinination to police personnel of various reference material relating to the
relationship between alcohol consumption and impairment. These might include
tables, charts, slide rules, etc; that relate -BAC to such variables as body '

weight, quantity of alcoha-sonsumed, time spent drinking, etc.' HoweVer, we
should emphasize that such reference materials would be intended to augment,
ilibt supplant, controlled drinking demonstrations.
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The type of instructional programs outlined above should help to remove
any lingering doubts an'officer has concerning the fairness of A/R laws. It should
also .dispel the "there butfOr the grace of God go I" attitude which many officers
conaciously, or unconsciously hold when they encounter anA/Rsuspect.

2.. Instruction in the Theory and Operation of Breath Testing Equipment.

The ready will recall that special training in A/R enforcement was found
to have a significant, positive affect on arrests, and that this training consisted
.primarily of instruction in tie operation of breath testing apparatus. In part,
this effect may be due to the fact that breath. examiner specialist (BES) courses
often include participation in controlled drinking demonstrations similar to those
suggested above.. Hoikever, it, is likely that at least some of this positive effect
is attributable to the fact that BES training better acquaints an officer with the -
"total systern". of A/Renforcement. Through thi training, his viewpoint broadens
beyond the initial act of apprehension, and he acquires a greater appreciationof-
one of the key elements of evidence, the processes through which it is collected,
and the role' it plays in the ultimate adjudication of the case'. In short, BES train-
ing affords a_ better understanding of the overall enforcement process, and-with
this understanding4generally comes increased motivation.

As a general recommendation, we urge that BES training be provided
to as many patrarnen and supervisors as Possible. We recognize that most de-

, partinente could afford neither the expense nor the man - hours that would be re-
quired to..send their entire staffs to formal BES courses. As a minimum, however,
we believe that the:following guidelines should be adopted in, determining the breadth
o BES training required by any department:

Such training should be provided to -

Al]. members of special squads or units devoted exclusively
or Primarily to A/R enforcement

Al]. traffic division supervisors

At lea7st 20% of traffic division patrolmen

For those departments having no separate traffic division,
at .least 10% of supervisors and patrolmen assigned to general
patrol activities.

FUrther, we recommend that each precinct or district within any department should
have at least two qualified BESs on duty during every shift. These merneed not
necessarily be assigned exclusively to that duty, but should be available for suspect
processing- on an as--needed basis.
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The above recommendations apply to the provision of formal BES training,
which usually requires completion of an instructional program of 40 plus hours
duration. We further suggest that every department conduct breath testing famili-
arization ,seminars for all supervisors and patrolmen who play any role in traffic
law enforcement. These would not be intended to satisfy the prerequisites for BES
certification, but rather to provide a "working knowledge" of the theory and opera-
tion of the breath testing device(s). Theie seminars should be conducted by a
certified BES, and could be conducted over the course of several roll-call briefings
or during regularly - scheduled in- service training.

'The major objectives behind. this recommendation are threeT,fold:

To provide the full understanding of the total A/R enforcement
system to as many as_possible of the men responsible for that
enforcement

.
To ensure that each department provides a sufficient number of
qualified BESs to process suspects without delay

To emphasize the attention the department expects its men to
&vote to A/R 4

3. >instruction in Detection and Investigation Techniques

The preceding two recommendations are intended to foster the proper
"attitude toward A/R among law enforcement personnel. The proper attitude is
essentialr'but, itself, will not suffice to ensure that the desired level of en-
forcement is achieved. It is equally essential that patrolmen acquire the skills
and knowledge required for efficient detection and investigation of, suspects. A
desire to "arrest" "suspects willbeaiiittle fruit unless the officer knows-where
and how tO find them.

We noted, earlier in this report that A/R detection at the present time
relies almost exclusively on the observation.of other moving vehicle violations
or accident investigations. In part, this stems from a perceived need foi-a
"lead in" charge to justify the A/R investigation when testifying in court, but
it als indicates that there is little current,emphasis on detection of A/Rper se.
The s pposition seems to be that A/Rs will drive erra4cally, and that they can
1* detected simply as a by-product of the run-of-the-mill traffic "contacts."

We believe, as, do many "high" enforcers, that'A/Rs exhibit symptoms
of the r impairment that are more subtle than tlr:se independent moving. vehicle
viola ons. For example, a driver may display is impairment by over-correcting
his B ering when cornering, weaving slightly within his traffic lane, varying his
spee (within the posted limits), etc. Other indications of A/R can include the
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driver's general appearance (assuming the officer can observe this while the
suspect vehicle is in motion) and various behavioral oddities (e. g. , driving with
the windows down in cold weather, failure to dim headlights for approaching
traffic, etc.). Patrolmen should be trained to'recognize these and other subtle
symptoms,loto pursue suspect vehicles when these symptoms are noted, and to
be willing to conduct'investigations on the basis of these symptoms. Some might
argue that this recommendation world lead to harrassment of innocent motorists.
HoWever, we are not suggesting that A/R investigations should take place ran-
domly or capriciously, but rather that officers should be on the alert for the
"early warning signs" of the offense. In short, we recommend training designed
to produce alert, aggressive surveillance of possible A/Rs, not overbearing or
groundless enforcement actions.

Training in. A/R de ection should also stress the particular \problems
faced during foul weather and other hazardous driving conditions. The need for
increased attention to A/R during these times should be emphasized, as 'should the
fact that -the traditional "gross" symptoms of AIR may be masked by the general
increase in "bad" driving that occurs under those conditions.

-

d'?

Instruction in investigation techniques, given that detection has occurred,
is also required. As we have noted earlier, many officers apparently fail to
make full use of -roadside sobriety, tests, and often have little faith in the reli-
ability of these tests. Standardized training in the 'conduct of tests of proven
reliability and the prOper interpretation of their results should help to ensure
that investigations will more often lead to accurate assessment of the grounds
for A/R arrest.

We also recommend that training program*be developed to instruct
patrolmen in the operation of portable breath testing devices. We believe that
theiliagnitUde of the A/R probrern Warrantithe use of such ,cleices for investi-
gation Rurposes. We subsequently will present recommendation's to ensure their
fut

A particularly important requirement for training in A/R investigation
concerns the elemes of the 'offense, i.e. , the facts that must be established
if conviction is to result. These elements may vary from one state to another,
in accordance with the specific wording of the laws, but they geneAlly require
that the prosecution prove:

that the defendant was 'operating" the vehicle;

that the offense took place at a location covered bythe statute
(in some cases, private property or other specific places might
of be included' within the ban of the statute);

that the defendant was "under at4t influence of 'alcohol."
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In each case, it is incumbent upon the patrolman to obtain the evidence re-
quired to verily that these elements were present. Thug, 75fficers must re-
ceive thorough instruction as to what constitutes relevant and admissable
evidence. In developing training programs to fulfill this need, departments
should work closely wit# representatives of the courts. Ideally, the presid-
ing judge should be requested to delineate the types of evidence necessary
and sufficient to prove commission of the offense, and he or members of his
staff should be enlisped as instructors for patrolmen training. "Mock trials"
should be 'conducted is an integral part of this. training to permit patrolmen
to develop and practice their skills in court testimony and to permit illustra-
tion of the keys role of each evidentiary. requirement, "Mock trials' L would
also afford an opportunity for joint training of police and court pers nel, and
would help ensure that all judges and prosecutors take a common view of the
case elements and admissable evidence.

4. Instruction in the Factors Affecting A/R Arrests.

trAPatrolmen, -scvisors, and commanders could benefit from instruction
concerning the factors identified in this study. The emphasis, of course, should
be on providing accurate knowledge to overcome negative factors and strengthen
those-exerting a positive influence. For commanders, the training should focus
On the development of the policies and procedures to deal with the factors. For
supervisors, emphasis should be devoted'to ensuring the implementation of
these policies and procedures,' and to monitoring the activities of their, sub-
ordinates to determine which factors are exerting an influence and so require
special supervisory attention. For patrolmen, instruction in the factors should
stress the enforcement problems that they can expect to encounter, the depart-

;. ment's policy regarding these problems, and the risks that will be run if these.
problems are permitted to interfere with their enforcement action.

To better elucidate this recommendation, let us sketch the content of
instruction that could be given relative II the negative effects of the approaching
end-of-duty-shift. All personnelpatrolmen, supervisors, and commanders--
should be acquainted with the data that define the influence of this factor, i.e., the
decrease in the incidence of A/R investigations near shift-enedespite the high
incidence of AM-violations- that occurs around the termination of the evening shift.
Command personnel should be apprised of the techniques they could employ.to
counteract this factor, including revision of shift schedules, establishment of

/*dent and speedy processing procedures, provision of adequate compensation
for overtime work, and adoption of standards. of performance that emphasize A/R
enforcement during critical time periods. Supervisors should be trained to evalu-
ate the impact of this factor on patrolman performance, by assessing the number
of traffic contacts recorded near shift-end, the number of A/R arrests logged dur-
ing that period, and the BACs of the -suspects. This will serve to determine
wheither the level of enforcement diminishes during this critical period. Patrol-

.
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men should be fully informed of the departrnent's desire to maintain a high level
of enforcement throughout the shift and the fact that they are expected to perform
to standards that emphasize A/R during critical time periods. Care must be taken
to stress the fact that modifications to departmental policies and procedures are
intended to.support.the patrolmen in the performance of their duties and the pur-
pose behind all such modifications should be clearly explained. The patrolmen
should also be encouraged to submit suggestions for procedural changes that
could facilitate end-of-shift arrests.

Similar instructions should be given for each factor. If properly con-
ducted, this training will help to develop a common attitude and approach to A/R
enforcement among all levels of the department. We believe that the presented
in this report would form the, nucleus of a program of instruction cone rning
the factors.

5. Training of Police Management and Supervisors Personnel6

The preceding training requirements are aimed primarily at patrol
personnel. As 'indicated previously, the effectiveness of patrol personnel in
A/R enforcement will be no better than the policies, procedures and expectations
established and communicated by police management and supervisory personnel.

Policies, procedures and expectations are a function of priorities and
resources available as well as the knowledge and attitudes (re: A/R enforcement)
of police management and supervisory personnel. If they are knowlvigeable re-
garding the magnitude and seriousness of the A/R problem and the 'steps which
can be taken to combat it, they will have a' positive attitude regarding enforce-
ment which will be reflected in the policies, tirotedures and expectations they
establish. This, in turn, will be reflected in the attitude and performance of
the patrolmen. Conversely, if management and supervisory personnel are unin-
formed,nd/or,complacent regarding A/R enforcement, thiti will be-reflected in
the attitude and performance of their. subordinates.

Our survey supports this hypothesis. It was found -that when patrolmen
believe that their suPervisors emphasize AIR; arrest rates are high. However,
'supervisors must explibitly establish the fact that they expect their men to de-
vote high-priority to :the A/R offense and that the patrolman's performance rating ;-
will'Ouffer if he fails to exhibit the desired level of performance. At present, less
than One out of five supervisors' place "a good deal" of emphasis On A/R arrests
Whenrating a'patrolman's perfkmance and only about one in three expect their
men to make at least some minimum number of arrests annually. Furthermore,
although supervisors believe that discretion plays an appreCiable role in A/R
situations and aeSert.that they do not favOr the exercise of discretion;
a substantial Minority of patrohnen seem to feel that-their supervisors tolerateol,-
or even encourage, discretion.

. g
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Thus. we can conclude that supervisors can actively andrseffeCtively en-
hauce. A/R enforcement by means of the policies, procedures andtexpeCtations
they establish 'on a. formal or informal basis. However, it appears that insufficient
emphasis is being given to the problem at ,the superviSory level and the super-
visor's negative attitude toward disCretion is not being communicated effectively
to all subordinates. 4

Manyvof the recommendations described previously will hel.rf atheliora.te
the above problems, e.g., explicit A/R enforcement policies and.procedures,
standards of performance for patrolmen and 'AIR training for patroliiien: How-
ever, in order to foster the proper attitude in patrolmen and before.effective
policies, procedures and training programs can be developed, police Managers
and supervisors themselves must have the proper attitude relative to AIR enforce-
ment. They must be knowledgeable regarding policies and procedures wihich will
increase police*pfficer detection and apprehension rates and Minimize,. negate or
neutralize those factors Which contribute to a reduced rate. They must be.,familiar
with the characteristics of individuals who will be effective on special enforcement,
:teams. They must be aware of appropriate deployment strategies. They must
know how to. develop and utilize a management information system fo%planning
andevaluating. AIR countermeasures. And, finally, they must know how and
what to comnipnicate to whom relative to A/R enforcement.

In brief, police managers and supervisors require a, training programt
which will:

Create or foster the proper attitude re: 'A/..11 enforcement
14. educating them regarding:

The nature and magnitude of the problem of alcolici).
and highway safety

The characteristics of the alcohol impaired driver

The role of enforcement in combatting the A/R
problem

The use of discretion in A/R enforcement-

Factors that influence discretion

Provide guidelines and techniques for increasing A/R
detection and apprehension rate and minimizing or
eliminating factors which rednce the rate in the areas. of:

Policies
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Procedures

Training/educating subordinates

Management information system,s for planning
and evaluation

Selection procedures

Deployment strategies

Communications

In short, we recommend development of,a police management training
program for A/R enforcement as a means of ensuring and facilitating imple-
mentation. of our previous suggestions concerning policieg, procedures, and
patrolman training.
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. Adjudication ....

:4%

In developing recominendations in the area of A/R adykdica.tion,_ consideration,';
must be giVen to the findings anti conclusions from the survsey of both police and at
COurt persoruael.

by patrolmen failed to leadto conviction on that charge. Further, the "low"
A s substantial proportiori(about 26%) of the most reCent',A/Rarrests reported

enforcers experienced a much lower conviction rate than did ate "high;' enforcers.
Perhaps as a result, "low" enforcera more often indicated thp,t-plea bargaining
ithparts a negative influence on their arrest/nO arrest.decisio However, it is
the -"high'! enforcers who seem most personally "bothoired" by he leniency of
the penalties and courts.

The courts, on the other hand, are aware of policd4lisple ure with their
to' 'beHowever, judicial persOnnel do not seem to4be at this attitude

affects A/R enforcement. A fair percentage of judges a pro. cu. ors believe
that plea bargaining is a reasonable practice in order e caseload.

4. Finally, the courts are generally satisfied with the current le of A/R
enforcement.

4

To summarize the 'Findings, court disposition practices /R cases appear.
to have some negative influence on the discretionary arrest/n011arleat decision,A

particularly in the_Case of "low" enforcers. This sugge'Sips tliat iqeurrent court
practices were modified tOProvide.for -stricter and most imPortaiitaly, more
uniform adjudication of AIR cases, A/R arrest rates ra4ht Ncr4aie. In any
event, changes in court disposition practices 'would' certainly r i ove one major
source of concern of the police officer and reflect the .aamef t firm emphasis
expecied of enforcement. .

" .

6 ti
tAccordingly, the chief goal of our recommendations in the area of adjudication

-is-to ensure that police and court personnel adopt atom
,
n, attitude and approach

to the AIR problem, thereby increasing the deterreik. the law enforcement
and judicial system through increased arrests an cony, c ns.. Recommendations,ak2

are made in the areas of; 1) adjudication policy, ) improved police/court
liaison, 3) u'se of special prosecutors, and 4) training, of court personnel.

Adjudication Policy

The major concerns ill this area center a-round,tha practice .of "plea
bargaining" and lack of uniforriaity in the disposition of apparently similar
cases, i.e., the wealthy/influential individual who can afford an attorney is
more likely to have the charge dismissed or reduced than. 'the less influential

. and affluent defendant.
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In vier of4the heavy caseloads, it would be unrealistic to expect that
"plea bargaining" can be totally eliminated under present circumstances.
However, a *irmal, firm policy for plea bargaining should be established to
ensure unifo*m treatment of all defendants. Factors to be considered in
establishinsuch a policy might include:

)
Nuinber of previous .A/R convictions. \*.
BAC level at the time sric arrest.
Incident related factors, e.g., accident,
fatalities, etc:
Magnitude of the defendant's drinking problem.
Impact of the conviction on the defendant's livelihood.
Alternative penalties available;

True, such factors are no doubt presently taken into consideration by the judge
and prosecuting attorney when trying a case or conducting a pre-trial conference.
However, a police officer usually is only aware of two facts: 1) the defendant
was arrested based on " reasortible grounds" and subsequently proved to
have a BAC above the statutory limit and 2) the courts reduced or dismissed
the charge. Based on available information the arresting officer can only
conclude that the courts are arbitrary or discriminatory.

It is not meant to imply that police officers are unsympathetic or
unwilling to, consider extenuating circumstances. They rec-ognize the courts
must be free to assess the individual merits of each case. What "bothers"
them, in the absence j all the facts, is the apparent arbitrariness and
discriminatory nature of the court decision.

Regardless of the number of 'factors to be considered when trying a defendant
or conducting a pre-trial conference, formal and firm guidelines should be established
to preclude a.rbitra.ry or discriminatory practices. For example, such guide-
lines could 'state that "plea bargaining" or' charge dismissal is precluded if
any one of at least the following factors are present:

A measured BAC exceeding .'15..

A previous conviction for A/R.
An acciderit involving a fatality or ihjury' to another party.
Refusal to submit to a chemical test for intoxication.



Whether the preceding, or any other list of criteria which may itoe
developed, are fair and reasonable will always be subject to.question. The
point is that if the judicial system, in collaboration with other. interested
agencies, develops formal and firm guidelines for adjudication of Ant cases,
atleast all concerned partir will knoW what the "ground rules" are, regardless
of whether.they consider them fair and reasonable. It should also provide some
degree of assurance that the practice of "plea bargaining" will not be abused.

Guidelines for when "plea bargaining" should be permitted are some-
what more- complex since; by necessity, they must involve consideration of a
nnm.i pi interrelated factors. For example, consider the individual who is
a fiM offender, measures .12 BAC and is dependant upon his car for his
livelihoodversus the individual who is a first offender, measures .12 BAC, is
not depenljent upon his car for his livelihood, but is diagnosed as a plroblem
drinker. Should either, both or neither be considered for "plea bargaining?"
A case could be made to invoke the maximum penalty for both--to deter them
from committing future offenses. On the other hand, "plea bargaining" or
alternatives to the statutory penalties might be in order to avoid taking the car
from the first individual or to provide rehabilitation to the second. Obviously,
the guidelines for permitting "plea bargaining" are not as simple as those .for
precluding the practice.

Since the scope of this project does not include an assessment of the
legal, psychological, sociological and economic implications of "plea bargaining
suffice it to say that formal, firm policy and guidelines should be established in
the area of "plea Apargaining", at least in terms of when "plea bargaining" is
not perMitted.

. Improved Police/Court Liaison

As indicated previously, courts are aware of police displeasure with
their practices. However, they do not believe that this attitude affects A/R
enforcement. To an extent they are right, since "high" enforcers do not appear
to be greatly affected. On the other hand, court disposition practices do appear
to have a negative effect on the arrest/no-arrest decisions of "low" enforcers.
Further, it is not known whether more strict and uniform adjudication of A/R
cases might not, result in an increase in the A/R arrest rates, of both "high"and"low"
enforcers. Failure to communicate the reasons underlying "plea bargaining"
and the factors which must be considered, may be another cause for Misunder
standing between police and court personnel. Lastly, it seems obvifius that
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A/R arrests fall far short of expectations. Police personnel realize this.
However,--the courts are generally satisfied with the current-level of AIR
enforcement. One might expect the courts to feel this way considering the
increased caseload the current emphasis on AIR enforcement has produced.

A

It is apparet from the preceding that there is a breakdown in communica-
tions between the courts and law enforcement personnel. There does not seem
to be an appreciation of each other's expectation, requirements and constriints.
As a consequence, one system antagonizes the other with a resultant decrement
in overall performance of both syi3tems.

. It is recommended that channels of communication between police and .

judicial personnel be opened and frequently exercised. Each "side" should strive
to develop an understanding of the needs and problems the other faces relative
to A/R. Frank and honest exchange of views, suggestions and "gripes" should
be encouraged. Each agency has a job to do and each is trying to do it in the
best way possible under the constraints of time and resources.

Specifically, there, shog,d be an exchange of views regarding objectives.
Obviously this is needed since the courts are generally satisfied with the current
level of A/R enforcement whereas the law enforcement agencies are not or
should not be since it appears to be far below the potential arrest rate. Needless.
to say, the courts may not be inclined to encourage increasing the present case
backlog. The police, however, must be made aware of the impact of conflicting
objectives.'

Secondly, with regard to "plea bargaining," law enforcement personnel
should be made aware of the underlying reasons and the factors which must be
considered when. trying .an A/R case. Without such understanding, "plea
bargaining" could be easily misinterpreted as being arbitrary and discriminatory.

The court system, judges and prosecuting attorneys, must also understand
the patrolman's point of view relative to maintaining a high rate of A/R arrests
and the adjudication factors which contribute to or detract from achieving these
objectives. Conversely, the police must acquire an understanding and apprecia-
tion of the court's requirements. Most importantly, judges and prosecutors 'should
be reswested to clearly delineate the elements of the A/R offense,. i. e. , the facts
that must be established if conviction is to. result. They sh.Ohld also inform the
police as to exactly what constitutes relevant and admissable evidence of these
elements.. "Again, a frank exchange of information and a sincere willingness to
act upon the information is essential to achieving the ultimate objectives, i.e.,
getting the drinking-driver off the road.
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The courts can take other steps to facilitate enforcement and adjudication
by scheduling court dates at the convenience of the arresting officer and othtr
police'participants. Police personnel will be di,couraged from making arrests
if they know they will have to appear in court ox their days off, vacation or .

off-hours, particula'rly if the compensation is. riot considered adequate by the
officer.

Lastly, it is suggested that, if "plea bargaining" is employed,. the'
arresting officer shopld be included in the deliberationsnot so much for what
he can contribute to the pre-trial conferen&; but rather to gain a better under-
standing of the factors which detern)rine whether the charge is upheld, reduced

,.,
or dismisied. Ifis believed that increased insights regarding A/R adjudication
requirements will reduce the negative attitudes currently held by most law
enforcement perbonnei. . '

/ All[ c,

Use of Special Prosecutors

We have already.discusS4 the need to increase the A/R conviction rate
as a means of improving the patrolman's attitude towards his enforcement ,

responsibility. Of course, convictionsassuming they are warranted by the
evidence--are also essential if the law is to have the desired deterrent effect.

tipEfforts to boost the Kate ittfenv4ction are clearly desirable. One method
of doing so, i.e.', reductliVA'a "plea bar aining", was discussed previously.
Another technique would be to assign special prosecutors whose sole responsibility
would be to try A/R cases. Just as enforcement would improve if dedicated
patrol squads were emplotred, so.Wiiiild adjudication if prosecuting attorneys
were selected to specialiZe in A/12.cases. The increased conviction rate 400
realized by utilizing specialists would have .a two-fold advantage. One,. it,woUld
reduce the negative attitude held by .some patrolmen that it iauseless to arrest
sornecvie for A/R since .they probably will not be convicted. Secondly, and
perhaps more important; it will serve as a deterreet to the general public by
eliminating the popularinisconception that the probabili r of conviction for A/R
is low so "why not take a chanc$. ".

,At first glance; it mi-1,,gf).t appear that utilization of special prosecutors
for A/R eases would increase court system costs. However, considering the
fact that prosecuting attorneys are required for all cases and there is a heavy
A/R caseload, it tres not appear the there would be any increase in total costs
if one or two prosecutors specie d in AIR cases as opposed to spreading the
A/R caseload among all a eys. *its ultimate form, each prosecuting
attorney wouIcli?e a Specialist in.Eine or more areas--one of which would be A/R
cases. 4:.:''
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The effectiveness of this approach has been proven in ASAP's in
terms of increased conviction rate's and should, iF imple
serve as a deterrent and reduce the negative attitude of Police

nlented peinrs9othnneerl areas,

regarding, court of A/R cases.

4. Training of Court Personnel

The misconceptions concerning the relationships between alcohol
consumption, BAC and impairment are not restricted to Police personnel.
Judges and prosecutors also need to be better informed of these matters if
they are to have the proper view of the offense and the offenders. In ieklition,
judicial personnel need to know how BAC measurements are obtained,

'ItaMtheythecircumstances which can or cannot contaminate such measurements,
are to properly use/assess that evidence. In short, many or the training
recoMmenda;tions developed for police personnel are applicable to representatives
of the judicial system. Specifically, then, we suggest that court personnel be
permitted to participate in:

controlled drinking demonstrations

breath testing familiarization seminars

"mock trials" of A/R cases

2 :3 1 As
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Leg-is 1atIve-R'#a4on-s--
t4.

Enforcement and adjudication of A/lit offenses are intimately associated
with the laws governing the offInse. , These laws not only define the neilture of
A/R offenses, but alSo imp1ic1y regulatethe bases for the arrest/no arrest
decision. Further, the laws eetablish the magnitude and scope of penalties
to be imposed upon conviction teA/R.

We believe that legislative revisions are warranted. Our intent here is not
to suggest "harsh" laws that wcitildlbe needlessly restrictive or which would
abnegate individual rights. Rather, we seek modificatio would reflect ait at wo,
more objective definition of A/R and permit application cen echnological
and scientific advances to enforcement and adjudication.

1. Enictment of "Per Se" Legislation

We recommend the establishment of a law prohibiting operation of a
motor vehicle by a person whose blood alcohol concentration equals or exceeds
some specified level. The reader will recall that the laws in force in the states
we surveyed' (and in most other states) prohibit driving while "under the influence
of intoxicating liquor." An absolute BAC limit would, in effect, constitute an
objective, universally applicable definition of A/Ft. The current definition is
highly subjective, and open to varied interpretation. Werther suggest that
the absolute BAC level be set at 0. 10%.

The chief effect of this recommendation would be to eliminate the need
for;the police or prosecutor to demonstrate that the suspect was intoxicated, or
"under the influence," at the time of arrest. Proof of this subjective condition
often requires extensive evidence of "bad" driving, citations for companion
violations, and clear symptoms of gross impairment. Even when such proof
is available, tht case can be lost, for the judge or jury may.insist upon a
strict interpretation of intoxication. In practice, the recommended modification
would prove most beneficial in borderline cases. Most imp9rtantly, it should
facilitate enforcement without penalizing individuals who drfte after moderate.
drinking.

We should note that we recommend this revision to augment, but not
replace, existing legislation. Since chemical tests of BAC may be refused by
some suspects or be unavailable in some cases, there remains a need to enable
prosecution solely on the basis of other symptoms of alcohol impairment.
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Enablement of Preliminary. Breath Testing

We earlier suggested that training programs should be developed to
improve an officer's skills in AIR investigations. We believe that patrolmen
who are thoroughly instructed in the conduct of coordination tests andsimilar
investigation techniques (providing they prove valid and reliable) can accurately
formulate arrest /no arrest decisions in the majority of cases they encounter..
However, there are and will continue to ka cases in which the observable evidence
is 'equivoc.a.1, and these may increase in ITequency as the level of enforcement
improves. Thus, we feel that steps should be taken to incorporate preliminary
breath testing into the investigation process.

Portable breathtesting devices have been available for some time.. In
the past, these primarily consisted of instruments that provided only-apr`oximate
indications of BAC--i.e., the "balloon" test variety of instrument.. RecentlY
however, several manufacturers and public agencies have developed portable
instruments designed to prothice quantitative,. BAC measurements.
Some of these remain in the developmental stage, while others have been placed
on the market.

A prerequisite for the use of these devices is, the enactment of enabling
legislation, a. step that has been taken in a few states. We would large that all
states adopt such laws. In particular, the enabling legislation must.clearly
delineate the circumstances under which an officer may request an individual
to submit to s h a test.. These circumstance, should not, require that the officer'
have probable c se to believe that the suspect is under the influence of intoxicating
liquor, since. would.prevent the use of the test until 'grounds for arrest have
already been established. Rather, the officer should be permitted to request the
teat when he has reason to belielie that the suspect has alcohol in his body.'

The enabling legislation sho d also set forlifrpenalties for refusal to
submit to the preliminary test. The enalty could take the form of driver's
license suspension, similar to that yoked under existing "implied c sent"
laws. We should also note that the enabling legislation should clear* specify
that submission to the preliminary test will not satisfy the suspect's require-
ments relative to the if implis# consent" law. That is, we must not create a
"loophole" whereby an griestee can refuse to submit to a postarrest
chemical test for evidentiary purposes simply because he supplied a breath
sample during the investigation.

3. Revision of the Penalty Structure

We believe that the current penalties.for first offense A/R should be
modified to address .three areas of concern voiced by patrolmen:

The perceived lack of uniformity with which these penalties
are imposed;
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the economic and other hardships these penalties can create
for some suspects;

the presumed failure of these penalties to deter recidivism.

For the first of these, we urge enactment of legislation incorporating mandatory
penalties; for the second and third concerns, we suggest that the law permit
choice of actions to be taken against the driver's license. Specifically, we
recommend adoption of a structure similar to the following:

(1) A mandatory fine of some fixed amount.

.(2) Mandatory imposition of one of the following, in accordance with,
the defendant's choice: ,

license revocation fOr a specified minimum period
license restriction to specially-eqUipped vehicles for the
same minimum period.
enrollment in and successful comp eta.onof an authorized
drinking-driver 'rehabilitation program.

The "specially-equipped vehicles" would be those in which an Alcohol
Safety Interlock System (ASIS) has been installed. These systems would b&
designed to prevent operation of the vehicle by a driver who is unde,r t1 influence
of alcohol. Several such systems are currently under developmentip,nd laboratory
tests of these have, shown prorniSing results. Rehabilitation programs have been
established under ASAP and other auspices. An extensive review of such pro- .-

grams should be undertaken to identify treatment modalities whiFh have proven
successful and efforts should be made td develop and evaluate nelif. approaches

I

. of potential value. ik.

.
Clearly, both the ASIS and rehabilitation approaches require further °

refinement before they can be offered as viable penaltiei for A/R. However,
they offer a means of restoring a regulate ivingjpi. Rrivilege to DWI convictees

that
.

. The knowledge at the penalties have the tential to the suspect overcome
his problem, and the secure expectation that all defendants will be treated alike,
will, eel, have a positive influence on a patrolman's- ievel of enforcement.

,
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The study that was conducted in areas where
ASAP's were *force used a representative
sampling of departments by size and location.
Some of the patrolmen and supervisors who
were interviewed were not assigned to the
ASAP. Th Us, some of the results are com-
parisons of ASAP and non-ASAP officers.

The study report is identified as follows:

Factors Influencing Alcohol Safety
Action Project Police Officers' DWI
Arrests, Final Report.- Prepared by.
Arthur Young:, & Company, Washington,
D. C.: 20036, for the U.S. DeiSartment

. of Transportation, NHTSA, 29 April
1974 (available froiNationai Technical
Information Service, Springfiiild,
VA 22151, #PB-232538).
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METHODOLOGY UTILigED.

A brief sumthary of the methodology utilized' in performance of this
study and in the derivation of the study conclusions'and recommendations
is presented in this section of the report. Included is a characterization
of the approach, discussion of the study instruments utilized in perfor-
mend* of our investigation and a description of a representative visit to a
study site (ASAP community). Finally, the analytical process applied in
reaching the study conclusions are described.

Jio

The Study Approach
p

The basic preriiise upon which this study was based was that the ques-
tions to be answered ikere highly personal. The extent to which the pro-
cedures, policies, or mechanisms applied in an ASAP community appeared
proper; or met certain peeconceived ideas of propriety, mattered very
little if they' were perceived bye, police officer oratffected him in a manner
which inflUenced him to perform contrary to the objectives of the program.
The survey team also wanted to discover faiors which may not be
addressed by the program'butyWhich also hacra negative influelre on the
officer's'motivation to arrest,; driversi;

Therefore a study, procedure which would elicirIca.ndid rdogponses from
the "officers was developed. The survey team wished t o g atibboth direct
,answers to questions cli*cted to the officer and also =oval& him to volun-
teer inform-ationto tell us "how it is" with him.* FactsOncerning his
attitudes were of primary importance, but the team rolling to settle
for opinions if trere strongltheld and, in his opinion, influenced his
actions. It was necessary to know what factors influenced his decisions
and why.

Interview procedures were established by which the officer would be at
ease and be motivated to "level" with the interviewer. As might be expected,
the team was not aiming for a reliable set of statistics bitt a statement of

. the true "sense" of the problem from the officers view. This is termed the
"Delphi'' approach in which commonality of opinion or attitude is enough to
justify ,definition of a conditiOn of concern. In this manner the information
needed to define the required variables, the lei'rel of their influence and the
frequency with which they influenced the officer would be obtained.

A second strata of inquiry involved investigating the operational environ-
ment with which the officer is concerned: The ASAP program; police
depattment supervision and management, the courts and officers of the
court and in some cases, the peculiar characteristics of the community
itself. This was done for two reasons:- First to determine if the Conditions
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cited by the officer as influencing him were real or imagined. Secondly,
to-determine if c es to the systems influencing the officer were feasible.
It was intended recommendations must be either directed toward
changing those- uencing the officer or reducing their impact upon
him.

2. Preparation. of Survey Instruments,

Surzey instruments were prepared to aspire a consistent approach to
inquirySy interviewers in each ASAP community visited. These documents
were prepared to be completed by project staff and were not to be used as
"questionnaires" to be completed by respondents.

(1) Interview Guide for Police Officers

The interview guide for police officer's was made up of three
parts. The first concerned identifica on and activity data on the
officers involvement in DWI patroVa;" arrest. As mist officers
interviewed wefe dedicated to tbi, 4 9 -4 there was little need
to gain data on' 'Other law enforcerno ttvitY

The second part was to be co pleted with information gene-
rated by a genekal discussion of actors influencing arrest. The
intervieWer, discussed the progr: mwith the officer and the officer
"volunteered" factors that he f t influenced himself or other

t4tofficers in.the decision to arr st a "DWI". It'-was felt that a
"volunteered" itemwould be c nsidered tohave more significance
than a factor suggested to the 'pfficer for discussion. For each
factor raised, the officer was \asked if it had an influence on him,
if it was positive or negative (arrest or not) the degree of
ence (significant, moderate, or negligible) and the frequency with
which the factor. came into play (most cases, many, some).

The third phase, and the rrioAl time consuming,. involved
questioning the officer as to theFfluence of a series ofiactors
which were developed at the inception of the project. Ms list-
ing, as well as the instrument and survey technique was tested at
two sites prior to using it in the field. Questions which were
unclear were revised and factortiiiwere added. (or deleted) as a
result of this testing procedure.

For laost of the factort'a.scussed, the officer had the oppor-
tunity to.onscuss the effectna4etor (in his opinion) had on other
officers and the, the effect it haclel on-him. His comments or quali-
fications were also noted on the form. The same entries were.
.collected concerning the positive or negative impact of the factor,
the degree, and the frequei* of influence.
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FinaLlp the officer was asked for additional comments or
recommendatt&a as to how the D enforciement effort could be
improved.

(2) Interview Guide for Police Supervision

Since the basictxtist of the interviews with the police
supervisors was to determine what the supervisor perceived the
attitua, and beliefs of his subordinates to, be, a modified version
of the police officet questionnaire was used. Questions dealing
with the frequency of decision-making, aiid some operational
details were omitted.

(3) Other. Interview Guidelines

As indicated earlier, interviews were held with police
administrators; court officials, prosecutors, ASAP officials and

ers, for the purpose of verifying the information provided by
e officers, and to develop input parameters (Or programs to

improve the performance of police' officers in the area of DWI
law enforcerfierit. _

To facilitate the interview .procesi and insure reliable data
collection, a series of interview guides were developed for use
by the survey team. For each agenCy, relevant areas of inquiry
were identified, and a number of questions were formulated to
determine. the accuracy of the police officers perceptions relat-
ing to the functions and practices of that agency. The areas
covered included:

A teh. Don of the agency's role in the ASAP program

The policy of the agency toward DWI enforcement

The attitude of the agency tovhird D1 enforcement

The relationship between the officers and the agency and
,sivhat, if any impact this has on the agency

Any changes in' policy and/or attitude toward DWI enforCe?-
ment attributable to ASAP

The agency's perception of the fa that influence a -

police officer's DWI decisions
1 I

Any recommendations or solutions to problems between tlie
agency and the police officer.
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

This report describes the study of factors influencing DWI arrests and
arrest decisions made by officers who are assigned to specialized DWI
enforcement units. Its purpose was to identify variables that affect the
arrest/no arrest decision, and to develop recommendations for adminis-
trative action that would, result in a higher level of arrest, activity. The
major conclusions are listed below.

The officer's age and experience play-a,role in his DWI arrest decisions.
Of those ,officers assigned to specialized 'DWI patrol activities, older officers
tend to be more rigid in their enforcement attitudes than are younger offi-
cers. Examination, of length of police service and specialized traffic enforce-

:ment activity, indicates a similar trend.

The officer's drinking habits apparently influence arrest ,decisions;
those officers who are light drinkers Or do ncirrink tend to be more rigid
in their enforcement activities. -

The officer's attitude towards !dunk drivers has an influence on his
arrest activity. Those,-,officers who have a dislike or distaste for DWI offen-
ders, as might be expected, make morearrests than those officers who
expressed sympathy for drinkilis drivers.

. _

The officer' It attitude.toward DWI violations has, an influence on arrest
activity. tithougli most officers generally agree that penalties, when
applied, are appropriate, some expressed concern over the harm that
severe penalties might have on first offenders and those who needed their
driver's license in order to earn a living.

.

The officer's attitudes toward the deterrent value ofspWI enforcement
has an influence. Those officers who do not feel that enforcement activities
are a deterrent are less likely to make. arrests.

The extent and nature of an officer's DWI training has an influence on
arrest activity. Officers who are well trained are better able to identify
drunk drivers, collect evidence, and present cases in court; as a_result,
their confidence is high and their arrest activity improved.

The officer's attitude towards specialized DWI enforcement activities
has an influence on levels of arrest. Officers who aite knowledgeable of
program objectives and generally supportive of the program are more rigid
in their enforcement than those who feel the program is ineffective.

The officer's experience in trafc accident investigation has an influence
on hissirrest activities. Those officiers who have experience with traffic

;
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accident investigation tend to have. mores rigid enforceipent attitudes towards
DWI offenders.

The officer's self-confidence has an influence on his arrest activities.
As might be expected, thole 'officers wto are 'confident of their own abili-
ties reflect a higher incidence of arrest.

The attitude of the driver who 4as been stopped has an influence on the
officer's decision-making. Drivers who have a positive attitude and are
cooperative are less likely to be arrested than those drivers who are unco-
operative or belligerent.

r.

The political or social-status of the driver has an influence on some
officers. In many communities, officers expressed an unwillingness to
arrest well known persons or persons of high social status becau thv are

; unsure of the support they would receive from theiht department..

the suspect's age has an influence on some officers. General**offi-
scers do not like to arrest elderly drivers, and many officers did not like to

arrest the very young suspects.

The suspect's sex has an influence on some offiders. Officers are less
likely to arrest a female DWI suspect because of the additional processing
time, risk of accusations concerning improper advances, or because of the
disagreeable nature of many female DWI suspects.

The nature of the suspect's drinking problem has an influence on some
officers' arrest decisions. When an officer perceives a suspect to be ja
social drinker, he tends to be more flexible or lenient in his arrest deci-
sions. Hoy/ever, if he feels the suspect has a drinking problem, he will be
more rigid or positive in his enfprcement activity.

The presence of a sober, licensed driver in the vehicle has an inf.uence
on many officers' decisions. This condition presents what, to-the officer,
is a viable alternative to arrest and allolvs the officer to "get the suspect
off the road" without the necessity of an arrest.

The fact that a suspect is stop iad close to home has an influence on
many officers' arrest decisions. s factor presents an alternative to
arrest and is commonplace in man agencies.

The suspect's "story" or rationale for intoxication has an influence on
some officers' arrest decisions. These excuses at times cause the nicer
to sympathize with theosAspect and result in a no-arrest decision.

The nature of the suspect's driving has an influence on some officprs'
arrest decisions. Those DWI suspects who do not exhibit bad driving
behavior are more likely to be released than those who exhibit bad driving.
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The degree of intoxication has an influence on officers' arrest decisions.
Those suspects who are more highly intoxicated are more likely to be
arrested than those of a lesser intoxication level, although over the legal
limit.

The time required to process DWI arrests has a significant influence on
officers' decisions. Officers are less likely to make arresti)when faced
with a lengthy processing time ranging from two to four hours.

The nature of the DWI processing procedures has an influence on offi-
cers' arrest decisions. Those officers who are faced with complipated
procedures requiring transportation of suspects to the hospital and later to
jail or booking facilities are less likely to make arrests.

The fact that an officer has made a prior DWI arrest during his duty
shift has an influence. Officers who have already made one arrest are
reluctant to make a second or third arrest during the same duty shift.

The time remaining in the officer's duty shift has an influence. Many
officers are reluctant to make arrests shortly before the end of their regu-
larly scheduled tour of duty.

The frequency of court appearances has an influence on the officers'
decision making. Officer.s who are required to appear frequently in court,
sometimes up to three, appearances as a result 'of a single arrest, are less
likely to make arrests.

The effect of unusual working hours has an influence on officers' morale
and subsequently their arrest decision Making. It was found that many offi-
cers working specialized DWI enforcement are required to work duty shifts
that presented a hardship on their health and their family life. As a result,
morale suffers and arrest decisions are influenced.

The use of one- or two-man patrol cars has an influce on officers'
arrests. It was found that officers working in one-man patrol units make as
many or more arrests than officers working in teams.

The area to which the officer is assigned has an influence on his arrest
decision. Those officers who are assigned to specialized DWI enforcement
activities, yet are assigned to work in areas where few DWis can be found
and the :DWI problem is insignificant, tended to believe that the department
has no real desire to make DWI arrests. As a. result, their arrest decisions
are influenced.

The patrol techniques have an influence on the number of arrests made.
--It was found that officers who aggressively enforced all traffic violations
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make more arrests than those officers who specifically look for an attempt
°to identify drunk drivers.

taryntua re-oranassignment to a specialized DWI patrol has
,an influence on the officer's arrest decisions. Those officers who are con -
scripted or involuntarily assigned to specialized enforcement activities have
lower enforcement rates than those who volunteer.

Officers who are stimulated by competition from other units of the
department or with other specialized enforcement officers tend to make
more arrests than those officers whose activities were not compared to
others'.

The relationship of the..officer to specialized program administrators
has an influence on some arrest decision making.. In instances where spe-
cialized patrol-activities are administered by units outside the department,
and officers resent outside influences, their arrest activities are lower.

The nature of equipment and facilities has an influence on the officers'
decision making. Those officers who have impaired morale as a result oft
inadequate equipment or poor facilities ,tend to make fewer arrests.

The nature of community social ccimclitigng : 4#: influ ence on officers'
arrest decisions. It was foundthat some officers are hesitant to make
arrests in areas where certain racial or social economic grdups are con-
centrated because they fear the potential political consequences of the DWI
enforcement activities. Many officers tend to avoid making arrests which
would appear prejudicial or racially motivated.

The officers' morale has a significant influence on his arrest decisioni..
Officers with high morale tend to make-more arrests and identify more
drunk drivers than officers with low morale.

The attitude of other officers has an influence on some officers' arrest
decisions. Peer group acceptance and peer attitude towardsDWI enforce-

/ment appear to play an indirect role in officers' decision-making process.

Officers who are rated on the basis of performance standards tend to
make more arrests than those officers in agencies where performance
standards are not utilized. It was observed that where informal standards
exist officers did not have a clear idea of what was expectecof them and
tend to set inconsistent standards for themselves.

The policy of the officers' supervisor, where policy exists, has an
influence on officers' decisions. In instances where supervisory policy does
(mist, arrest activity is lower.
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The absence of departmental policy has a negative influence on officers'
DWI arrest activity.. Officers tend to feel that the department does not sup- 4port DWI enforcemt in instances where adclearly defined agency policy
pertaining to. DWJ,enfox:Qement does not, exist.

The nature of the police agency that employs the officer tends to infl
1

his decisions. State police and highway patrol officers tend to be more r
in enforcement activities while city police officers are more flexible.
Sheriff's. Department and some small town officers appear inadequately
trained and more subject to political influences and tend to have lowe'rarrest
rates.

r ^

The quality okthe officers' supervisor had a significant influe'nte on his
arrest decision activity. A strong' supervisor, it was found, is able to
instill confidence in the officers, boost morale, and insulate officers from

7
the negative impact of many factors:

The feeling of isolation that many specialized enforcement officers have
tends to influence their decision making. Those officers who feel they are
not treated or accepted as regular members of the department, due to spe
cialized DWI assignments, tend to make fewer-arrests.

The ceurt support officers feel they receive for tli tivitie.has
an influence on some officers' DWI arrest decisions. Those officers who
feel they have good support: from the courts tend to be affected positively
while those who feel the courts do not support their activities are subject to
negative influences.

The faith an officer has in court justice has an influence on some offi-
cers' arrest activities. For exavp'Sg, the officer who believes that citizens
who can afford an attorney will rrceive more favorable treatment in court
may be discouraged and limit his enforcement activities to cases where evi-
dence is significant.

The support an officer feels he has from the local prosecutor has an
influence on'his DWI arrest decision. Officers who feel they received
good support from the prosecutor are positively affected while those who
feel support is low are negatively influenced.

The officers' perception of community attitudes and support has an
influence on the officers' DWI decisions. Those officers who feel that com-
munity support is good are positively affected whereas those who feel com-
munity support is low are negatively affected.

The legality of specialized programs has an influence on some officers'
decisions. Officers who are required to work in specialized programs that
circumvented the law, through improper diversion are negatively influenced.
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The weather conditions influence some officer& activities. Although
the actual decision to arrest may not be affected by the weather,.

areactivity is low because fewer contacts with DWI suspects re made
and vehicle's driven by intoxicated drivers are more difficult to identify.

a
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The study of factors that influence specialized DWI enforcement resulted
in specific recommendations in.the following areas:

Establishment of the Countermeasures Program

Administration of Law Enfpicernent

Management of Operations

The Adjudication and Sanctioning Process

. Training Requirements.

Presented in the following m.aterial is a brief summary of these recom-
mendations:

1. Establish dent of the Countermeasures Program

The attitudes of the officer are influenced significantly by the structure
of the, specialized DWI enforcement program in his commurdty. 'Following
are summaries of recommendations pertaining to the establisiunent of a
specialized DWI program.

'(l) Establish a Central Administrative Authority for Direction of the
Program

To assure support of each of the agencies concerned with imple-
mentation of the program, a program coordinator should be appointed
having a direct charter from the mayor and/or City Council to direct
the implementation and maintenance of the program. He should
assure that program plans are established and implemented by each
agency and monitor °their performance and the effectiveness of
countermeasures applied.

(2) Establish Legislation And Ordinances That Facilitate performance
of Arrest and Adjudication Efforts

States and communities implementing alcohol countermeasure
programs should assure that their laws or ordinances:

Include a per se statute with a BAC limit of . 10 %.
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Include ari "implied consent" requirement whereby on acquir
sition of a drivers license each .driver consents to, subject
himself to tests which will determine his BAC when the offi-
cer has reasonable cause to, request such a test.

Include authorizations to utilize preliminary tests in the field
such as portable breathtesting devices that are more indica-

e of BAC than the'Standard field sobriety tests.

Exclude, any 'requirements for companion charges as essential
to an alcohol-related offense (i.e., using "bad driving" as .
additional proof of drunkennessy.

(3) Countermeasures Must Be Irnrlementable Within Existing Law

Rehabilitrprp countermeasures developed as a part of the pro-
gram should only, be applied following conviction for the charge set
by .the officer. Plea bargaining or adjustments to the charge for

any reason other than lack of evidence should be discouraged.
Additionally, an effort should ,,be made to reduce all mandatory
sanctions and permit increased judicial discretion for the purpose
of sentencing DWI's to rehabilitative programs.

(4), Public Relations Programs Must Emphasize the Positive.
Aspects of Law Enforcement

. The alcohol countermeasures program .in a community should
direct a significant portion of its public infornuaLoi fi and education
efforts toward dispelling a climate of fear of the pblice. Cbm-:
munity support should be built and maintained by emphasizing the
serious nature of the DWI program and "protective" aspects of,
DWI enforcement.

(5) Law Enforcement Agencies Should Adopt a Policy Relating to
DWI Enforcement Activities

All police-agencies should adopt a policy pertaining to DWI
enforcement. The policy should clearly set out:

The priority to be given DWI enforcement--commitment to
enforcement activity

The role general patrol and specialized patrol officers will
play in DWI 'enforcementmore specifically, the relative
priority of alcohol related traffic activity.

Instructions on the treatment of V. I, P. s and other officers
found to be DWI:
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Parameters or a statement relative to evaluationkol effec-
tiveness in DWI efforcemetit.

Policy is defined in different ways and takes different forms in
various agencies. The November 3.974 MODEL \POLICE TRAFFIC
SERVICES POLICIES produced for the U.S. Department of
Transportation (NHTSA) defines policy as follows:

"Policy consists of principles and values which guide
the performance of a dePairtment in a particular situation.
It is a statement of guiding principles which should be fol-
lowed inikctivities which are directed toward the attainment
of department objectives. Policy is formulated by analyzing
objectives and determining through research those principles
which will best guide the department in achieving its objectives.
Policy is based upon police ethics and experience and desires
of the community and the mandate of the law.

Policy is' articulated to inform the public and department
employees of the principles which will be adhered to in the
performance of the law enforcement function. Additionally,
policy establishes operational standards to assist departmezit
employees in the necessary exercise of discretion in discharg-
ing their responsibility.

. .

An officer in the performance of his duty is.confronted
with an infinite variety of complex situations which require
policy action. Since policy is Objectiveirather than situation
oriented, it is .brd enough in scope to encompass most
situationslailoticy, therefore, must be stated in general
terms. "

Our experience has shown that a DWI policy includes th jolloviing
features:

,r

A Definition pr statement that identifies the subject to ,be
addressed

A statement of scope that identifies those pe rsons, places
or_times effected

The^problem to be addressed

The means, efforts or resources that will be used to address
the problem

The priority assigned to the problem
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The goals to be achieved by policy ,implementation,. includ-
ing broad monitoring or evaluation criteria.

(6) Courts Should Adopt A Policy Relating to Their Support of DWI
Cases

V74

Court asIministeators should develptioand implement a policy that
detail\ their support of the goals of the Ricohol Countermeasures
Progr. m. The policy should pledge consistent application in pro-
cedur matters such as acceptability of evidence, sanctioning, and

fe-plea bargaining.

2. Administration of Law Enforcement

A numb` factors that influence a policy officer's decisions relat-
ing to DWI encounters are related lo 'the degree'of support his department
gives to his activities: Following are summaries of recommendations per-
taining to the administration of DWI enforcement activities

(1) Establish a Simple and Expeditious Procedure for the Processing
of DWI Arrests

All steps
ewed

t :.required in the DWI arrest and processing procedure
should be revi 4hd shortened where possible. Specific aqiips
sho, ,....uld: , illiir

Facilitate field DWI testing through the use of a pre arrest
breathtesting device.

Reduce paperwork requirements, through consolidation, and
reformating of- reports.

StrUcture vehicle impoundm.ent procedures to by responsiAre
to officers needs.

Relieve arresting officers from some transportation an
bopking requirements.

Provide adequate facilities for processing of female arrestees.

(2). Develop an Information System that Reports Alcohol Related
Traffic Data

Sufficient information should be generated to allow for problem
identification, manpower deployment and both agency and- officer
*evaluation,



(3) Establish :a System of Officer Performance Evaluation Including
Standards of-Per mance

ih

A system of perfo
shold:

Consitr.the offi er's experience and training

Consider the natizre of the DWI problem in the area of the
officer's. assignment

Include a range /of acceptable activity

mance standards for individual officers

Cover a reaso
might include

The num

The nurnbe

bly long period. Information to be collected
e folloWing activities:

r of stops made by the officer,

r of suspects tested by the officer

of suspeAs arrestedby the officer

The BAC s fo all auspects tested by the officer
..

The d.ispositioriCd'all cases involving the officer

The number of breath tests administered by the officer
in cases where, he was not the arresting officer.

(4) Law Enforcement Agencies Should Analyze Their. Needs and
Expectations for DWI Enforctirment Before Deciding to 'Establish
a Dedicated Unit

Not all police agencies require or can support a full time dedicated
, unit specializing ii DWI enforcement. The following alternative
approaches shout be considered:

- .

Dedicated Unitshould the law enforcement agency decide to
create a special DWI unit, the stigma of undesirability must
be overcome. The department should build up a sense of
esprit de corps among the officers in the unit and place
increased emphasis on the importance of their activity.
Incentives to attract capable officeri into DWI units should
be considered such as increased compensation, more vaca-
tion time and special recognition ofthe officers. .s



Combined Units- -consisting of support in the form of patrol
vehicles, testing equipment, improvement of DWI arrest
prooessingirrocedures-and DWI enforcement-training
plied to these agencies. In this way, all the officers *Ill be
able to carrY. out DWI.. enforcement more effectively than one
or two men in a special unit. Likely' candidates fa? this aid
are state police-ancl.14ghway patrols and smaller omrnunity
police< agencies.

. .

Auxiliary Pnits-!-This third alternative established support
capability for regular patrol officers .4such as spec al
vehicles with testing, deviOes 'Which can be brought o the
arrest site. Officers can be .relieved of the most o erous
elements of arrest processing such as firansferring the sus-
pect to the station. The support unit might also assume
responsibility for booking the Suspect and impoundment of
the suspect's vehicle. . : .1

(5) Law Enforcement Administrators Should Provide a F 11.-TimeASupervisor _Tasked with Monitoring, EvaluatiN4d M tiva-
tional Responsibilities

1

Strong supervision and diiection is vital 'to the'maintenince of an
effective DWI enforcement countermeasure that utilizes dedicated
officers. A good supervisOr can sustain morale, maintain a, motivated
unit and identify ancloorrect many problems before they begn to
affect the operation of ohit unit.

.(6) The Law Enforcement Agency Should Carry Out a Strong
Community Relations Program Designed to Foster Support
for DWI Enforcement *:.,

Law enforcement agencies should undertake a program to
establish.nd maintain effective community support of alcohol coun-
termeasureS, especially arrest of driinken drivers. This level of sup-
port should be constantly. monitored. The attitude of other (non-
wecializitd) officers in-the department can be tracked concerning DWI
enforcement -because they soften mirror community sentiments.
Development of community relations programs should involve the spe-
cialiZed. offccers as much as possible.

(7) Formalize. Relationships between The Law Enforcement Agency
and The Alcohol Countermeasures Program Management

The law enforcement agency should not allow the countermeasures
staff, to

11,1.exert direct control over the dedicated officers and should not
abrogate their responsibilities pertaining to maintenance of DWI



enforcement. Police departments should formalize any agree ents
between themselves and the countermeasures staff to insure th t all
enforrenaent_activi,ties_will_be_the primary responsibility of the.-law
enforcement agency.

3. Management of Operations

Certainly he environment. in which an officer carries out hi enforbe-
ment activity caplay a large part in shaping his attitudes towards DWI
deCision-makingq, Following are summd.ries of recommendations pertain-
ing to the Management of DWI enforcement. activities:

(1) Officers Should Be .Deployed to Locations Where. They Will Be
Most Effective in Apprehending Drunk Drivers

In order to. overcome the various tactical problems specialized
DWI enforcethent ca: reate, it is recommended that officers be
deployed according to trategies based upon the following:

'The nuMber and location of alcohol-related accidents

The number and location of prior DWI arrests within the

umber and location of drinking' establishIpents within
area.

t*.

After the various patrol areas have been identied, the law
enforcement agency should create, and supply to the offic,ers'w,oFliins`
each area, a "beat book" to serve as a gtide. This book shbuld (ion- "F;
tain the following information about, the patrol area:

A description of the overall patrol area including its lop
1

boundaries, main throughfares and other gepgraphic inforr,
mation releVant to DWI enforcement

A profile of past DWI arrests and drinking patterns within
'11the patrol area

A profile of past alcohol-related accidents by time, loca-
tion, and weather conditions for the patrol area b

A profile of the drinking establishments in thearea by0.oca.-
Lion, pinpointing the most heavily frequented taverriet
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e 2

(2) Provide Adequate Woildng. Qua,rteks add Maintain Ecal.Onent
for Alcohol Countermeasure Officers ,

All testing and processing facilitiei .should be of sufficient, size
to accommodate a large number of aiisPects and 'those' facilities should
be strategically located and accessible to all Officere. If the juris-
dication covers a widearea, he law enforceirkent'agency and Alcohol
Countermeasure,' s'staff a-41214 consider establishing several testing'
sites.

All equipment:such as beeath testing machines, patrol vehicles
or testing vans ,should be kept in ,g9oa ,The Alcohol Counter-

, mea'sure,:progranci shatild_prOvide,for maintenance and replacement
schedule10n their ,lieudgets baied, upon reasonable schedules of
expected swear: id. gear, caifsed by patrol activities.

=

(3) ; Utilize XOnei **I:1'4ra Units only 'and Extend Duty Hours at least
.&

13 ' , .(' One Hour 1:last.Peak D I Atetiyitl
...-- , , i . "' ,, ,,

, . .
,

, , to overcome.tir imps: certain "negative influences", it is
,t (1) one-. an units be utilized for DWI patrol and

e adjusied to end 41 least one hour past peak DWI
tecarninendedt.

,..4 p), duty t.
,,, ,, activity.'

9 - fi..."''

- .., r Onerinin,,care"`vatiln,c ver rrfivAe territqry per shift and can give
ater 1ei-talc:4, DIAcI arrest support to non-ASAP units. v

xtelision of duty schedules to atleaet one hour'past peak DWI. . .
l'i ,,,A .ac 'will increpre thc probatlilities ttpat late arrests will be

a
..,

rice office 'knolvsfhe w,euld have to w.ork that time

,"
An Effort'Shoula Be /4ade te Lesaen dajor.Evidentiary
litroblemb. in Officer. Paces in 12WI ,A:rrests

ree, main aiedis of evidentiary problems that were identified
&ire...Feed; '

15roof of "bad' not be a required element of the
se



(5) All Officers Assigned to DWI Enforcement Should Meet
Certain Personnel Selection Standards

Sevleral criteria Mould be established to measure the officer's
possibl effectiveness as a DWI enforcer. The following elements
should/be e considered in the personnel seletction process:

S lect a self-confident officer, one who has demonstrated he can
ke decisions, good quality arrests and present effective testi-

ony in court.
. ,

.. elect officers who evidence a Willingness tO work long hours
ta.nd even past regular hours if necessary. This is important tO
overcome the tendency of officers not to arrest suspects late in
!their shifts.

Select officers who have substantial enforcement experience
because they tend to be more rigid in their enforcement atti-
tudes. Seek out officers who have shown a proclivity for DWI
enforcement.

Select officers who do not-have heavy drinking habits so they
will not empathize with DWI suspects and not be as.;usceptible,to "sob stories". -,

Select volunteers only for dedicated service to preserve..,
morale of the unit and in no case should an officer be-assigned
tolDWI enforcement as punishment or because he can't

.,

"make it" on regular patrol.
AT.

4. The Adjudication aid Sanctioning Process

The Adjudicon,and Sanctioning process can have a large impact upon
a police officer's .DWI decision-Making. Following are summaries of rec-
ommendations made pert4Ining to the adjusted adjudication and sanctioning
process. 'N

(1) A Police-Court.Liaison Officer Should Be4Provided to Coordinate
Officer Scheduling and 'Provide Evaluative Input to the .Officer

It is recommended that a Court Liaison Officer be appointed by the
law enforcement agency and work within the court. This officer would
serve as a channel ofinptand feedback between the officers and the
court. His basic duties would be divided between establishing and
coordinating officer 'appearance schedules and maintaining surveillance
of the officers court perforinance and case disposition. *
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(2) Officers"Should Be Allowed to Contribute Input Into the Plea
Bargaining. Process

Arresting officers should be permitted to have some input into the
plea bargaining process.. The 'officers should be called on to supply
such information as the suspect's attitude at the time of arrest, his
degree of intoxication, degree of bad driving, and other facts to which
the officer was a witness.

(3) All DWI Cases Should Be Handled By Prosecutors and Officers
Should. Appear As Witnesses Only

Police officers should not berequired to present cases in court.
Court preparation should be made by experienced prosecutors only.

(4) Provide Orientation for Defendants to Explain the Operation of
the Alcohol Countermeasures Program

It is recommended that the countermeasures program establish an
orientation session or prepare a booklet for persons arrested for DWI.
The material in the orientation presentation should include:

. Information on how to obtain legal advice and representation,
including public defenders, legal aid, bar association, etc.

A description of the Alcohbl Countermeasures program
.emphasizing its purposes and goals

A description of the rights and responsibilities of the defendants

A description of the countermeasures rehabilitation' and driver
retraining programs.

(5) Courts. Should Implement Procedures for Efficient Case
Disposition and. Plea.Bargaining =

It is recommended that the courts establish a series of guWelines
to promote fair and expeditious disposition of DWI cases. GuiTelines
should include:

Instructions limiting the number of appearances allowea for
each case

Limitations on the time before trial is held.



(6) Judges Should Strive to Maintain Officer's Faith in Court
Justice Through Positive Actions

Judges should take the following steps to ensure police supp.ort
for court activities remain high.

Participate in police officer training to instruct the officer in
the adversary context of our judicial system, the restraints
this places upon the judge and the officer, and what is expected
of the officer by the court.

Conduct all judicial proceedings in open court whenever pos-
sible; The officer should be made aware of the reasons for
"meetings in chambers". This will go far toward reitucing
the officer's concern about "back room justice".

. Insist that, judges, counsel, and other officers of the court
treat police officers w#11 respect during the conduct of
judicial proceedings.

5. Training Requirements

Training can overcome fears and reshape attiQes. Following are
sunu-naries of training recommendations.

(1) Training in Operations of Enforcement Countermeasures, Should
Be Given

Subjects to be covered in this area should include:

Aggressive Patrol Techniques

Processing Female DWIs

Determining Social and Problem Drinkers

Field Testing and Breath Testing

Deterrent Value of DWII Enforcement

Impact of Influencing Factors

Deployment Strategies and Implementation.
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(2) Training in the Officer's Responsibilities Pertaining to the
Adjudication and Sanctioning Process Should Be Given

Training irahis area should include instruction from prosecutors,
judges and other court personnel as well as the Court Liaison Officer,
and include material pertainingto the police offlper's role in the
criminal justice system.

(3) Officers Should Receive Training Materials on Various
Countermeasure Policies and Objectives

Training in this area should include:

Law Enforcement Agency Policy

. Performance Evaluation

The Countermeasures Program

Community Relations.

(4) Officers 5:hould4Be_Given-Periodic Retraining in DWI.
Enforcement

As the program progresses, officers should be given 'refresher"
sessions in all of the areas previously described.

(5) Supervisors Should Receive Training in Currenillapervisory,
and Management Techniques

Since the countermeasures supervisors will be responsible for the
day-to-day managAment of unit and its men, their training should
equip them to handle a large variety of situations. Good supervisory
and management techniques should be stressed as well as the following
topics:

Monitoring of. Officer's Activities

Use of Information Systems

. Officer Performance and Evaluation Standards

DWI Policy

Countermeasure Operations

Court Presentations
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. . Community Relationships ,

DWI Problem in the Community

. Factors that Influence an Officer's DWI Decisions

Techniques of Supervision and Motivation

(6) Law Enforcement Agency Administrators Shad Receive
Training in DWI Enforcement Operatins and Management

Personnel Selection

Police Program Management

DWI.Policy

Countermeasures Operations

The DWI Problem in the Community

Management Information Systems Relating to DWI Enforcement

Factors that Influence a Police Officer's DWI Decisions

Community Relationships

Court Liaison.
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APPENDIX B.

Workshop Leader and Participant Qualifications

This appendix contains a brief description of the
personnel qualifications that have been assumed
in the design of the workshop. They are in-
cluded here to help the workshop leader under-
stand generally what is expected of him in.terms
of his o ?partition a4d in terms of the level
and back of participants.



A. Workshop Leader Requirements

It is important that this workshop be under. the overall cognizance of a
senior police training officer. Much of the .content concerns specialized
police activities, such as patrol, arrest and booking procedures, and spe-
cialized enforcement programs. An experienced police officer can be
expected to have better knowledge of such activities than an instructor from
outside the police community. In addition, the credibility of the workshop
is greatly enhanced if the leader is recognized as a skilled, experienced
police*. Also, it would be highly desirable that the workshop leader
be experienced in both training and operations, for alcohol-related
enforcement. Since the attendees will be command and supervisory per-
sonnel, it is suggested that an instructor at the level of lieutenant or
higher might be most effective.

Whatever basic police skills the workshop leader possesses, two
characteristics are absolutely essential for the effective conduct of this
workshop. The first is that the leader must become thoroughly conversant
with results of both of the studies that underlie this workshop. 74e second

48 that he must be skilled and experienced in leading group discussion or
seminars. In this activity the workshop leader must be able to keep the
objective of a given session in clear focus for each participant. He must be
able to elicit and encourage discussionvelevant4o each of the objectives,
and be able; to avert any tangential or nonrelated discussion. Also, in group
discussion, the leader must be, able to direct, but not dominate, the dis-
cussion of the participants.

It is difficult, in the absence of direct experience, to determine
whether or not a given instructor has these characteristics, particularly
the ability to control group discussion effectively. It can be expected that
the sponsoring agency would haire available some number of potential
leiltlers whose experience as instructors and police officers is known to
the agency. # the sponsoring agency is doubtful about the capabilities of
a given instructor, it is, not unreasonable to consider a test situation in
which a candidate instructor is asked to conduct a unit of this workshop on
a trial basis with a sample group that migirip represent the intended audi-
ence for this workshop. In this way, a practical evaluation of the skills of
the instructor cat be made.

The need for strong and effective leadership of discussions cannot be
overemphasized. The workshop is intended to make the content relevant
to local needs and problems by means of these discussions. Therefore,
the discussion sessions are critically essential to the *objectives of the
workshop. It is also extremely important for the "image" or the credi -.
bility of this workshop that the discussion sessions,, as well as the lecture
sessions, be extremely efficient. If in any presentation the workshop earns
the reputation of being loosely organized or wandering, the credibility of
any sUbsequent sessions is greatly weakened.
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B. Participant Requirements

Basically, the requirement for participants 'in this workshop is simply
that they have supervisory or management responsibilities in a police
organization. Since the workshop is in the area of alcohol-related offenses
and enforcement, the participants would obviously be expected to have
'responsibilities in alcohol-related enforcement. Police managers with
other responsibilities may well be interested in the topic of this workshop,
yet not be sufficiently motivated to participate ass thoroughly, as would the
manager concerned with traffic and alcohol-relate enforceinent.

s.
It is noted frequently throughout thk4 guide that the scope of the work-

shop is extensive. There is a great sliversity and amount of material
encompassed within the 2-1/2 days of presentations. It is not reasonable,
then, to expect completely naive or unprepared attendees to absorb all of
this material solely through the workshop. Therefore, the participants
will be expected'to have had some background in alcohol-related enforce-
ment,' as well as an awareness, at least, of alcohol-related offenses and
highway safety. Some background is provided by the Pa-rtjcipant's Guide
which is designed for use byhe participant prior to his attendance at the

.workshop. This guide, along with the suggested readings, , will help pre-
pare the participants to benefit fully from this workshop by allowing them
to cconcentrate On application and the suggested action items.

Po.
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APeENDIX C

Controlled Dginking monstration

The mat.erial contained, n this appendix appears in
more detail in the Pla g Guide for this Workshop.
.This summary has be =n prepared and is presented
here to provide the w rkshop leader with a broader
understanding of the ontrolled drinking demon-

:, stration. It is exile ted that the leader will thereby
be better equipped t carry out his specific func-
tions in the demonstration unit.

***0
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A. Background

A controlled demonstration is an effective, valuable means for establish-
ing a clear understanding of the relationship among alcaholingestion, blood
alcoliol concentration, and performance. It would appear that blood-ardohol
concentration br BAC, which is expressed as.a percent of alcohol by weight
in a given volume of blood, is a difficult concept for many people to. relate.
either to the amount of alcohol consumed or to resultant behavio'r. kor

**' example, in the research that underlies this workshop, it was found, that
fewer than one out of five patralmen could accurately estithate the amount
of alcohol that would be required to bring their own BAC to the legal, pre-
sum.ptive limit. An actual demonstration would obviqubly dramatize that
relationship.

In virtually all of the alcoh6l-related training, deVelo ed byNHTSA, a
denionstration has been-ubed. The ability of these sessi ns to illuminate
the:BAC/alcohol relationship and to impress that relationship on the trainees
is well documented. There is a practically unanimous, endorsement by
instructoritas well as trainees. '-

o

lic;!
Another research finding ,iethat many officers hold the view that the

legal of-.10% is low and that persons with that BAC are "not very
drunk." Here again; a AemanStratian Of the decrement in behavior or per-
formance as BAC increases is an effective teaching tool. Users have also
attested to this adVantage of controlled drinking demonstrations.

-*" The training administrator must view.these undeniable advantages
against the difficulties 'Of achieving them. It will be helpful, first of all, to
list the difficulties or possible disadvantages:

I. Even a well run demonstration is a time-'consuming session
(aft least fOur hours) and could result in'redidual effects- -
hangover and fatigue--that may detract from"subsequ'ent
training.

2. The health and safety.:of the pit-rti
sideration and rnighte varti
workshop as it is 0440ed...t

. peraonnelVho are likeN,to=b
. '

ants, is alliays a con-
of, coAcesa in this
and and ..T.114,"pervisory

819.-a,afistoi.: older.
1,7',

A session involving drinking c
,

.0rdr?ivithpit'adpqp.ate /,
trol, easily become a strictly seficialiiing-ti te.".

4. Some drinkers develop undei* a.ble beha'vior-'-rn
aggressive, etc. --Whiche if,not controlled. or countgreryc ,

4
could completely: di,sruptAire session.

;if
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5. These sessions require special equipment and facilities
that are oftenmot available in traditional police training
facilities.

4Food intake must be controlled to provide for reasonably
predictable and controllable alcohol absorption into the
blood. This may be difficult to enforce in this workshop,
addressed as it is to management-level personne

tiN

7. If the trailing site does not include living quarters, special
provision must be made to transport drinking participants *44,

to their living'quarters.

B. Performance 'Testing

Tire ,objective of perfctrmance testing in the demonstration is, of course,
to illustrate changes in performance associated with elevated BAC levels.
A driving simulator provides an excellent test which is obviously related
to the purpose of this workshop. However, such devices are not readily
available.. Other studies have shown that visual reaction time is a good
measure of performance for these demonstrations. The task--responding
to a visual-signalis a realisticcone.: for the driving Situation. Also, speed
of reaction is an important criterion for good driving. Finally, reaction
time is a reliable indicator: it increases: with alcohol intake for ,virtually
all people.

It is possible to construct a reaction time device locally or to buy one
fromavailable sources at a reasonable price. For training facilities
having access to a college psychology department; it might be possible to
borrow such a device as it is commonly used in psychological experiments.

In addition to reaction time, it is suggested that roadside sobriety
tests in use in the local area -be incorporated into the demonstration. Nirt_
only will changes in performance be apparent, but the relative efficiency
of these tests can be assepsed.

C. Special Considerations

Some considerations in planning tie controlled drinking demonstration
'merit s ial emphasis for the hth, safety and comfort of the volunteers.
The folio-Meow list recapitulates these:

1. Adequate and comfortable rooms including toilet facili-
, ties must be provided.

. Stairways, crowded access routes, unstable furniture and
dangerously sharp protrusions on furntture or fixtures
must be avoided. 263
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3. It is desirable to haVe a physician presekt

4. No attempt to coerce volunteers to drink can be allowed.

5. No firearms are allowed in the demonstration area.

6C No volunteer can be allowed to drivef drinking.

7. No training staff member will take pa in the drinking.

D. Alternative Activities

Despite the advantages of the demonstration as a training technique, it
may be impossible to schedule this activity. For instance, some jurisdic-
tions may forbid the use of alcohol on the training premises and other
facilities may not be available. In such an event, the evening session is
to be devoted to the unit on the nature and effects of alcohol intoxication.
The unit scheduled on the second morning for review of the demonstration
would then be devoted to a film about alcohol - related offenses. The out-.
line for the review unit (Unit 10) includes information about the content and
availability, of some films that could serve as substitutes for the demonstra-
tion. Any films of similar content that are available may be used.

2t4
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APPENDIX D.

. Chemistry and Physiology. of Alcohol

This contains information on the properties
of alcohkI,,, #s physiology and chemistry in
the hunin body. Some properties of BAC
and its computation a#e also incided.

Table-1U (Pages 'D-14 - D-19) lists medical
symptoms that can be confused with intoxi-
cation.

265
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es o AlcoliOl
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Alcohol. ''l alcohol found in alcoholic beverages is
°,5fIsnow as ethyl alcohol: Other common names include

.krit.in.alcohol, neutral spirits and ethanol. Its che,tniCal
fOrmula.ii C2H5OH. It is a clear, colorleSs liquid that
inapitts a burning sensation to the mouth and throat when
swallowed: Pure ethanol has a very slight, pleasant odor;
the odor commonly associated with an alcoholic beverage
usually comes from the raw material used to make the drink
or from added flavoring. It is freely miscible (soluble) in
water.

Ethyl alcohol has a depressant effect on the body. It is
generally harmless when consumed moderately but can be
highly poisonous when consumed in quantity.

Ethyl alcohol can be Nloduced both synt4etically and by
mentation of sugars. When it is to be consumed as a bever-
age, legally it must be produced by fermentation.
Syntheticilly produced alcohols; used for industrial, pur-
poses,. are typically denatured to make them unfit for human
consumption. Denaturing involves the addition of a small
percentage of unpleasant, or poisonous substances.' Their
removal to make the alcohol fit forhuman use would be
extremely time-consuming and costly. Denatured alcohol is
not taxed.

b. Methyl Alcohol. Methyl alcohol is commonly known as wood
alcohol, .since it was formerly made by the destructive.dis-'
filiation; of wood. It is presently largely-made. sytthetically.

," It is known as methanol. Its chemical formula is CHOH.
Methyl alcohol is a colorless liquid with a wine-like odor
and a burning taste. It is 3.1.sed in the manufacture of indus-
trial solvents and Chethicals and is highly poisonous if
swallowed or inhaled.

Other Alcohols, .There are many other types of alcohol's
used for various purposes: Fdr example, isopropyl alcohol
is used asS. rubbing base alcohol; butyl.alcohol is a base for
perfumes and fixatives.

Z. Production Of Alcohol

a. Sources. Any, material can serve as the basic material for
alcolfol as s19ng as, it contains l2-J5% sugar. Such materials

gti6



Might be fruit juices, malt or cereal grain extract, vegetable
pulp (potato, cactus), and molasties.

b. Fermentation. Fermentation is the process by which all
drinking alcohols are. produced. Yeast from, the air, or
added as a pure culture, produces, alcohol and carbon dioxide
by fermenting the sugars fruit juice, cereal grain mash,
or .other raw material. Maximum alcohol content of a fer-
mented veroge is 14=15% by volume; highet alcohol con -.
tents are produced by a fu-rther process of distillation.

c. Distillation.. Whiskey, gin, rum, brandy,,,tc., 'attain high
alcohol contents through the procesi of distillation. Alcohol
boils at 78.3°C (173°F) and water' at 100 °C .(212 °F). pen a
mixture of alcohol and water is heated, the alcohol boils at
.a lower temperature. The resultant steam itrcaught and,
cooled. By repeating theevprocess, nearly pure ethanol can
be obtained.

d. Types of Beverages. The cources, method of production and
approximate alcoholiC content of some typical beverages are
shown below:

Moth Common
Beverage Raw Material

Red Wine Red skinned
grapes

Champagne Grapes

Cider
Beer

Apples

Cereals--as
rye.

Method of
Production

Fermentation

Grape juice in
process of fermen
tation bottled at
10-14% alcohol,
fermentatiori cm-f-
t:IA.1es producing
carbon dioxide,
hence bubbled or
sparkling wine
Fermentation
Brewing-
fermentation
stopped at,de e d
alcohol contenr

D-3

Approximate
Aldohol
Content-

Percent (viv)

. :15p to about 14

About 14

8-10
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e.

Beverage

Whiskey

4111P

Gin

Moit Common
Raw Material

Cereals (rye,
corn, barley,
etc.)

Method of
Production

Distillation

Cereals, etc. Et

Congeners. In addition to al
ages contain numerous corn
congeners. These typically
and odor to the beverage. They constitute a very small pro-
portion of the total volume of the beverage. There is no evi-
dence that congeners contribute in any discernible degie to
the depressant effect of alcoholic beverages.

Pro oft System. In the United Statei, the pro'of, of an, alcoholic
beverage is twice the percentage of alcdhol by volume. Thus,
an 36-proof bottle of whiskey contains 43% of alcohol by.
volu.ine. Most alcoholic beverages have a maximum of
approximately 50% alcohol by volurne; the remainder consists
of water and flavoring agents (congeners). For example,
beer has a relatively low alcoholic content 4nd is approxi-
mately 90% water.

Approximate
Alcohol
Content-

Percent (v/v)

15-50

+ water 0
ring

,6/ I.1 and water, alcoholic bever-
% or impurities known as
art a characteristic flavor

Physiology of Alcohol

The course of alcohol in the human body is de cribed
=absorption, distribution and elimi#ation.

1. Absorption.

in terms of

'Alcohol istypically swallowed and travels from the mouth through
the esophagus to the stomach. Here part ofothe arcohol is absorbed directly
,into the blood stream by the process of diffusion; the remainder is absorbed
in the small intestine. The rate of flow frorrethe stomach to the small
intestine is controlled by the pylorus, which opens and closes at the base
of the stomach to permit or inhibit the passage of solids and liquids.

\
a. Rate. The, rate of %bsorption varies somewhat from person

to person and for the same person at different ti ms depend-
ing 011 the condifon of his body. However,,alcolillibegins to
pass intolhe.bloodstream within 1 to 2 minutes after it is
consuconsume , most alcohol is absorbed within 15 minutest

266
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L
nearly 90% is absorbed within 1 hour, and Nearly all is
absorbedin 1.5 hours. Three hours may be required for
complete absorption.

. Factors That Affect Rate of Absorption. Absorption through
the stomach wall is slow and represents only ,a portion of total

4alcohol intake. Absorption through the small intestine is rapid.
Therefore, anything that increases emptying time of the stom-
ach increases absorption rate; anything that delays emptying
time slows absorption rate. Both dilution of the alcoholic
beverage and food in the stomach affect rate of absorption.
Abborption is slow in both very dilute and very strong bever-
ages. Food in the stomach d'elay's *sorption beca e stomach
emptying time is delayed. This applies to eating whi e drinking
and to eating before drinking:-#

Distribution.

The alcohol travels .from the stomach and small intestine via the
portai,;vein to the liver. From the liver, it travels to the heart, the lungs,
and back to the heart from which it is pumped to all parts of the body.
Alcohol has an affinity for water and is stored in the body tissues 'in pro -
portion to, their 'fluid content. Organs such as the brain, liver and kidney,
which h.a.vellikra.rge blood supply, initially receive a disproportionately large
quantity of Circulating blood. When absorption and distribution are com-
plete, equilibrium is achieved, that is, alcohol is proportional to fluid
content.

3. Elimination

Once absorbed into the blood stream, the body immediately starts
to el" -. +, e alcohol. This is largely accomplished in the liver where

e alcohol, s oxidized to carbon dioxide and, water. Some small portion
(less than 10%) is eliminated directly through urine, breath, perspiration,
tears and (saliva.

it
a. Rate of Elimination. As soon as alcohol is absorbed into the

blood system and travels to the liver, the body mediately
ntstarts to eliminate it. The average rate of eli ation is
reported as 0.015 to 0.018% per hour and varies between 0.01
and 0.025% per 'hour.. ,At very low BAC's, the average rate of
elimination is about 0.01% per hour. For a man weighing 150
pounds, the quantity eliminated in one hour is about 7g or
2/3 oz. of 100-proof whiskey.. Although there is some con-
troversyin the literature, the preponderant evidence indi-
cates that the rate of elimination is essentially linear, that is,
for any given person at a given time, the rate of alcohol
elimination-per hour 1161g essentially constant"
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i. Factors Affecting Rate of Elimination. In general, the rate of
elimination is not affected by stimulatts, diseased states or
exercise. Where changes in rates have been noted, they are
too small to be of any practical value. Because of the small
quantity excreted directly, any attempt aimed at eliminating
alcohol through increasing breathing rate, urine or perspira-
tion has little or no effect.

4. Factors Affecting BAC
r

Many factors affect the blood alcohol tration (BAC) which
results from the. proceaes described above. some f the major factors
are described below. .r.

a. Body Weight vs. Drinks Zonsum.ed. In general, a heavier
person can consume more alcoholic beverages than a lighter
one to attain the same BAC level. A chart of BAC values for
different body weights and drinks consumed is shown in
Table I.,

The example in the table uses an average elimination rate of
0.015% as a means of accounting for the factor of "time since
first drink" in estimating BAC. It should be noted again that
this rate of elimination is an average ;Otte and, therefore,
should be used with caution in making such estimates.

b. Empty Stomach vs. Full Stomach. Food in the stomach will
delay absorption and result in a lower BAC than would be
obtained if the stomach were empty. Instead of decreasing
immediately, a plateau at that BAC will be maintained for a
longer period of time than if the stomach were empty.. The
amounts of 80-proof liqUor required to reach various BAC's
under conditions of both full and empty stomachs may be
estimated from the charts in Figure 1.

c. Rate of Drinking and Quantity Consumed. The BAC also
varies with the total quantity of alcohol. consumed and the rate
of drinking. In general, maximum BAC's are reached 20 to
30 minutes after consuming a single drink on an empty"
stomach. When drinks are consumed successively over time,
the BAC rises with each drink, reaches a maximum 15 to 20
minutes following ingestion of the last drink and starts to
decline from this maxinvarn. When several drinks are con-
sumed in a very short period of time, peak BAC's may not
appear until 45 minutes to 1-1/2 hour s after ingestion of the
last drink.

2
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Table I.

Percent of Alcohol in Blood

Body
Weight

100 lb.
110 lb.
120 lb.
130 lb.
140 lb.
150 lb.
160: lb.
170 lb.
180 lb.
190 lb.
200 lb.
210 lb.
220 lb.
230 lb.
240 lb.

Number of Drinks
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

,038 .075 .113 .150 .188. .225 .263 .300 .338 ..375 .413 .450
. 034..066 .103 .137 .172 .207 .241 .275..309 .344 .379 .,412
.031 '.063 .094 -125 :156 .188 .219 .250 .281 .313 .344 .375
.029 .058 .087 ..116 .145 .174 .203 .232 .261 .290 .320 .348
027 ..054 .080 .107 .134 .161 ':',188 -.214 .241 .268 ..295 .321

.025,. 050 ..075 .100 ..125 .151 .176 .201 .226 .251 .276 . 321

. 023 .4)47 .070 .094 .117 .141 .;164 .188 .211 ,234 .258 .211

. 022 .045 . 066'.. 088 .110 .132 .155 .178 .200 .221 .244 .265

. 021 .042 .063 .083 .104 .125 .146 .167 .188 .208 ..229 '.250

. 020 ,040 .059 .079 .199 ,.119 .138 .158 .179 .198 .217 .237

. 019 .038 .056 .075 .094 .113 .131 .150 .169 .188 .206, .225
..018 .036..053 071 .090 .107 .125 .143 .1.61 .179 .197 .215-
. 017 .034 .051 .068 .085 102 .119..136 .153 .170 .188 205)
.016 .032' -.049..065 -.081 .098 .115 .130 .147 .163 .180 .196
.016 .031:.047 .063...078 .094 .109 .125 .141 .156..172 .-188.

The table shows the estixnated percent .of arcoho in the blood for number of
drinks consumed and different body weights. The percent can be estimated by
doing the following:

1. Count your drinks. (1, drink equals 1 ounce of 100 - proof, liquor or
One 12-ounce bottle of beer).

2. Find the percent of blood alcohol listed in the table under the number
of drinks and opposite body weight.

3. To estimate the percent of alcohol "burned up," decrease the figure
in the table by .015 for each hour after the start of drinking.

Example: 180 lb. man consumes 8 drinks in 4 hours

.167 (from table) minus (.015 x 4 hours) = 10%



Figure 1. Amount of 8,0-Proof Liquor Consumed
in One Hour to Reach Given BACTs

EMPTY STOMACH

Little Or no food prior to drinking

WEIGHT . ,LIQUOR
CONSUMED

lbs.
240

__ 16
220 -

--- .1.
,

-.t
.

200 - =.12
190 ---
180 -- 10
170 .
160 :-- ..1 S

150 ... _ 7
140 ,,= 6
130 r
120

0

100 -

4

3

2

FULL STOMACH

Between 1 and 2 hrs. after average meal

BAC

0.20

WEIGHT

lbs.

240

220-
200 ---
190 -
180 -Iv-,
170
)60
150--
140 --
1.30 ---

120

110

100

-

ft.

LIQUOR
CONSUMED

oz.

-16
14

BAC

___ O. 20*- 0.18
--,--

-.0. t6
0.15
0.14

-- 0.16
-0.15

0 13

-----: 12

-0.12
, -0.11

-0.09

0.13

01.10040.12 -
60.11

-- 5

-0.06
-0.05
--0.04

0.08
-0.07

0.03

--0.09
-0.10

4

0.08

, 0. 07

0.06

- ---0.05

Adapted from a chart by U. S. Dept. Adapted from a chart by Royal'
of Health, Education and Welfare Canadian Mounted Police

To determine the-amount of 80-proof liquor needed in one-hour period to
reach-0. 10 %, draw a straight line from body weight to 0. 10(ft The line will
intersect the number of ounces needed to produce 0. 10 %. Do the same to de-
termine the amount of .liquor needed to reach other BAC's. Charts show rough
averages only, since many factors affect the rate of alcohol absorption into the
blood stream. 'The rate of elimination-of alcohol from the bloodstream is ap-
proximate1i 0.015% per hour. Therefore, subtratt 0.015 from the BAC indicated
on. the, charts for each hour after the start of drinking.

I6
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C. Pharmacology of Alcohol.

1. Effects on the Central Nervous System

Alcohol is a depressant and not a stimilant. Many people think it
is a stimulant, since its firsteffect is to reduce tension and give a mild
feeling .of euphoria or well beingi It affects the most recently developed
part of the brain firstthat part controlling a person's judgment and
morals. Its last effect is on the oldest part of the brain--that part control-
ling a person't; auto . ..*c body functionEt so that the individual completely
loses control of hi passes into a coma and ultimately dies if the
respiratorrcenter in ae brain ceases functioning. In between, there is a
progression IV deterioration that affects a_person's speech, vision and
equilibrium.

Stages of Intoxication. The stages of alcoholic influence
are shown in Table II. The BA s stated as a range of
values since not all people are .affecte
given BAC. Further, there is no si
a given stage. One stage merges in
effects of alcohol become more sever

same at a
that defines

xt as the

b. Effects on Vision. Pupils of the eye generally dilate
(enlarge) and reaction to light becomes sluggish. At!
BAC's of 0.10% people are unable to fuse completely the
image seen by each eye into a, single image. Glare is
more bothersome and distance judgment is impaired.
The time to adjust from far to near vision may be increif3 d
from 0.10 to 0.20 seconds at a BAC of 0. 06 %.

c. Effects on Reaction Time and Coordination. Alcohol causes
an impairment in muscular coordination; the threshold of
impairment has been demonstrated to be as low as a BAC
of 0.02%. Reaction time is incr.-eyed. Each person
appears to have a threshold. BAC at which impairment
begins; then small additional doses of alcohol produce large
losses in coordination. Motor tasks which require coordi-
nation or complex diicriminationire impaired at C's
of 0.05%. ,oig ,t ' wr

2. affects on Other Body. Organs,, Syste s and Tissues
.47+

a. Effects on Skin. Alcohol has a eptic properties.. It
absorbs heat upon evaporation an ; therefore, imparts a cool
and soothing feeling when rubbed on fevered skin. Following
absorption, alcohol enlarges the blood vessels of the skin and
permits an itiOiiiise2in the amount of blood circulating in?the, -

,j,skin; this accounts r ti_igefliisheil-ftee. of the drinker.
271-
D-9



Table II.
Stages of acute alcoholic influence /intoxication)

ETHYL ALCOHOL
LEVEL,

.41F4Itent by Weight
' Blood (Urine)

STAGE OF
ALCOHOLIC
INFLUENCE

,
.

CLINICAL SIGNS/SYMPTOMS

O. 01-0.05
(0.01 -;0.07) Sobriety

No apparent influence
Behavior nearly normal by ordinary obser-

vation
Slight changes detectable by special tests

0.03-0.12
(0,04-0.16)

k' -

a

Euphoria

Mild euphoria, -sociability, talkativeness
ticreased self-confidence; decreased,inhibi-

tions
Diminution of attention, judgment, and
D control . ''',

Loss of efficietcy in finer perfOrmance tests
po

0.09-0.25
0.12-0.34) Excitement

Emotional instability; decreased inhibitier,
'Loss of critical judgment
Impairment of memory and comprehension
Decreased sensitory respons% increased

rea.ction time
Sorne muscular incoordination

0.18.-0.30
(0. 24 -0. 41) Confusion

'.sorientation, mental confusion; dizziness
ated emotional states (fear, anger;
f,. 'etc. )

r nce-of sensation (diplopia; etc. ) and
of perception of color, form, motion,
dimensions .

1Decreased pain sense
Impaired Mtlance; muscular incoordination;

staggering gait, slurred speech'

114- '
0.21.0.40

(0.3T-0.54)

Apathy; general inertia, approaching
paralysis

Markedly decreased response to stimuli
Marked muscular incoordination; inability

to stand or walk
VOmiting; incontinence of urine and fetites ,
Impaired consciousness;' sleep or stupor

O. 35-0.50
0.47-0.67)

.,

Coma ..

Complete unconsciousness; coma; anesthesia
Depressed or abolished reflexes
Subnormal temperature
Incontinence of urine and feces
Embarrassknerit of circulation and respira-

tion w
Possible ,death

0.45 +
(0.60 +) Death

.

Death from respiratory paralysis
1Prepared by: Kurt M. DubrIski, . Ph. D. , FAIC, Director, Department of
Clinical Chemistry and Togcology, University of Oklahoma, School of
Medicine, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; Member, C_ ommittee on Alcohol and
Drugs, National. Safety Council. 2 4
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Effects on Circulation: Low BAC Cri have very little effect
on circulation except to enrarge-blood vessels. of the's-kin as
.discussed above. There is n,o evidence that alcohol
improves circulation; on the c'ontratly, it appears to impair
circulation. At a BAC of 0.45% or greater, death tray°
result from respiratory or acwarrest.

c. Effects on Kidney.: A.sicte from the f4tet tat alcohol is a, mil.,
diuretic (that is, it increases urine output), moderate use of ,

alcohol does not appear tojause. any kidn.e% damage.
. .

,.. ,.
. 'Effects on Liver. Alcohol causes an accumulation of fat in"-

the liver, a condition referAd to,Aas fatty liver. It may result
in an inflammation of the liver, commonly calle cirrhosis.2"
However, cirrhosis appears_to be more a resul 'of the poorair,
diet. of the alcoholic rather than-a direct %emit, oralcohol.

, Moderate use of alcohol'does not appeat to have a tkrmful
4 ,

' effeCt onIthe liver of healtir, well'.nouriihed people; "N ., --t

e.. Symot e0 of Al6ohOl Ipfltanc., symptom% of ;, 4;;-t -

alcoho nuence are: .
.4;

Odor of alcoholic beverages on thelt)i a
Siriaying unsteadinesi-stagge#ili
Pi Orfmuse4ar.:coordination

. Confusion

. Sleepin,0 4

Disorderly apviarairce .
Speech iinpairiitinti. such as .84urred, cOnfuied,
thick tongue.
Dizziness .

Nausea
*z -

UnIM3ual,..e.ctionsp,:lA'rok-a s very
Visual disorders- -fixed sip:re-glass:1r ,eyes
Flushed , skin

Ads list is not all-inclusive door does any one symptom or
combination of symptoms mean thot the pgrson-isIntoxicated.
Nuraeras illnesses/INuries can produce the same symptoms
as alcoholic influence. It might be pointed out that a Chemi-
cal test can pr,otectboth law enforcement-groups and the

suspect's'low BAC can serve to indicate Sat'the suepect'
piiblic boy providing an alert o the need tOr meAto attention.

aJtniirmal behavfor is due4to.-Wome,illness or injury, othei.than
alCohol. An unusually high 4AC alio indicates the need fok

Medical attention in order that the danger 0'
cardiar. arrest can be,avoided.



Alcsxhol__Combi d with Other Drugs, combined with
ause special problems. Avitated above,

oulii be obtained for any individual-who has a
oth
me
1

es
appiars to be markedly under the influence. The

eff lcohol combined with stimulants and other "depres-
sants are disci sed below.

Stimulants (caffeine, amphetamine, tec. ). 111,Cmulants_
do not counteract the depressing effect of
They are only temporarily effective with regard to the
grosser' aspects of drunkennem. They rpay be used to
temporary arousal in severe intoxication, but the A

'''s,rotsal effect is brief.

Depressants (analgesics, antihistamines, tranquilizers,.
etc. ). . The depressant effect of alcohol and other drugs
will be ai-ed together and, in some_instances,
resultant effect will besgreater than the: expected com-
bined effect of the two drugs. Since au* dtepressants
are used widely and indiscrimiriitely by the public,
their use with alcohol could cause a serious problem
for the driver.

Narcotics (opium, 'morphine, cocaine; marihuana,
LSD, heroin, etc.). Animal spikes have indicated
additive and supratkadditive effectit of narcotics and
alcohol; human studips are uwierstandably lacking,
In examining Ate drunk driver suspect, the trainee
sholtld be alt to the possibility that the Maividual's
behavior marbie due to a narcotic of to,a;oeibination

g. telerrcelko Alcohol: It is wet k wn thatopeopletoreacia-
differently to liquor, that ejre better able .''hold"
their liquor better than DA-event indiyidus at the
sarnerBA react cliff" itl Although it rAay, he said that the,
hea4y dri r has leirned.to mpensate for the effects Of
lipor .(for example, by stan wi. his feet farther apart toV
ritiniaize swaying) toleriii16-haii been noted in the persOn

7A I

wih no previous exposure =Individ a.ls with the same weight
can attain diglierent BAC's fix the same arnotiht of alcohol.

Pite' It is the opinion o twat inv gators that tolerance is
limited and occurs most frequently at BAC's ,of 0.10% or less.

The exact reasons for differences in fb
unknown but the foliowi g reasons hal).

-

of barcoti9.apilitalcohol. dt.

erance to alcohol are'
en prOPkased:



Delayed absorption
,Decreased pen.etrationthecentral nervous-system

*Increased elimination
In9reased water content of the body
Increased tissue tolerance
Variatic& in the ability of individuals to respond to

0, stress



T.ze

Sorne--Pathologidwl-Condition-s--Hatring-SyrrrptcRs-in-
Common with Those of Alcohol Inf. luen

Acetone Odor of *le Breath (a frui.'ty=odor, which may 'be mistaken for tk.e
odor of alcoholic bevera.ges):

Concussion of brain tt.i.lhe
Delirium tremens (form oioa.cute in,saty aicompa

.;

Diabetes
Food poisoning
Intestinal obstruction
Severe migraine (headache).
Starvation
Stomach cancer

,

Stomach ulcer

f
trembling)

Uremia (blood pOisoning a
Vomiting
Wasting diseases., such as cancel,= magaria,

4,0

Amnesia. (loss of nitemory): r o., s9..,,
ot

Dementia (insaniti whiph rria.yelifotgeneral,
Epilepsy (the epileptic usta4y hak no`mein

may have lead to anialicident d subseq
Hysteria (a nervous disdrder cI

acts and emotions) "
Kors Off's Syndrome (pec

of, coholi Elm. The vic
exits that have never to

Toxemia (blood ..poisoning fro
larly encephalitis (infla

Tra.uit injury pa.rticular)

Ataxia (failuro of muscular CoOrdinatio....,_
irepOrfectly c, rdinated movements)iA,Oti

,-- ,

A a due to chemickls,' drugs ;r .
, 4....,

Ataxia due to mental shock or frtght.
Chorea (cOtivazihrle nervo dispalte;.--,'

,
cd") .'

'Chronic rittog kve Chorea tuitingtoy, orea) (charact ized by
..

. .1%, pmusc ar .spap 's, facial contortion* -.1arching gait)
,

Ataxia4 lure of riiiisc r tOoitdination du to psycho -
' [nettvoilts dLitordeiliffectine mind])

273
4
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,Ixtjliiir to nerve; or muscles ..,, .- 1
habylithitia, (inie.C40n of he inn ei.''ear),i ,-.'

A

' .;1.i;:c0,,Pe r iphe r ak Tinflstiaination of,terrninal nerves, usual'
.ic,. result .4i- ism o7r7dit3h eria) 1

.:,

njOititi '. devialOpment of red:blood cells, usually
with ei,(11fe uit,,o. .:, , ;

..,0,, , *.rieni)
Spinal COret:':issionet'i' 'Y 4cAH-'1 '1 I - A

1%4121til) f gtiet*i $ te fit ,X us ,overgrowth -of spinal cord)
Mya enia Grivis-(mUitetiar weaknesseheiid tends to fall forward)
Syringoinyelia (degeneration, of spinal cord caused by abnormal

) cavities filled with ligind in.substince of the cord)
Tabes dorsalis (degeneratioxi,of the spinal cord and nerve-trunks,

ausually caused by, syphilis) ,s \ .
Turco iff of spinal cord , '`4 411: .

..:' Traumatiektaxia (failure; Of muscular coordiiiation due to injury)
.

Coma (unnatural, heavy, deep sleep sometimes' ending in death):
41.4

CaveinousSinus Thrombosis (clotting of blood associated with'infec-
tiOrg'in venous blood spaces inthe skull)

Diabetes* .

Effect ti chemicals .:.

Effect of extremes of temperature, such as sunstroke, heat strolca,
or excessive cold 4 0 .

qk Excessive, internal p;ss of 131o9d .
10 .Head injuries 10

1...f.mTbolism (usually b cl OE'gr tumor cellie odging in brain) 0
Hysterical trande (a al sleep'ilie to p, tetia during .wu.* sensi-

bility and donsci;Usness May riemai
Iiisulin shock" (due to overdose of insulin)
Post-epileptic state
Sudgen nervous shock
Uremia.

(niez141 disturbance marked lg. halucinatigas, incoheren
sions etc. ): dr

i''; Aaidoids cdep/etiojeOf alkali, e of the body resulting in in
acids *' such as in cas abetes)-

2",,Bipas 'or stings of reptiles, insects, etc., such as bee, horne itind
,

4i) ' wasp stings; j'eak fish contacts; snake bites ,_
..

reased

.Blood loss /
sin lesions, sUch as acute meningitis,

_

lirium associated with stopping of a drug habit
Drugs, such'as aconite, inb.rijuiiiia, cocaine, rote.

.,

FeVer from acute infections '''''' .... '` ;:...)

'14Yet .
It?lali.Infirc on from animal bites, e: d. hydrophobia orI

41127
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rat,bite fever



us foods. or Ailergic food reactions
ue

Drowsiness:

"cute' anemia
cubsion of brain

Wbetes
Drugs
Encephalitis lethargica (sleeping sicknesi)
Uremia ;t4

1

Eye. Disorders (bloodshot es, pupil's do not contractor do not dilate, etc. )I1

Acute conjunctivitis (Pink aye)
Foreign body in eye
Glaucoma (disease of eye marked by increased jocular pressure).

clay Fever and Similar Allergic Disorders

Iritis (infiam,mation of the figlored part of the-eye)

Trachoma (a, contagious disease marked by gra!

Contracted Pupils (pupils of eye011td'ecrealed in size:,
light):

1

rr Ot . r,t ,,
,4 ,4IBrtiin. heiporrh.age in Ponsjicsrtheciing drgan in JI li,-. s,; A

iirsightedness '. ' 'F .
,,,,,1 '. 4-

'' "
kir .

()Pit= derivatives' II(

t
Taber Dorsaiis (pupils occasionally large)
uremia. . *-

, 4,,

'.,Y

..i .
.'Dilate* ils . enlarges. pupils of thee , 4orrnally caused

Acute- Ma (insanity),
Aneinia
Aneuryim,,(1:411cioning out of ed arterial:wall).

'44%.popkaxcr (suddenparalysis and c a due usually tp
brain or to clotting of blood a blOod vess

sphylkia (deficien
,Catalepay(neiyous dis

. tary motion and se sibility)
Condvasion ofbkain
Drug" aUch as atropine dbcaine,

4fireatikingi.

ood escaping
thrbratin)

oxygen iasthe -blood marked bry suffocation)
ase in.arked4by-a.ttatIcs of suspension, of

'ping, hyo
Dirspiaa ,(diffic

euinydrin, homatro-
,.

D-1



Fright
Glaucoma
Mediastinal Tumor (himor in the middle part of the chest)
MarphiniamAduring period of_withdrawaLof_morphine from_a
Most comatose conditions (those affected with coma), except

,s opiutli or uremia
Nausea, usually
Nearsightednes s
Reflexly, from pain
Toxic Goitgai(overactivity of the thyroid gland, usually resulting in.-.

swelliM of the neck and causing a toxemia from the excess
secretion of thyroxin) A..4"

Inequality of Pupils (difference in size of the twopupils ):

Apoplexy
Artificial eye
Brain Tumor It

.
Cerebral Abscess (collection of pus in a cavity formed in the brain)
Multiple, Sclerosis

.-.-Refraction urqual in botheyes
Skull fr.103.re
Syr A

., .
T

Flushed Face:
NJ

Acp*.1Rosacea. (Onronic.inflanniktion of the face d nik)6 r,,

A,4, 'u stc,r At , ,' " : t a Aneurrnn of ,A.tkendfritAorta (balloomng out of one of greatyar
i:Ati. ., . .. --, ,..

4 4)..f f0e a it ) .
Apoip?iy(ettroke),
Arpeittiagrosis (hardening the arteries) -

0.
Cereb Concusition (i the main part of brain) A.

Chemi or Drug Poisoning (by amylzOrite,., be adorn's.; Alden: ,,

rnonoxitie, h yos us, nicotr icVcid,(tOr nitr' glycer
Chlotirsigrrp-eculla.r an -4:, causing kieSiirsii 'Pallor of The skin but'

.marked also by, occasional flushing of the face)
Chronic Pulmonary ubercilkosis ,(disease of the lungs)
'Diaberes ,,

Emotions (blushing
likePsiir
Exoph lmic if ter mpa.nied b
Hysteria ,, ja i ''

44t;' Indig n ofteitwith h,Tiochlorhydria (msufficien cia-;tic s.

t#evasttic juice) t
0, -.4...1,

(pe d of. secre n (*milk in a female)
USal -fialletond '`eaused in femilie durin change o'f life)

G f



/viitral Stemmas (narrowing of the left valve to the heart)
Neurastherra (nervous prostration)
Polycythemia Vera (disease characterized by great excess of red blood

cella)
Suzistroke

Shock and Collapse:

Acute Appendiaitii
Acute.Intestinal Obstruction

'Acute Pancreatitis (inflammation of the digestive gland which may be
1)

Acute Per_.t s (inflammation of theAllieribrane which lines
ibdominal walls)

the

Acute Plieurriothorax (sudden, often spontaneous, rupture of lung)
ctoris (spasikk_of heart arteries)Angi

Apople 4stroke causitV ^by ruptured blood vessel or
tr*dently blOck ,46Y-,clotted blood)-

C4:4...-riy ThrOmbos s hlood clot.in heart artery)
._,I0ury;,(Particularly s cture) . 4
:fil sitlin Shock ,

gastricgastric or duSenal ulcer
' . Poi:soling' "= /

:Psych
.

Prir,c4ifi,Trauzna (egmotiblitai shod")
Ru.ptureitAertic Aneurysm

N c.
:06C-

Disordeits:

Ad 014,:..

impair
-from

, Palate

blood vessel

orloiss of speech due to loss of memory corn-
lexy. or cerebral thrombosis [ ood clot in brain])

or?.. .

a8



Myxedema (a digease w the result of a thyroid, deficiency, AAP
.

marked by, dullness of ntal faculties, sluggishness of move' .
ment, unsteadiness of gait, and thick speech)

. . Paralysis Agite.ns (Parkinson's disease)Jshaking palsy)
Stammering
Toothlessness

SIremors linusc(ilar twitching):
.

Cerebellar Tumor (tumor o d)tion of brain which coordinates move-
ments)

Cerebral.Tumor (tumor. on e main part of the brain)
Chemicilior Drug poisoning .(by absinthe, lead, manganese, mercury,

narcotics, or toba.c6o)?
Encephalitis Lethargica. (sreeping sickiess)
Exoptitha.lmic Goiter
Gen Paresis (softening of the brain rnakticed by insanity and

paralyaig).
Multiple'SclerOsis
Netrosis (functional disorder e nervous system)
Posp.encephalic ParkAirlailiums g sy)
Senility (old age)

Vertigo (dizziness):
' r4;

Anemft(detancy in red blood corpuscles erd- iron)/or i
Aortic Regurgitatiol(leakage of valve to great artery of the heart)
Arterlosclikrosis ofirrteriei of rain.*
Cerebellar Ttimor 5
Cerebral'
Cerebral
Chronic ronie inflammation of tlie kidney).
Eyestrai ; . ,.General Pare s.
Hemorrhage (external or internal 131
. ripess.432. oars., of'the brarnin! infe '
Intoxications tdu to aub :ices other, n,alcohol, such a.ti--barbi

rates, beilit $carboit monoxide- rijua ' opium; o
quinine)s

's n Labyr afection the inner .
Meniere's D seasd (inflammation and congetion of the inner ear,; char-

.

i
.

afterized by es , ringing of ears and some heaxingloas)
IVIotic. Sicknes

Paralysiektof an

, T-,Multiple Scler
Ilexitosis

, ,


